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Preface

Social media and social networks are pervasive in the daily use as well as in a
number of applications. Social media and social networks are also intertwined, as
the social medial platforms also offer the opportunity to develop and analyze social
networks. This book is an edited collection of a number of chapters that focus on
topics from analysis of different nodal attributes of a social network, including node
centrality, node reputation, and contributions of different nodes within the network;
aspects of information and influence diffusion in a social network, including
influence diffusion, rumor spreading, and control; sentiment analysis via opinion
extraction and topic modeling; system level framework for decision making and
cultural experience learning; and ﬁnally an application of social networks in a
biometric ﬁeld. The chapters are independent contributions of the authors.
“A Node-Centric Reputation Computation Algorithm on Online Social
Networks” introduces an algorithm to capture how reputations of individuals
spread within the network. There are two major contributions: (1) authors demonstrated that individual’s reputation is influenced by its position in the network and
associated local structure; (2) the topological information of networks matters in
computing individual’s reputation. In the algorithm, individual’s reputation is
updated from its neighbors by considering the interaction history between this node
and its neighbors.
“Measuring Centralities for Transportation Networks Beyond Structures” discusses centrality from the perspective of evaluating node’s importance within the
network structure. Centrality measures are important to identify critical nodes in
transportation networks, which are useful to improve the design of transportation
networks. However, most centrality measures only consider the network topological information, and thus they are oblivious of transportation factors. This paper
introduced a new centrality measure, which combines network topology and some
external transportation factors, such as travel time delay and travel flux volume. The
new centrality measure is demonstrated to be more efﬁcient in identifying critical
nodes in transportation networks.
“Indifferent Attachment: The Role of Degree in Ranking Friends” discusses the
role of degree in ranking friends. The authors study whether the popularity of one’s
v
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friends is the determining factor when ranking the order of all friends. They ﬁnd
that the popularity of two friends is essentially uninformative about which will be
ranked as the more preferred friend. Surprisingly, there is evidence that individuals
tend to prefer less popular friends to more popular ones. These observations suggest
that positing individuals’ tendency to attach to popular people—as in networkgrowth models like preferential attachment—may not sufﬁce to explain the heavytailed degree distributions seen in real networks.
“Analyzing the Social Networks of Contributors in Open Source Software
Community” analyzes the social networks of contributors in the open source
community. The authors analyze the connectivity and tie structure in social networks where each user is one contributor of Open Source Software communities,
and to investigate the network effects on developers’ productivity. First, they ﬁnd
high degree nodes tend to connect more with low degree nodes suggesting collaboration between experts and newbie developers; second, they show positive
correlations between in-degree, out-degree, betweenness, and closeness centrality
and the developers’ contribution and commitment in Open Source Software projects; third, in general, highly connected and strongly tied contributors are more
productive than the low connected, weakly tied, and not connected contributors.
“Precise Modeling Rumor Propagation and Control Strategy on Social Networks”
discusses various models for epidemic spreading of rumor and/or information. The
authors also propose a novel epidemic model, namely the SPNR model. SPNR model
has three states, infected states, positive infected states, and negative infected states.
The introduction of positive infected states and negative infected states enable the
SPNR model to better capture the rumor spreading process in real-world social
systems. Additionally, a corresponding rumor control strategy is designed based on
SPNR model. This novel rumor control strategy is demonstrated to be effective in
ﬁghting against rumor spreading, compared with several state-of-the-art control
strategies.
“Studying Graph Dynamics Through Intrinsic Time Based Diffusion Analysis”
focuses on time-based diffusion analysis. The authors aim to characterize the coevolution of network dynamics and diffusion processes. They propose the notion of
intrinsic time to record the formation of new links, and further use it to isolate the
diffusion processes from the network evolution. The experimental results show
signiﬁcant differences in the analysis of diffusion in the extrinsic, extrinsic converted into intrinsic, and intrinsic times.
“A Learning-Based Approach for Real-Time Emotion Classiﬁcation of Tweets”
focuses on emotion recognition by analyzing tweets—a cross-section of social
media and social networks. The authors discuss their computational framework as
well as the machine learning-based approach. The reported experiments demonstrate that the authors’ approach is competitive to the other lexicon-based methods.
They also demonstrate that their computational framework can make emotion
recognition and classiﬁcation a lightweight task, enabling use on mobile devices.
“A New Linguistic Approach to Assess the Opinion of Users in Social Network
Environments” focuses on linguistic methods to assess the opinion of users in social
networks. The authors study the problem of differentiating texts expressing a
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positive or a negative opinion. The major observation is that positive texts are
statistically shorter than negative ones. The method is to generate a lexicon that is
used to indicate the level of opinions of given texts. The resulting adaptability
would represent an advantage with free or approximate expression commonly
found in social networks environment.
“Visual Analysis of Topical Evolution in Unstructured Text: Design and
Evaluation of TopicFlow” presents an application of topic modeling to grouprelated documents into automatically generated topics, as well as an interactive tool,
TopicFlow, to visualize the evolution of these topics. The authors discuss their
analysis technique, namely binned topic models and alignment. It is an application
Latent Dirichlet Application (LDA) to time-stamped documents at independent
time intervals. The TopicFlow tool provides interactive visualization capabilities to
select topics between time slices as they develop or diverge over a time period.
“Explaining Scientiﬁc and Technical Emergence Forecasting” provides an
infrastructure for enabling the explanation of hybrid intelligence systems using
probabilistic models and providing corresponding evidence. This infrastructure is
designed to assist users in the interpretation of results. There are two contributions:
(1) enable to support transparency into indicator-based forecasting systems;
(2) provide evidence underlying presented indicators to the analyst users. The
application of such an infrastructure is to automate the prediction of trends in
science and technology based on the information of scientiﬁc publications and
published patents.
“Combining Social, Audiovisual and Experiment Content for Enhanced Cultural
Experiences” presents an experimental system that enhances the experience of
visitors in cultural centers by leveraging social networks and multimedia. The
system offers a modern, immersive, richer experience to the visitors, and provides
valuable instant, spontaneous, and comprehensive feedback to organizers. It has
been deployed and used in the Foundation of the Hellenic World cultural center.
“Social Network Analysis for Biometric Template Protection” provides an
application of social network analysis for biometric template protection. Its general
goal is to provide biometric system with cancelability that can defend the biometric
database. The authors applied social network analysis to transfer raw biometric
features related to, e.g., face or ear images, into secure ones.
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A Node-Centric Reputation Computation
Algorithm on Online Social Networks
JooYoung Lee and Jae C. Oh

Abstract In online social networks, reputations of users (nodes) are emerged and
propagated through interactions among the users. These interactions include intrinsic
and extrinsic consensus (voting) among neighboring users influenced by the network
topology. We introduce an algorithm that considers the degree information of nodes
(users) to model how reputations spread within the network. In our algorithm, each
node updates reputations about its neighbors by considering the history of interactions
and the frequency of the interactions in recent history. The algorithm also captures the
phenomena of accuracy of reputations deteriorating over time if interactions have not
occurred recently. We present the following two contributions through experiments:
(1) We show that an agent’s reputation value is influenced by the position of the
node in the network and the neighboring topology; and (2) We also show that our
algorithm can compute more accurate reputations than existing algorithms especially
when the topological information matters. The experiments are conducted in random
social networks and Autonomous Systems Network of the Internet. In addition, we
show the efficacies of each component in our algorithm and present their effects on
the algorithm.
Keywords Reputation management · Multi-agent systems
information · Trust in autonomous systems
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1 Introduction
Accurate reputation information about nodes in social networks improves services
provided by the networks. For example, reputations can be calculated and updated
for web sites and servers to identify malicious nodes and connections. The ability
to observe and analyze propagations of reputations within a large social network
structures is also important.
There are centralized and decentralized approaches in reputation computations.
Centralized reputation management systems are often used in commercial applications, such as eBay and Amazon, where a centralized authority is relatively explicit,
but such approaches fail in environments that lack a central authority. In online
networks such as the Internet, social networks, and other multi-agent systems environments, a distributed reputation computation algorithm is naturally more suitable.
Several distributed reputation algorithms including AFRAS [1], REGRET [2] and
HISTOS [3] exist. However, these algorithms do not consider frequencies and velocity of interactions; frequency of interactions is an important measure of reputation
of the users involved. Velocity of interactions measures the second order information of frequency, i.e., the rate of changes in frequency. Existing algorithms also
lack the consideration of topological information of the networks and the subjectivity of reputations (i.e., two different nodes may perceive the reputation of a node
differently).
This article presents a new reputation management model that addresses the
above issues. Our algorithm considers frequencies and velocity of interactions online.
Because our algorithm is developed by modeling the behavior of social networks,
we show the algorithm can be used as an analytical tool for studying social network
behaviors as well as a query tool for retrieving reputation values for specific nodes at
a given time. Through experiments, we show that how reputations emerge and propagate in random social networks and how the model captures the idea of dynamic
reputation propagations from one part of the network to another. We also show experiments on real Autonomous Systems Networks (ASN) of the Internet for identifying
malicious ASN nodes through our model. We compare our results with an existing
reputation values computed by another well accepted ASN reputation management
system. The results show that our algorithm computes similar reputation values as
the values provided by the existing algorithm. However, we show that our algorithm
is better suited to find many malicious ASN nodes while the compared method is
good for finding the worst malicious node only. Finally, we extend the previous work
presented in [4] to test the effectiveness of each components in computing reputation
values.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents motivations and contributions of the work. Section 3 presents some of the well known reputation computation
algorithms. In Sect. 4 we propose our reputation computation algorithm in detail.
Then in Sect. 5, we explain experiment settings as well as the results. Following
this, in Sect. 6, we discuss the contributions of the algorithm. Finally, in Sect. 7, we
conclude and propose future works.
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2 Motivations and Contributions
Reputation is an estimate or prediction of an agent’s real behavior. Reputation values
should dynamically reflect past behaviors of an agent and also tolerate bad behaviors
which may have been caused by mistakes. The proposed algorithm has the following
uniquely novel features:
• Because reputation is subjective, as it is one’s estimate of another, we assume that
reputation values of other agents are a private opinion of an agent. Each agent uses
a recursive voting algorithm to incorporate opinions of other nodes for a more
objective view of a target agent.
• Many social network analysis show that the degree of a node is an important
indication of the node’s influence as well as the topological information of the
networks [5–7]. In the voting process, degrees of neighboring nodes are used to
compute the weight of the votes. In this article, we assume that each node knows
the degrees of its neighbors and the total number of nodes in the network. In many
cases, including HISTOS [3], the topology of the network is assumed to be known
to enable aggregations of reputation.
• In many times, how frequently interactions occurs within a limited period can be
an important evidence about reputations of the nodes. The algorithm incorporates
frequencies of interactions as well as velocity. Existing distributed algorithms
usually only consider the total number of interactions.
• If two agents have not interacted for a long time, even if the total number of
interactions is large, the reputation values for each other many not be up to date.
Our algorithm applies a time decaying function to balance the previous reputation
value and the evaluation of the most recent interaction.

3 Related Work
In this Section, we introduce some of the most well known reputation management
algorithms, AFRAS [1], REGRET [2] and HISTOS [3]. According to the classifications discussed in [8], AFRAS, REGRET and HISTOS are distributed algorithms and
combine direct interactions as well as the witness information to determine reputation. HISTOS considers only a given number of recent interactions and recursively
aggregates reputation values following paths to the target agent. It also weights
opinions from others with their reputation values. AFRAS uses fuzzy sets to represent reputation with truth levels. It combines the previous reputation and the current satisfaction level to compute a new reputation. It introduces a dynamic memory factor as a weight, updated with the similarity between the previous reputation
and the current satisfaction level. REGRET uses the three dimensionality of reputation, namely individual, social and ontological dimensions. The individual dimension computes reputations based on direct experiences while social dimension col-
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lects witness information. In addition, the ontological dimension adds possibility of
combining different aspects of reputation.
The common idea behind the algorithms discussed above is that updating reputation involves weighted aggregation of the previous reputation and current feedbacks.
The previous reputation is weighted with a factor of time or memory, and current
feedbacks are computed through evaluation methods. The difference lies on how the
algorithms interpret current interactions with respect to the given information about
the target agent. In addition to that, we incorporate network degree information to
measure the weight of the node’s own opinion about the target node. For example,
an agent gives more weight to its own evaluation than opinions from others if it has
a relatively small number of neighbors in a network while it assigns more weight on
others’ opinions if it has more connections.
The reputation function in HISTOS algorithm focuses on estimating reputation
values when an agent asks for reputation of another at distant, meaning it recursively
aggregates ratings given by neighbors following the shortest paths. If the agent is
directly connected to the target agent, it doesn’t need to combine ratings from other
nodes. On the other hand, our algorithm is more focused on updating reputations
after interactions. After having a direct interaction with a target agent, agents still
combines their direct experience with indirect experiences (through voting). This
enables agents to keep personalized reputations of other agents that are not biased
by unfortunate wrong impressions.
Other reputation systems include but not limited to FIRE [9] which identifies
dishonest and mistaken agents, TRAVOS [10] which attempts to determine the credibility of witnesses when combining opinions and PeerTRUST [11] which addresses
the bootstrapping problem in peer-to-peer systems.

4 ReMSA: Reputation Management for Social Agents
In this Section, we present the proposed algorithm—ReMSA: Reputation Management for Social Agents [4]. A reputation value is computed when an interaction
between two agents occurs. In an interaction, an agent can be an observer, observee,
or both. After an interaction, the observer evaluates the interaction to compute the
reputation of the observee. If both are observers, they will compute reputations of
each other. The more interactions occur between two agents, the more accurate the
reputations are computed for the agents. As interactions occur within the network
over time, reputations of agents in one part of the network will propagate to another
part of the network, much similar to what is happening in real-world social networks.
At any given time, any agent can query about reputation of an arbitrary agent. Note
that the returned value to the agent may be different from the result of the query initiated by another agent. When there’s enough interactions among overall agents in the
network, reputations will propagate to the entire network, and more homogeneous
views of reputations of agent will emerge.
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Fig. 1 The sequence of
processes agents take to
update reputation values

Figure 1 shows the flowchart of reputation computation for an observer node when
an event occurs. Following subsections explain each process in Fig. 1.

4.1 Events
We define an event as an interaction between two agents with time information.
There are two types of events in terms of who owns the event. When an interaction
happens between two agents, if both agents can observe each other’s behavior, then
both own the event. If only one of the agents can observe the other’s behavior, only
the observer is the owner of the event. All the following computations are based on
the observer agent’s point of view.
• The set of agents and events are defined as follows.
A = {a1 , a2 , ..., an }
E i = {e1 , e2 , ..., em }
e j = (t j , a j )
where, ai is an observer agent, E i is a set of events that ai as an observer, and e j
is an event which consists of its time, t j , and the observee agent, a j .
• Given a network, we define α and β where nodes are agents and edges are relationships.
αi =

di
maxm∈A {dm }
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βil = 

dl
k∈Ni

dk

where, Ni is a set of i’s neighboring agents, and da is the degree of agent a.
αi is a ratio of i’s degree and the maximum degree in the network. αi is used
to weight i’s opinion (i.e., the observer’s) since αi represents i’s position in the
network. It implies that we can infer an agent’s confidence from its relative degree
information. Given i and it’s neighbor l, βil is a ratio of l’s degree and the sum of
i’s neighbors’ degrees. βil represents l’s relative credibility from i’s perspective.
i will use βil to collect opinions from its neighbors. The neighbors of each l will
recursively compute βl∗ in turn until one of the three terminating conditions is met
as explained in Sect. 4.2.3. In the voting algorithm shown in (1), i evaluates voting
weights for each of it’s neighbor l.

4.2 Compute Feedback
Feedback process consists of two subprocesses, Evaluation and Voting. Feedback is
a part of reputation updating function in Sect. 4.6.

4.2.1 Compute Evaluation
After each interaction, agents that were involved in the interaction evaluate the interaction according to their own evaluation methods. Therefore, Evaluation of interactions is subjective and can be implemented depending on applications. Evaluation
of an event e is represented as a function, Eval(e).

4.2.2 Compute Voting
While the evaluation function is computed by each agent, agents collect opinions
from other agents before updating the reputation of the target agent through a voting
process to combine diverse opinions. If ai had an interaction with al , ai can take a
vote about al to its neighbors to obtain more objective views. The neighbors of ai
can either return a vote to ai with their own evaluations (if they don’t have neighbors
other than ai or al ) or they can spread the vote to their neighbors. Vaei al is the weighted
sum of voting results and we define it as follows.
Vile =



βik × Fkle

(1)

k∈Ni

βik represents i’s delegation trust towards k and is multiplied by Fkle which is
a weighted sum of i’s evaluation of l on the event e and collected feedbacks from
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k’s neighbors about l. Feedback process is represented with the function File which
recursively calls the voting function, Vile .
File = αi × Evali (e) + (1 − αi ) × Vile

(2)

αi implies self-confidence of i and it is multiplied by Evali (e), the self evaluation
on event e.
As shown in formula (1) and (2), Feedback and Voting processes are defined
recursively.

4.2.3 Stoping Criteria
To avoid infinite loops or circular voting processes, we need to specify a few restrictions. First, when an agent takes a vote to its neighbors, it excludes itself. Since the
agent’s opinion about the target agent is already included in the evaluation function,
it only needs to hear from its neighbors. Second, for the voters to avoid casting duplicate votes, each agent keeps history of votes which it has already participated. This
is beneficial to the voters so that they don’t waste their own resources on duplicate
votes. Third, the base condition of the recursive voting is: (1) when an agent has
only one neighbor which originated the voting process, (2) when an agent has two
neighbors one being the originator and the other being the target agent and (3) when
an agent has already participated in the current vote. In the first two cases, (1) and
(2), the voter agent returns its reputation value of the target agent.

4.3 Compute Velocity and Acceleration
We also consider the frequency of events to compute reputation since an event with
a dormant period should be treated differently from frequent ones. We define the
velocity for each event to compute the acceleration of events. Then the acceleration
of an event influences Feedback value of the event through the Impact function.
Velocity of an event is defined as follows.
V el(e) =

1
te − te 

(4)

where e is the most recent previous event.
It is obvious that there needs to be at least two events to compute a velocity,
otherwise the velocity is zero. Also, since we consider time with increasing positive
integers, te − te > 0 and V el(e) ∈ [0, 1].
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Now, we can compute the acceleration of event e to identify if its velocity is
increasing or decreasing through Acc(e).
Acc(e) = V el(e) − V el(e )

(5)

4.4 Compute Impact
We introduce Impact function to calculate the influence of Acc(e), defined in (5), on
the feedback, F e .
I (Acc(e), F e ) = |Acc(e)| × F e 3

−Acc(e)
|Acc(e)|

+ (1 − |Acc(e)|) × F e

(6)

The magnitude of Acc(e) determines the curve of the function which decides how
much to increase or decrease from F e . When Acc(e) > 0, I increases the original
feedback value, I (Acc(e), F e ) > F e , and when Acc(e) < 0, I decreases the original
feedback value, I (Acc(e), F e ) < F e . If Acc(e) = 0 then I (Acc(e), F e ) = F e
which means that when there is no change in the velocity, no impact is made to the
feedback value, F e .

4.5 Time Decaying Function
Time decaying function is an essential part of the reputation computation since it
captures the temporal nature of information; old reputation value may not be as
accurate as a new one. Intuitively, an interaction shortly after the previous one can
make more use of the built-up reputation (current reputation) while an interaction
after a long inactive period should rely more on the current feedback values since
the built-up reputation is not up to date. As discussed in [12], time decaying function
should to be designed carefully, based on the context (e.g. a periodic function) so
that it can adjust time sensitivity weights when computing reputations.
We use an exponential decay function to capture the idea. Our time decaying
function relies on the elapsed time since the last interaction.
D(x) = e−x
where x is te − te .
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4.6 Update Reputation
Finally, we are now ready to explain the reputation update function that utilizes
the functions discussed so far. A new reputation value is computed when a new
event occurs. The new reputation is a weighted sum of the current reputation and
the feedbacks. The current reputation is weighted by the time decaying function and
Impact function is applied to the feedbacks. Finally, we formally define the reputation
update function as follows.
Reputation update function:
t



Rilte = d × Rile + (1 − d) × I (Acc(e), File )
where d = D(te − te ).

4.7 Ask Function
In our algorithm, each agent keeps a list of reputation values of the neighbors. However, in some occasions, an agent might wonder about another agent’s reputation
other than the neighbors. Therefore, we implement Ask function to query a target
agent’s reputation who is not a neighbor. Ask function is the same as Feedback function except the agent does not have its own evaluation of the target agent. Ask function,
then, goes through the same processes as in Voting function as in (1).


Rkl
Askil = 
k∈Ni

βik × Askkl

l ∈ Nk
otherwise

5 Experiments
In this section, we present two sets of experiments. First, we compute reputations of
Autonomous Systems (AS) in the Internet using our algorithm. And we compare our
results with AS-CRED [13], which is a well-known reputation service for AS network.
We use subsets of the real AS networks obtained from RouteViews [14]. Second, we
study the emergence and propagation of reputations within random social networks
generated by Graph-Generator [15]. Graph-Generator is a small Java program to
create random graphs in which the number of nodes, edges and the maximum degree
are specified.
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5.1 Experiment 1: Computing Reputations of Autonomous
Systems
We apply ReMSA algorithm to compute reputation values of Autonomous Systems.
An Autonomous System is a collection of connected Internet Protocol (IP) routing
prefixes under the control of one or more network operators. Since behaviors of each
AS represent human interests, we consider AS network as social network. We analyze
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) updates data, which is the standard communication
protocol for interconnecting ASes, to evaluate validity of activities among ASes in
the network and compute reputation values based on the evaluations. The reputations
of ASes could be incorporated for the routes deciding algorithm for each AS since
reputations of ASes directly represent the behaviors of ASes.

5.1.1 Network Sampling Algorithm
As shown in Table 1, the number of nodes in the original AS network is very large
because it represents all ASes in the Internet. However, only less than 10 % of ASes
appear in each day’s BGP update data we use. Therefore, for the tractability of
the experiments, we extract two representative, scaled down, sub-networks from
the original AS network. If we sample sub-networks from the original AS network
using existing algorithms, most of the ASes in sampled sub-networks don’t appear
in the BGP data. Instead of using the algorithms discussed in [16], we designed
a context-based network extraction algorithm in order to sample meaningful subnetworks which contain most of the autonomous systems appearing in BGP update
data. Therefore, we extract ASes that appeared in the BGP data so that we can
compute reputations of the ASes. For each randomly chosen ASPATH in BGP update
data on January 1, 2010, we add ASes which appear in the ASPATH to the sub-network
and repeat the process until the desired number of nodes for the sub-network is
reached (in this case, 5,000).
In order to measure whether the sub-networks represent the original AS network
reasonably, we evaluate the sub-networks by the metrics defined in [16].
Table 1 shows the number of nodes and edges of the original network and two sampled sub-networks. The number of nodes of sub-networks (5,000) is approximately
15 % of the real network (33,508) which is enough to match the properties shown in
Table 2 [16]. Table 2 shows five different distributions of two sample networks measured using Kolmogorov-Smirnov D-statistics. D-statistic measures the agreement

Table 1 Nodes and edges information of networks
Original
Sub-network1
# Nodes
# Edges

33,508
75,001

5,000
19,953

Sub-network2
5,000
22,379
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Table 2 Sampling criteria for sub-networks
In-deg
Hops
Sng-val
Subnetwork1
Subnetwork2

11

Sng-vec

Clust

AVG

0.2743

0.3500

0.1883

0.1180

0.2346

0.2399

0.0703

0.3500

0.1234

0.0357

0.1944

0.1547

between the true and the sample network property [16]. In the last column, we show
the average of the results. Lower average values means more agreement between
original network and the sub-network. Some good average values discussed in [16]
were 0.202 and 0.205. Therefore, both of the sub-networks qualify for scaled-down
sub-networks well representing the original.

5.1.2 Evaluation of BGP
We use BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) update data from RouteViews [14] dated
from January, 2010. Also, we use the same analysis of AS-behavior discussed in [13]
and [17] to compute feedbacks of BGP activities in order to compare our reputation
computation results with AS-CRED. In order to use our algorithm, we need to define
events and associated observer and observee in the problem domain of AS reputation
computation. In BGP update data, for each update message sent from say, AS0 to
AS1, AS1 analyzes the message as an observer and evaluates AS0’s behavior. Such
a message is an event as we defined in Sect. 4.1. And an event can be a non-empty
subset of the set {AS-Prefix behavior, AS-Path behavior, AS-Link behavior}, which
represents the observee’s behaviors. Each behavior can be evaluated to be positive
or negative and then the result of the evaluation is accumulated for that message. In
other words, each message will have an associated score representing the behavior
of the observee. We describe how each behavior is evaluated below.
• AS-Prefix behavior: For the observee AS and its prefix p, we compute two temporal
metrics, persistence and prevalence. These two metrics can represent positive or
negative behavior of the observee AS. We will not discuss the details of the metrics
because they are beyond the scope of this paper. The value of the persistence and
prevalence are compared against a set of thresholds mentioned in [17] and feedback
is provided. For good behaviors, evaluation of 1 is provided and otherwise −1.
• AS-Path behavior: We use AS relationship data from [18] to evaluate the valley
free property of AS paths. None of the ASes in the AS path should form a valley.
The observee AS provides an AS-Path. If a valley is found in the provided AS-Path
and the first AS forming the valley is the observee, it gets evaluated by its observer
with −1.
• AS-Link behavior: For each link in the AS-Path provided by the observee, we compute persistence and prevalence values, then these are compared with the threshold
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discussed in [17]. If the classification of the behavior is good, an evaluation of 1
is provided, otherwise the link is unstable, therefore, the evaluation is −1.

5.1.3 Results
We compute reputations for each AS appeared in BGP update data for each day
between January 1, 2010 and January 31, 2010. We average the reputations computed
by ReMSA with two different sub-networks. We exclude ASes with good behaviors
(positive reputation values) to compare the result with AS-CRED which accumulates
reputation values when bad behavior occurs (zero is considered the best reputation
in AS-CRED).
In Fig. 2, we show the distribution of reputation values of ASes computed by ASCRED for January 1, 2010. In Fig. 3, we show the distribution of reputation values of
ASes compute by ReMSA for the same day. The ranges of reputation values shown
in the figures are different as they represent the raw reputation values computed by
AS-CRED and ReMSA. Since AS-CRED computes centralized reputation values, we
averaged reputation values computed for each AS by ReMSA. The purpose of each
algorithm is implied by the distribution of reputation values shown in the figures.
AS-CRED computes reputation values of ASes to detect globally malicious ASes
while ReMSA computes distributed reputation values for each AS to measure the
trustworthiness of relationships between neighbors. Therefore, ReMSA allows each
AS to have its private perception of its neighbors based on the history of interactions
and the witness information rather than to rely on global computed values.
Figure 4 shows average reputation values of ASes computed by AS-CRED and
ReMSA over one month. The non-zero reputation values of ASes are added and
averaged from our sub-networks. Similarly, the reputation values of respective nodes
from AS-CRED were averaged. We normalized values computed from AS-CRED

Fig. 2 Reputations
computed by AS-CRED
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Fig. 3 Reputations
computed by ReMSA
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Fig. 4 Reputations
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since zero is the best reputation value and the higher values represent the worse
reputation in their algorithm.
The two lines from AS-CRED differs in that the one below doesn’t include AS209,
which has an extremely bad reputation with the raw value 2755.52. We investigated
the differences shown in Fig. 4 and found out that whenever there are big gaps, e.g.,
on the 14th day, there was an AS with extremely bad reputation (i.e. AS209) in
AS-CRED. Therefore, when we normalized the reputation values, since the worst
reputation value in AS-CRED becomes −1, it makes other reputation values negligibly small. Consequently, the normalized average for AS-CRED is smaller than our
algorithm’s average. For example, on the 14th day, AS209 received an extremely bad
reputation (the raw value 2755.52) when most of other ASes received less than 10.
Such a huge difference among reputation values makes other reputation values negligible which enables moderately malicious ASes to get hidden under an extremely
malicious AS.
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Fig. 5 Reputation values
computed by AS-CRED and
ReMSA for AS209
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Now let’s observe AS209 more closely. Figure 5 shows the reputation value of
AS209 computed by AS-CRED and our algorithm. In the figure, we normalized
reputation values from AS-CRED with the largest value AS209 had, which was on
January 14th, 2010. AS209 had bad behaviors before the 14th, but because of the huge
variances among the reputation values over time in AS-CRED, the reputation values
of AS209 on other days except the 14th became almost zero after normalization.
AS-CRED may be useful to identify the most malicious AS, but it may lose other
important information such as how reputation value changes over time.

5.2 Experiment 2: Propagation of Reputation on Random
Networks
In addition to the performance evaluations on a real social network (ASN) presented
in Sect. 5.1, we test the propagation of reputation values in random networks. We
study a sparse and adense network in order to show how topology of the networks
(degrees of nodes) influence propagation of information (reputation values). Table 3
shows the statistics of the two random networks.
For each network, we pick an observee node, a0 , and observe how reputation
computed by its neighbors change over time. We also pick two observers distant
from a0 , say A and B, in order to show a0 ’s reputation values obtained by each
observer. Note that each observer will obtain a subjective reputation value about a0 .
We generated random events that are associated with time information, an observee
node and the evaluation of event. Each node has behavioral probability (positive or
negative) and the observer evaluates behaviors of observee nodes.
The straight line in Fig. 6 shows the true behavior of a0 based on its behavioral
probability, pa0 . We define pa0 as the probability that a0 ’s behavior is evaluated to 1.

A Node-Centric Reputation Computation Algorithm on Online Social Networks
Table 3 Statistics of two random networks
Sparse network
# Nodes
# Edges
Average degree
Density
Diameter
Average path length

1

5,000
10,000
4
0.001
11
6.624

15

Dense network
5,000
50,000
20
0.004
4
3.129

True reputation
Average reputation from neighbors
Random observer A
Random observer B

Reputation

0.5

0

-0.5

-1

0

10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000 80000 90000 100000

Number of events

Fig. 6 Propagation of reputation in a sparse network

In this case, the probability was 0.1 and therefore the true reputation (true reputation
= 2 ∗ pa0 − 1) is −0.8 since the reputation value is between −1 (when pa0 = 0) and
1(when pa0 = 1). The neighbors have interactions with a0 and update reputations
based on the probabilistic random behaviors of a0 . The average reputation values of
a0 computed by the neighbors lie right above the true reputation value in Fig. 6. The
two other lines on top represent the reputations values seen by A and B. For each
time the neighbors’ reputation values of a0 are computed, A and B query reputation
of a0 using Ask function presented in Sect. 4.7. As we can see in Fig. 6, it is not hard
to believe that direct interactions with a0 help compute more accurate reputation
values of a0 compared to the reputation values received only by collecting opinions
from other nodes. Also we can see that the changes in reputation values become more
stable as nodes learn a0 ’s true behaviors and share subjective reputation values of a0
through voting processes. Since A is 4-hop-away from a0 and B is 6-hop-away form
a0 , we can see that A has closer values to the true value than B.
We repeat the process on the dense network and the results are shown in Fig. 7. We
set the behavioral probability of the observee, say a1 , the same. A and B both were
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Fig. 7 Propagation of reputation in a dense network
Fig. 8 Reputations
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increasing velocity
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3-hop-away from a1 . The average reputation values computed by a1 ’s neighbors
converge closer to the true value. On the dense network, reputation values seen by
the two observers fluctuate because, as shown in Table 3, the network is so dense and
the reputation of the target agent is influenced by many different agents through Ask
Function.
In Fig. 8, we show how velocity of events influence reputation values. As discussed
in Sect. 4.4, the I mpact function adjusts the computed feedback values based on the
acceleration of the event. On a random network, we pick a node with behavioral
probability 0.8 and observe reputation values from a neighbor changing over time
when the velocity of interactions is constant and when the velocity of interactions
increases. As we can see in Fig. 8, the reputation computed without acceleration
becomes stable as it reaches close to the node’s true reputation, 0.6, while the reputa-
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tion computed with nonzero accelerations fluctuates more. Since the Impact function
emphasizes the influence of accelerations of events, the reputation values become
more sensitive to the current feedbacks when the rate of events is more frequent.

5.3 Effects of Voting, Time Decaying Function and Impact
Function
In this Section, we show the effect of each mechanism in the reputation update formula, introduced in Sect. 4.6. We create a scale-free network using Albert-Barabási
algorithm with 5,000 nodes and 50,000 edges. This network was used in the following experiments. We discuss the results of experiments using a sample agent picked
randomly which represents the typical behavior of agents in general. The reputation
values are computed from the neighbors of the sample agent.

5.3.1 Effects of Voting
Voting process is introduced in Sect. 4.2.2. Through the voting, one can aggregate
others’ opinion so that the computed reputation values are objective. The balance
between direct experiences (self opinion) and indirect experiences (others’ opinions)
is automatically controlled by the degree of each agent as discussed in Sect. 4.2.2.
Figure 9 shows the reputation computed with and without the voting process which
means that the feedback function is replaced by Evaluation (self opinion) only. The
straight line is the true reputation of an agent. The reputation values computed with

Fig. 9 Effects of Voting
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Table 4 Average distance from the true reputation
Node
1453
4999
Degree
With voting
Without voting

10
0.247
0.311

11
0.187
0.291

3387

4102

33
0.156
0.234

57
0.142
0.175

voting, which considers others’ opinions, are closer to the true reputation value compared to the reputation values computed without voting. Table 4 shows the average
distance from the true reputation value over the iterations for four sample nodes.
The average distance from the true reputation is lower when the reputation values
are computed with voting. We also observe that as the degrees of node increases,
the average distance from the true reputation decreases since having more neighbors
lead to getting more opinions.

5.3.2 Effects of Time Decaying Function
The time decaying function, discussed in Sect. 4.5, utilizes the frequencies of interactions to balance the current reputation and the feedbacks. In some applications,
the steady-state reputation is more valuable , while in other cases, reputation values
need to be adaptive so that they reflect the up-to-date information. In ReMSA, this is
automatically controlled by the time decaying function.
Figure 10 shows four different reputation values. The straight line shows the true
reputation value of the agent under observation. The line shows reputation values
computed using standard ReMSA. We also show steady-state reputation values as well
as adaptive reputation values, plotted with square points and star points respectively.

Fig. 10 Effects of time
decaying function
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As discussed before, new reputation is computed as a weighted sum of current reputation and new feedback. Steady-state reputation has more weight on current reputation
while adaptive reputation has more weight on new feedback. For the comparison,
we weight current reputation with 0.9 and new feedback with 0.1 for steady-state
reputation and vice versa for adaptive reputation. Intuitively, if the current reputation
is weighted more than the new feedback, the reputation value is stable meaning it
does not fluctuate much. On the other hand, if the new feedback is weighted more
than the current reputation, the reputation value is more adaptive since the updated
reputation value reflects more of the current behavior of an agent than the history of
the past behaviors. As shown in the Fig. 10, adaptive reputation values are distributed
near 1, 0, or −1, which are the raw feedback values. Steady-state reputation values
are distributed near reputation values computed by standard ReMSA; this is because
the interactions are randomly generated and the frequencies of interactions don’t
vary too much.

5.3.3 Effects of Impact Function
The purpose of Impact function is to reflect accelerations of repeated interactions
to the feedback. In real social networks, repeated interactions in a short period of
time may imply greater closeness of two entities involved. Therefore, we emphasize
sudden increases of interactions rate using Impact function. In Fig. 11a, reputation
values of interaction with increasing accelerations are shown and in (b), reputation
values of interactions with decreasing accelerations are shown. Since the time information of the interactions are randomly generated integers, the acceleration values
are small. For example, if three interactions with time 10, 20, 25 occurs, the velocity of the second and third interactions are 0.1 and 0.2 and the acceleration of the
third interaction is 0.1. Therefore, even the acceleration of the third interaction is
positive and emphasized by Impact function, the difference is not big. With positive
accelerations, positive feedback values are rewarded and negative feedback values
are punished according to the acceleration. In Fig. 11a, reputation values below the
red line show that reputation values computed with Impact function are lower than
the ones computed without Impact function. Since the acceleration is positive, negative feedbacks were punished (decreased) by Impact function. On the other hand,
in Fig. 11b, reputation values of interactions with negative accelerations are shown.
Reputation values below the red line shows that reputation values computed with
Impact function are higher than the ones computed without Impact function since
negative feedbacks with decreasing accelerations are rewarded (increased) according
to the acceleration values.
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Fig. 11 Effects of Impact function.

6 Discussions
A natural way of measuring an agent’s reputation is to accumulate interaction history
in some form of weighted sum. We started with this idea and incorporated frequency
and velocity of interactions as well as the topological information of the network.
Generally, reputation computation takes an approach that combines the previous
reputation and new experience.
Our algorithm assumes that each agent is aware of its neighbors and its position
in the network and makes use of the information. Therefore if the topology of network changes, an agent perceives its new sociological information and its reputation
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updating function changes accordingly. This is explained by human behavior; people tend to act with more responsibly when there are more observers (i.e., a higher
degree). Instead of using neighbor’s reputation value as a weight (as in HISTOS), we
take advantage of neighbor’s relative degree as a weight which is more objective.
Also, in our algorithm, when an agent takes a vote of its neighbors, the neighbors
can recursively take votes of their neighbors.
Through the experiments, we show that our algorithm can compute quality reputation values by comparing the results with an existing reputation computation
algorithm (AS-CRED). The algorithm can also successfully model propagation of
reputations within the network. We show that in a dense network, reputations travel
much quicker and diffuse wider given the same number of interactions. In addition,
we show how frequencies of interactions can influence the reputation values. Since
a higher rate of interactions implies greater significance, we believe that the velocity
of interactions is an important parameter in our algorithm.
Since ReMSA is designed for distributed environments, the algorithm is employed
within each agent. Therefore the time complexity of ReMSA for each agent is dependent on the number of events and the number of neighbors each agent has. Then the
time complexity of the algorithm is O(di ∗ |E i |) for each agent i.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we developed a new reputation computation algorithm, ReMSA, in
which reputation values are considered subjective and reputation computation utilizes the topological information of the given network as well as velocity of interactions among agents. ReMSA also employes a distributed voting process to overcome
biases that an agent might have towards others. To our best knowledge, no reputation
computation algorithm considers velocity of events. Instead, most of the algorithms
use the total number of interactions occurred. We believe that by taking velocity into
consideration, it is possible to detect some abnormal activities since they tend to
happen in a short period of time.
We use some of the degree distribution of the given network to take advantage of
the topological information of the network. Many studies that involve social networks
assume the second degrees (degrees of the neighbors) are known either because the
degree distribution of agents contains high information. We are currently relaxing
this assumption and trying to estimate the second degree distribution using bayesian
probabilistic methods. We assume that each agent start the estimation with the same
degree of its own [6]. The degree distribution of a given social network is assumed
to follow a power-law distribution and we let each agent apply power-law to the
estimated second degree distribution. By estimating the second degrees we do not
rely on the information from outside since each agent can estimate all the information
needed which will also prevent possible deceptions from outside sources.
Our algorithm is an online algorithm that can be deployed to observe ASes in
real-time and can compute reputations of ASes as in AS-CRED [13]. According
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to [19], centralized methods have limitations in BGP security and no solution has
yet provided complete security. Unlike AS-CRED [13], ReMSA incorporates social
dimensions and velocity of events that are important features of the AS network.
Also, as ReMSA was originally developed for social networks, we plan to apply
it to more general social networks where reasoning about private friendship is an
important value.
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Abstract In an urban city, its transportation network supports efficient flow of people between different parts of the city. Failures in the network can cause major
disruptions to commuter and business activities which can result in both significant
economic and time losses. In this paper, we investigate the use of centrality measures to determine critical nodes in a transportation network so as to improve the
design of the network as well as to devise plans for coping with the network failures.
Most centrality measures in social network analysis research unfortunately consider
only topological structure of the network and are oblivious of transportation factors.
This paper proposes new centrality measures that incorporate travel time delay and
commuter flow volume. We apply the proposed measures on the Singapore’s subway
network involving 89 stations and about 2 million commuter trips per day, and compare them with traditional topology based centrality measures. Several interesting
insights about the network are derived from the new measures. We further develop
a visual analytics tool to explore the different centrality measures and their changes
over time.
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1 Introduction
Motivation Transportation network is an important part of a complex urban city
system. Each transportation network is expected to support efficient flow of people
between different parts of the city. Failures in the network can cause major disruptions
to commuter and business activities which result in both significant economic and
time losses. As the transportation network continues to grow and interact with other
parts of urban city, it is imperative to study how the network can cope with increase in
human flow, new network nodes and connections, as well as new city developments.
One way to study the transportation network is to identify the centralities in the
network which represent the more critical nodes whose degrees of reliability have
major impact to the network efficiency. Network centrality is a concept introduced in
social science to analyze important nodes in social networks [8, 13]. The key examples of network centrality measures include degree centrality, closeness centrality,
betweenness centrality [7], and pagerank [3]. In a recent study by Derrible [5] on
metro networks represented by transfer stations, terminal stations and their connections only, it was shown that betweenness is more evenly distributed among stations
when the metro network is large. This hopefully will allow the stations to share
commuter load more equally.
All the above traditional network centrality measures nevertheless consider network topology only but not factors associated with transportation. A node identified
to be important topologically does not need to be important from the commuter
flow and delay perspective. Consider the network example in Fig. 1, node A has the
highest degree, closeness and betweenness values by topology. If we know that the
commuter flow between B and D far exceeds those of other connections, B and D
should be deemed to be more central than the other nodes. If we further know that
many commuters will take much longer travel time should B fails, one may even
consider B to be more central than D.
Research Objectives and Contributions In this paper, we therefore aim to devise
new centrality measures that incorporate commuter flow and travel time delay, the two
transportation related factors. The objective of our research is to determine critical
nodes in a transportation network so as to improve the design of the network as well
as to devise plans for coping with the network failures. Unlike network topology,
commuter flow and travel time delay may change dynamically with time, allowing
us to study the evolving node importance. This time-dependent approach to measure
node importance permits us to study a transportation network system in a much finer
time granularity. As a result, the insights gained can also be readily associated with
time in addition to topology.

Fig. 1 Example network

A
C

B
D
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In the following, we summarize the contributions of this paper:
• We propose Commuter Flow, Time Delay and DelayFlow centrality measures
that incorporate commuter flow and travel time delay unique to transportation
networks. To compute these measures, we develop methods to compute commuter
flow and travel time delay from a network with trip transaction data and a public
web service that offers travel time information respectively.
• We apply the proposed measures on the Singapore’s subway network involving
89 stations and more than 2 million commuter trips per day, and compare them
with traditional centrality measures. Both time-independent and time-dependent
analyses of the various centrality measures are conducted.
• We derived several interesting insights about the network using the new measures.
Our experiments show our proposed centrality measures are different from the traditional centrality measures. The commuter flow and DelayFlow centrality values
of stations can vary a lot throughout a day. They can also be very different between
weekdays and weekends. This also justifies the usefulness of the new measures.
• Finally, we have developed a visual analytics tool to evaluate the newly proposed
centrality measures and other traditional ones. The tool allows users to select
centrality measure, time of the day and other factors to be analyzed easily. The
visual presentation gives users a very friendly and quick way to examine and
compare the different centrality measures.
Paper Outline The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
several works related to our study. Section 3 introduces our proposed centrality measures. We describe the Singapore subway network dataset in Sect. 4. Our experiments
on the various measure are covered in Sect. 5. We present our visual analytics tool
in Sect. 6 before concluding the paper in Sect. 7.

2 Related Work
Transportation network analysis has been an active area of research. De Montis et
al. [4], conducted an analysis of an interurban transportation network involving 375
municipalities and 1.6 million commuters. In their work, a weighted network is used
to model the traffic flow between municipalities and several properties, e.g., weighted
degree distribution, cluster coefficients, heterogeneity of commuter flows, etc., about
the network are derived. Berche et al. also studied the resilience of transportation
networks due to attacks on nodes [1]. In the context of air transportation, Guimera
et al., found the worldwide air transportation network demonstrating scale-free small
world properties [11]. This finding is interesting as this illustrates that transportation
networks may evolve in an organic way similar to social networks [12].
For the purpose of city planning and building design, Sevtsuk and Mekonnen
proposed a set of network centrality measures including Reach, Gravity Index, and
Straightness in addition to the traditional ones to determine how easy one can reach
other locations in a city from a given location [15]. In this paper, we however focus
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on centrality measures relevant to transportation networks where time delay and
commuter flow are the major factors.
There are very few works on applying network centrality measures to analyze
transportation networks. Derrible studied the betweenness centrality in several subway networks of different countries [5]. His work however focuses on transfer and
interchange stations and does not introduce new centrality measures considering
transportation related factors. Our work is quite similar to that of Scheurer et al. [14],
who also proposed a set of centrality measures for transportation networks. Unlike
ours, their measures do not consider commuter flow and travel time of alternative
means between stations.
In the literature, there is a large body of works on the robustness of networks which
include transportation networks [2]. Goh et al. [10], found out that the betweenness
centrality of scale-free networks follows power law distribution with an exponent
that determines the robustness of the network. Gao et al. [9], proposed to use graph
energy to measure robustness of very large networks in an efficient way. These
works however do not use network centrality to identify important stations when
failures occur.

3 Centrality Measures
In this section, we first provide the definitions of the traditional network centrality
measures. This is followed by our proposed centrality measures which take two
factors into consideration: (i) commuter flow of the node, and (ii) the amount of time
delayed that will incur due to failure of the node.

3.1 Overview of Network Centrality
We model a transportation network as an undirected graph V, E with node set V
representing stations and edge set E representing the connections between stations.
Every node i ∈ V is associated with two numbers, in(i) and out (i), that refers to the
number of commuters entering and exiting the station of node i respectively. Given
that the total numbers of commuters
entering
 and exiting the stations of the network

are the same, the equality i∈V in(i) = i∈V out (i) holds.
We now review the definitions of some existing network centrality measures used
in social network analysis.
Degree Centrality The degree centrality of a node i, Cdeg (i), is defined as:
Cdeg (i) = |{(i, j)|(i, j) ∈ E}|
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Closeness Centrality We denote the shortest path distance between two nodes i and
j by d(i, j). The closeness centrality of a node i, Ccls (i), is defined as:
Ccls (i) =
where d(i) =



j∈V, j=i

1
d(i)

d(i, j).

Betweenness Centrality Let g jk denote the number of shortest paths between nodes
j and k, g jk (i) denote the number of shortest paths between nodes j and k through
node i. The betweenness centrality of a node i, Cbtw (i), is defined as:
Cbtw (i) =





j∈V k∈V,k> j

g jk (i)
g jk

3.2 DelayFlow Centrality
Commuter Flow Centrality The commuter flow centrality of a node i, C f (i), is
defined as the number of commuters affected per hour when node i is down. We
classify the affected commuters into three categories:
• Commuters traveling from node i to other nodes;
• Commuters traveling from other nodes to node i; and
• Commuters traveling through node i.
Hence, we define the commuter flow centrality of a node i to be:
C f (i) =


j∈V

hi j +


j∈V

h ji +



h jk (i)

j∈V, j,k=i, j=k

where h i j denotes the number of commuters from node i to node j per hour, and
h jk (i) denotes the number of commuters from node j to node k through node i per
hour. In Sect. 4, we will describe how the two sets of commuter flow data can be
derived from trip transactions.
Time Delay Centrality Time delay is incurred for commuters to find alternative
means to reach destinations when a node is down. To determine the extent of delay
caused to the people affected, we consider the following:
• tex p (i, j): The expected time taken to travel from node i to node j;
• talt (i, j): The time taken to travel from node i to node j using an alternative means
of transportation (e.g. bus) which varies by the hour.
Assuming that commuters do not receive advance notice about node failures in
the transportation, they have to find alternative routes from the failed node to their
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final destinations, or from the origins to the failed nodes. Let n be the number of
nodes in the network. The time delay centrality for a node i Cdel (i) is thus defined as:


j∈V, j=i li j +
j∈V, j=i l ji
Cdel (i) =
2(n − 1)
where
li j =

talt (i, j)
tex p (i, j)

In the above definition, we assume that tex p is static and talt varies throughout
the day. The time delay factor li j is asymmetric as both tex p (i, j) and talt (i, j) are
asymmetric. When the time delay factor li j equals to 1, it signifies no delay. When
li j is greater than 1, commuters will take a longer than expected time to reach their
desired destinations. The larger the li j value (>1), the greater the time delay. li j < 1
means an improvement of the alternative means of transportation, which is an unlikely
scenario when disruptions occur to the network.
Notice that time delay centrality Cdel (i) does not take commuter flow into consideration in determining time delay. For example, a commuter may incur a long
travel time from node i to node j when using an alternative means of transport over
the network (i.e., li j is large), but only a small number of commuters are actually
affected by it. Thus, there is a need to combine time delay factor with the underlying
commuter flow volume. We therefore propose the DelayFlow centrality by summing
the product of commuter flow and average time delay factor of all paths traveling to,
from and through a node.
DelayFlow Centrality The DelayFlow centrality of node i, Cdflow (i), is defined as:

Cdflow (i) =

j∈V, j=i

h i j li j + h ji l ji +

j∈V



j∈V, j,k=i, j=k

h jk (i)l jk (i)

in( j)


where j∈V in( j) is the total commuter flow of the transportation network. li j and
l ji have been earlier defined and
l jk (i) =

talt ( j, k)
tex p ( j, i) + tex p (i, k)

4 Datasets
The Singapore’s mass rapid train (MRT) network consists of 89 stations in four
train lines. Figure 2 depicts these train lines (in different colors) and stations. The
node color represents the different train lines: red for North-South line (NSL), green
for East-West line (EWL), purple for North-East line (NEL), orange for Circle line
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Fig. 2 Singapore MRT Network

(CL), and blue for the interchange stations. We use two datasets about MRT network.
The first dataset MRTDB consists of nearly 2 millions commuter trip transactions
per day. In our experiment, we used three days worth of trip transaction data from
November 26 (Saturday) to November 28, 2011 (Monday) to derive the commuter
flow information. The second dataset GoThereDB provides data about the travel
time information.
MRTDB Dataset Each trip transaction consists of the origin station, destination
station and the timestamps at the two stations. We use the trip transactions to derive
commuter flow h i j ’s. We compute the overall h i j by dividing the total number of
trips between stations i and j (not necessarily the origin and destination stations) by
the number of MRT operating hours, i.e., 19 h (from 0500 to 0000 h). In a similar
way, we compute h jk (i) from trips between j and k through i.
To study commuter flow centrality and DelayFlow centrality at different time of
the day, we divide the trip transactions into 19, one-hour long disjoint segments from
0500 to 0000 h. A trip is assigned to a time segment if its origin station’s timestamp
falls within the time segment. We can then compute the time specific commuter flow
numbers h i j ’s and h jk (i)’s for each time segment.
To determine the path a commuter takes to travel from one station to another for
determining h i j ’s and h jk (i)’s, we first assume that all commuters with the same
origin and destination stations take the same path and the path should be the shortest
among all other path options. We use Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute these shortest
paths [6]. To represent delays at interchange stations,
  create k separate proxy stations
for an interchange station for k train lines and k2 edges to connect these pairs of
proxy stations. Each edge is assigned a 2 min transfer time at the interchange station.

Fig. 3 Commuter flow
(weekday)
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Time Segments x000 to (x+1)000 hours

Fig. 4 Commuter flow
(weekend)

Figures 3 and 4 show the number of commuters at different 1 h time segments on
a weekday and weekend day respectively. They show that the number of commuters
peaks on both the morning and evening rush hours on weekdays, but peaks only in
the evening on a weekend. The weekday trend indicates that many commuters use
MRT trains to get to their work places in the morning, and return home from work
in the evening. At the peaks, we have more than two millions commuters using the
train network, representing about 23 of the Singapore’s population. On weekends,
commuters clearly show a late start of their travel which peaks at around 5pm. For
the rest of this paper, we shall just focus on the weekday data.
G OT HERE DB Dataset To determine the expected travel time and travel time using
alternative routes, we made use of a third-party route suggestion service known as
“gothere.sg”.1 The gothere.sg API’s allow us to determine the travel time by MRT
train (expected) or bus (alternative) for each origin and destination station pair. Bus
is chosen as it is the next most commonly used mode of public transportation. Given
that we have altogether 89 stations in the MRT network, we use the APIs to derive
tex p (i, j) and talt (i, j) time for all 89·88 = 7832 station pairs. To keep things simple,
we assume that tex p (i, j)’s and talt (i, j)’s are independent of the time of the day.
1 http://gothere.sg.
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5 Comparison of Centrality Measures
Distribution of Degree, Closeness and Betweenness Centralities Figures 5, 6 and
7 show the distribution of the degree, closeness and betweenness centrality values
of the stations in MRT network. As shown in Fig. 5, most nodes have degree = 2 or
1 as they are non-interchange stations. There are only 10 interchange stations with
degrees ranging from 3 to 5. The closeness centrality values, as shown in Fig. 6, concentrate within the small range between 0.06 and 0.14. This suggests that the shortest
paths between stations have relatively short length. Figure 7 shows the betweenness
centrality is well spreaded between 0 to 1300. Only very few stations have betweenness greater than 1000 serving in the middle of many shortest paths between other
stations.
Fig. 5 Degree centrality
Cdeg distribution

Fig. 6 Closeness centrality
Ccls distribution

Fig. 7 Betweenness
centrality Cbtw distribution
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Distribution of Commuter Flow Centrality Figure 8 shows the commuter flow
centrality distribution on a weekday. The centrality values can be as large as 29,362.
Most stations (90 %) have relatively small commuter flow centrality values with values in [0,20000). Only 9 stations (10 %) have larger commuter flow centrality values
with values in [20000,30000). Not surprisingly, these are mainly the interchange
stations with high volume of commuters. The only exceptions are two stations which
are located in densely populated township and highly popular shopping area.
Figure 9 shows the commuter flow centrality distribution at different time durations of a weekday as the centrality. The figure shows that there are more stations
having higher commuter flow centrality values in the [0800,0900) and [1800,1900)
time segments due to larger concentration of commuters using these stations during that time. Otherwise, most stations have commuter flow centrality values in the
[0,20000) range, consistent with what we observed in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 Commuter flow
centrality C f distribution
(weekday)

Fig. 9 Commuter flow
centrality distribution at
selected time segments
(weekday)
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Fig. 10 Time delay centrality Cdel distributions at selected time segments (weekday)

Distribution of Time Delay Centrality Figure 10 depicts the time delay centrality
distribution at different time durations of a weekday as the centrality. The centrality
ranges between 1.5 and 3.4 showing that the alternative means of transportation can
take between 50 to 240 % more than the expected time required. This result shows
that the alternative means of transportation for the stations with high time delay centrality can be further improved. The average time delay centrality is 2.395.
Distribution of DelayFlow Centrality Figure 11 depicts the distribution of
DelayFlow centrality on a weekday. There are a cluster of stations with small
DelayFlow centrality values between 0.0 and 0.1. Another major cluster of stations
have DelayFlow centrality values between 0.2 and 0.4. There are very few stations
with high centrality values. Figure 12 shows the distribution of DelayFlow centrality
at different selected time segments of a weekday. We observe that the two peaks of
the overall centrality distribution are contributed largely by more busy stations during
the busy morning and evening hours (i.e., [0600,0700), [0900,1000), [1800,1900),
and [2100,2200) h). During the non-peak hours, there are more stations with smaller
DelayFlow centrality values making the two peaks less obvious.
Correlation Between Centrality Measures Table 1 shows the Pearson Correlation
scores between the different centrality measures. The table shows that among the
traditional centrality measures based on network topology, degree centrality and
betweenness centrality are more similar than with closeness centrality. The nodes
with high closeness are more likely be near the center of the network while high
degree and betweenness nodes may be located away from the center.
Among the new centrality measures based on travel time and commuter flow, the
commuter flow and DelayFlow centrality are more similar with degree centrality and
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Fig. 11 DelayFlow centrality Cdflow distribution (weekday)

Fig. 12 DelayFlow centrality distributions at selected time segments (weekday)

betweenness centrality with correlation scores above 0.5. The time delay centrality
is quite different from the rest except closeness centrality. This suggests that those
station that have large time delay to other stations are likely to be those near the
center of the network. This is later verified by the top 10 stations of each centrality
measure in Table 2. We also observe that DelayFlow centrality is highly similar to
commuter flow centrality measure with a correlation score of 0.97. Again, we can
also see this in Table 2.

Measuring Centralities for Transportation Networks Beyond Structures
Table 1 Pearson correlation between centrality measures
Cdeg
Ccls
Cbtw
Cf
Cdeg
Ccls
Cbtw
Cf
Cdel
Cd f low

1.0
–
–
–
–
–

0.42
1.0
–
–
–
–

Table 2 Highest centrality stations
Rank
Cdeg
Ccls
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

S10
S3
S11
S12
S15
S20
S35
S106
S24
S34

S3
S106
S203*
S10
S205*
S11
S4*
S107*
S113*
S201*

35

Cdel

Cdflow

0.67
0.62
1.0
–
–
–

0.63
0.40
0.57
1.0
–
–

0.41
0.57
0.45
0.28
1.0
–

0.64
0.39
0.52
0.97
0.38
1.0

Cbtw

Cf

Cdel

Cdflow

S3
S106
S20
S35
S203*
S10
S15
S64*
S201*
S21*

S11
S10
S15
S3
S12
S24
S20
S21*
S31*
S35

S110*
S106
S203*
S10
S201*
S4*
S3
S107*
S111*
S103*

S10
S11
S24
S3
S15
S12
S106
S2*
S20
S5*

In Table 2, the top stations ranked by most centrality measures are usually the
interchange stations. The non-interchange stations are annotated with “*”. Only the
time delay centrality gives highest score to a non-interchange station, S110. It also
ranks several other non-interchange stations highly. These stations are expected to
have large delay factor values compared with other stations.

6 Visual Analytics of Centrality Measures
In this research, we also develop a visual analytics tool to feature the stations with
different centrality measures, and to explore the changes to centrality value over time.
Figure 13 shows the main web interface of the visual analytics tool. The figure shows
the layout of station nodes of the Singapore’s MRT network. We show the nodes with
size proportional to the selected centrality values of the nodes—the bigger the node,
the higher the centrality. User can select one of the six centrality measures to be
analyzed, namely, Degree Centrality, Closeness Centrality, Betweeness Centrality,
Commuter Flow Centrality, Time Delay Centrality and DelayFlow Centrality. For
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Fig. 13 Visualization of centralities

the three new centrality measures, we can also visualize them for a selected day of
the week and for specific hour of the day.
The visual analytics tool can also show a parallel plot to depicts different centrality
values of every station represented by a polyline as shown in Fig. 14. One can explore
and compare the DelayFlow centrality against the other centrality measures. In addition, information pertaining to the respective train stations will also be displayed on
the top right-hand corner when the end-user performs a mouse-over action on the
corresponding line in the parallel plot. Lastly, the table on the bottom right-hand
corner shows the top 20 train stations with the highest DelayFlow centrality values.
To visualize the dynamic changes of commuter flow and DelayFlow centrality,
the tool provides a continuous rendering of the centrality values for the network from
0500 to 0000 h. In this way, a quick overview of the importance of stations over time
can be obtained. As shown in Fig. 15, in a selected weekday, stations in the west
have higher DelayFlow values (or more importance) as commuters begin to travel
to the central and east areas for work around 0600 h. Failures at these stations can
also cause major delays. At around 0900 h, stations in the central area gain higher
DelayFlow values due to increased activities in the area, while stations in the west
see their DelayFlow values reduced. At around 1200 h, all stations appear to have
smaller DelayFlow values. At around 1800 h, commuters begin to travel to the west
causing some increase to the DelayFlow of relevant stations. These stations see their
DelayFlow values return to normal at around 2100 h. The above dynamic changes of
centrality are very useful when developing response plan for network failures as the
stations give different impact to the transportation system at different time of the day.
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Fig. 14 Parallel plots of centrality
Stations with
decreasing
centrality values

Stations with high
centrality values

centrality
decreases
Stations with
increasing
centrality values

centrality
remains
unchanged

Stations with
increasing
centrality values

Fig. 15 Dynamic change of DelayFlow centrality

Stations with
decreasing
centrality values
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7 Conclusion
In our paper, we have demonstrated the importance of considering transportation
factors such as commuter flow and time delay in measuring network centrality of
transportation network. When incorporating trip data and time information, we derive
three new centrality measures which can dynamically vary with time. These dynamic
centrality measures allow us to generate unique insights giving better guidance to the
design and improvement of the transportation network. They can also be extremely
useful for optimizing travel schedules for commuters and increasing the standard
of transportation services. Compared with the network topology based centrality
measures, our new centrality measures are more relevant to the transportation domain
in identifying critical nodes. A visual analytics tool has also been developed to
illustrate the efficacy of the new centrality measures.
With this foundation research, we plan to apply the measures on other transportation networks to explore some common properties among the network centralities.
We have so far assumed that the expected and alternative travel times are independent
of the time of the day in our centrality definitions. This assumption will be relaxed
in the future by computing the travel times at different time of the day. Relationship
between the new centralities and the underlying population distribution, as well as
extensions to consider other modes of transportation are also among the interesting
topics for future research.
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Indifferent Attachment: The Role of Degree
in Ranking Friends
David Liben-Nowell, Carissa Knipe and Calder Coalson

Abstract The MySpace social networking site allows each user to designate a small
subset of her friends as “Top Friends,” and place them in a rank-ordered list that is
displayed prominently on her profile. By examining a large set of ≈11 M MySpace
users’ choices of their #1 (best) and #2 (second-best) friends from historical crawl
data from when MySpace was more popular than it now is, we discover that MySpace
users were nearly indifferent to the popularity of these two friends when choosing
which to designate as their best friend. Depending on the precise metric of popularity
we choose, the fraction of users who select the more popular of these two individuals
as their best friend wavers above and below 50 %, and is always between 49.3 and
51.4 %: that is, the popularity of the two candidates is essentially uninformative
about which will be chosen as the best friend. Comparisons of other pairs of ranks
within the Top Friends (e.g., #1-versus-#3, #2-versus-#3, …) also reveal no marked
preference for a popular friend over a less popular one; in fact, there is some evidence
that individuals tend to prefer less popular friends over more popular ones. To the
extent that ranking decisions form a window into broader decisions about whom to
befriend at all, these observations suggest that positing individuals’ tendency to attach
to popular people—as in network-growth models like preferential attachment—may
not suffice to explain the heavy-tailed degree distributions seen in real networks.
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1 Introduction
Different social relationships have different priorities. Implicitly or explicitly, we all
make daily decisions in which we choose one friend over another: we answer that
email first; we find time for coffee with this person after telling another that we were
too busy; we mention the job opportunity or free tickets to that friend instead of the
other one. The way in which we prioritize one friend over another is an interesting, and
important, question about our social relationships; it reflects the way in which a social
network is used and constructed. Our prioritization decisions may also be a window
into friend-making in general: the mechanisms by which Alice prioritizes her friend
Bob over her friend Charlie may be very similar to the mechanisms by which Alice
chooses to befriend Bob instead of befriending Charlie. (The intimacy of any social
relationship falls on a continuum ranging from “best friend” via “distant friend” and
“acquaintance” to “stranger,” and both of Alice’s decisions are comparisons of Bob
to a reference point—Charlie or “friend”—on that continuum.)
As our daily lives have moved increasingly online over the last decade or so—and
started to leave behind mineable data on social interactions—a voluminous body of
computational research exploring the structural and behavioral properties of individuals embedded in social networks has blossomed. The preponderance of this research
has treated ties in social networks as binary—we are friends; we are not friends—but
a growing thread of this research has begun to consider the comparative strength of
relationships.
The importance of relationship strength, and indeed the importance of weak relationships, has been studied in the social sciences for decades—most prominently
in Mark Granovetter’s “The Strength of Weak Ties” [12]. An expanding body of
recent computational research has explored relationship strength, too. A nonexhaustive sampling of these papers follows. Onnela et al. [22] studied a massive dataset
of weighted ties, constructed via the rate of interactions among mobile phone users.
Adamic, Lauterbach, and various coauthors [1, 16, 24] have studied the role of
friendship strength in determining levels of trust among members of the CouchSurfing community; for example, these authors showed that there is an inflationary
effect in users’ ratings of others if those ratings are made publicly and nonanonymously. Wuchty and Uzzi [25] compared self-reported “close relationships” with
those inferred based on email-response times. Backstrom et al. [2] have studied how
Facebook users distribute their “attention” (fraction of wall posts, photo comments,
etc.) across their friends. Gilbert and Karaholios [10] and Xiang et al. [26] constructed predictive models of users’ perceptions of relationship strength, based on a
collection of measures of profile similarity and interaction between users. Perhaps
the work most similar to our own is by Kahanda and Neville [14], who attempt to
classify edges in Facebook as “strong” or “weak” links (as denoted by the presence
or absence of a friend in a Facebook application in which a user could list their “top”
friends) using the same type of structural and transactional properties.
In this chapter, we address a fine-grained question of prioritization among friends:
rather than considering the rating of friendships on an absolute scale (from “distant”
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to “close”), we will consider the ranking of friendships on a relative scale. Specifically, we examine a feature of the MySpace online social networking site, called Top
Friends. Each MySpace user may choose to select a subset of his or her friends to
designate as Top Friends. The user puts these Top Friends into a totally ordered list,
from #1 down through #k, where the cardinality k of the Top Friends list is chosen
by the user. (Nearly all users choose k ≤ 40; for some period of time predating
the data acquired for the present work, MySpace fixed the cardinality k = 8, so
disproportionately many users have 8 Top Friends. As a result, the feature is also
sometimes called the “Top 8.”) These Top Friends are displayed prominently on the
user’s profile; the remaining (non-Top) friends are accessible by clicking through to
the list of “All Friends.” We are most interested in a user’s choice as to which of two
individuals will be her #1-ranked friend and which will be her #2-ranked friend [8],
though we also consider #i-versus-# j decisions for all other i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 8}.
There is some evidence that suggests that people work hard to avoid public declarations of the ranking of their friendships—choosing weekly themes for their Top
Friends or fake profiles with profile photos of Scrabble tiles that spell out, in order,
a profane anti–“Top Friends” message; ranking top friends appears to be an angstgenerating activity for many MySpace users [4]. This phenomenon is related to the
fact that users give more generous (higher) ratings when their ratings are public and
signed than when their ratings are private and anonymous [24]; MySpace users may
work to avoid making their true rankings of friends known. But enough MySpace
users (millions of users in our dataset) do provide rankings of real profiles that we
can begin to pose, and answer, some interesting structural questions.
Indeed, the question of friendship ranking—as opposed to the question of friendship rating or of friendship existence—is a setting of scarce resources; after all, Alice
can only have one #1-ranked friend. There is a minimal cost of accepting a distant
acquaintance’s friend request in an online social network—perhaps just a slight risk
to one’s reputation if the “friend” does something embarrassing, and the mild mental
taxation of having one more relationship to track [9, 11]. Similarly, there is little cost
in the type of “grade inflation” in rating one’s friends observed in CouchSurfing [24].
But the scarcity of highly ranked friendship slots means that the ranking environment
may shed a different light on potentially awkward social decisions.
The Present Work This chapter addresses the role of the popularity of Bob and
Charlie when Alice chooses which of the two to prioritize over the other. Suppose that
Bob is more popular than Charlie, as measured by degree in the social network. One
can formulate intuitive arguments on both sides as to which of Bob or Charlie would
be a better friend: Alice should tend to prefer Charlie (he’s a more “committed” friend
because he has fewer distractions) or Bob (he’s a more “valuable” friend because he
knows more people). Indeed, a number of “rich get richer” network-growth models
designed to account for the empirically observed degree distribution of real social
networks take this second view: most prominently, preferential attachment [3] posits
that the probability of u being involved in a new friendship is linearly increasing in
u’s current popularity.
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Here we consider a large (≈11 M-profile) sample of MySpace users, each of
whom has selected a #1- and #2-ranked friend: a best friend and a second-best
friend. Using several distinct but straightforward measures of degree, we compute
the relative popularity of these two friends. What we observe, essentially, is that
the popularity of these two candidates has nearly negligible predictive power in
separating the #1- and #2-ranked friend. Depending on precisely which measure of
popularity we use, we observe that the probability that the more popular candidate is
chosen as the best friend wavers between being above 50 % (as high as 51.4 %) and
below 50 % (as low as 49.3 %).
We also perform the analogous comparisons for individuals’ choice of #i-versus# j-ranked friends for all other pairs of ranks i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 8}. As in the #1-versus-#2
decision, the fraction of individuals who prefer the more popular candidate as the
better-ranked (closer to #1) friend varies from slightly above 50 % (as high as 51.8 %)
to a bit further below 50 % (as low as 46.1 %).
At best, individuals exhibit a very mild preference for popularity in their choice
of which of two friends to rank better; at worst, they are indifferent or even prefer
an unpopular friend over one who is more popular. This lack of empirical support
for individuals preferring the more popular candidate as a closer friend suggests
one of two things. Either the reason for the heavy-tailed degree distribution seen in
real social networks is subtler than the reinforcement-type mechanisms suggested
by models based on a preference for the popular, or something about the way that
we decide on the relative closeness of two close friends is fundamentally different
from the way that we decide friend-versus-nonfriend.

2 The Data
We make use of a sample of the MySpace social network acquired using a cluster of
desktop machines executing a parallelized BFS-style crawl over about 5 months in
2007–2008 [8]. We excluded profiles that were private, syntactically anomalous, had
more than 20K total friends reported on their main profile page, or failed to list both an
age and a sex. (Requiring both an age and a sex is a crude way of filtering out profiles
of bands and other nonpersonal users from our data.) The resulting dataset contained
the profiles of approximately 11 million MySpace users—10,989,190 users, to be
precise. A partial BFS-style crawl is biased towards more “central” nodes; nodes in
the sample may, e.g., have higher PageRank and higher degree than typical MySpace
profiles [13, 21]. (Of course, there are also important differences between a typical
MySpace user and a typical person in the real world, and—in this work as in all socialbehavior research based on data from social networking sites, or indeed based on
data from any kind of restricted population—we must be judicious in the generality
of our conclusions.)
Because we focus here on the popularity of individuals, we consider several relevant measures of degree for a user u:
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• The listed degree of u is the number of friends that are declared in u’s profile,
as in “Alice has 150 friends.” We have found that this number was occasionally
unreliably reported; MySpace profiles in our crawl occasionally seemed to declare
fewer friends than were actually linked from the user’s profile.
• The ranked outdegree of u is the number of Top Friends chosen by u. (This quantity
is most frequently 8, and ranges up to 40 except in rare cases.)
All of the other quantities are based on the number of people in our sample who
claim u as a friend:
• The (sample) total indegree of u is the number of the ≈11 M MySpace users who
list u as a friend.
• The (sample) rank k indegree of u is the number of in-sample users who list u as
their kth-best friend.
• The (sample) ranked indegree of u
is the number of users who include u anywhere
in their Top Friends list, given by k (rank k indegree of u).
Figure 1 shows the cumulative degree distributions of the ≈11 M MySpace users
under six of these measures. We see that the listed degree and each of the sample
indegrees (total, ranked, rank1 , rank2 , and rank3 ) show a heavy-tailed degree distribution. (For our purposes here, we remain agnostic about the particular shape of
these distributions; we make no claim about the quality of fit of a power-law model
for these distributions [6].)
As one would expect, the rank1 , rank2 , and rank3 indegrees are smaller in an
absolute sense. For any fixed k, rankk links are a scarce resource; only one such
outgoing link is possible per user, so there are only ≈11 M such possible links
in total. The remaining degree measures are effectively unlimited in the sense that
each user can generate arbitrarily many outgoing links and nearly arbitrarily many
outgoing ranked links (by lengthening her Top Friends list).
Aside from ranked outdegree, which seems qualitatively different from the other
type of degree, all of these quantities seem to describe intuitively similar measures of
popularity: each quantity is some version of how well-liked u is. (In contrast, a user
u’s ranked outdegree is a decision about how many Top Friends to rank—something
about how expansive u’s view of “closest friends” is.) Figure 2 shows the correlations
across users among these various measures of degree. Indeed, the ranked outdegree
is positively but weakly correlated with the other measures of popularity. The other
totaled measures of degree—listed degree, sample ranked indegree, and sample total
indegree—are all well-correlated with each other (all > 0.5). In the second part of
Fig. 2, we see that rank j indegree and rankk indegree are strongly positively correlated
for every j, k. In fact, with one minor exception, for every k ∈ {1, . . . , 8} the rankk
indegree is more strongly correlated with rank j indegree as j < k gets closer and
closer to k. (The lone exception is that rank4 is slightly better correlated with rank8
than rank5 is.)
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Fig. 1 Cumulative degree
distributions in the ≈11
M-person dataset, for various
measures of degree

3 The Central Prediction Task
Let G MS denote the MySpace social network, represented as a directed graph. Annotate each edge u → v with v’s rank in u’s Top Friends list (or “unranked” if v is a
friend of u but not a Top Friend).
We focus on the following prediction task. Consider a focal individual u in
G MS . The user u names a best friend v1 and a second-best friend v2 —the #1- and
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in-sample indegrees
total
rank1
indegree
0.8586
0.2312
0.1183
0.0513
0.6695
0.6124
0.3186

rank7

rank8

rank2
0.2934
0.0620
0.7118
0.4128
0.6747

correlation with rank1–8

rank1 0.6747 0.5685 0.5253 0.4882 0.4478 0.4251 0.3918
rank2

0.6818 0.6319 0.5970 0.5723 0.5234 0.4697

rank3

0.6581 0.6324 0.6030 0.5788 0.5067

rank4

0.6429 0.6211 0.5891 0.5523

rank5

0.6268 0.5960 0.5429

rank6

0.6076 0.5625

rank7

0.5762

rank8

Fig. 2 Correlation of various pairs of degree measures across users. Cells are shaded in proportion
to their correlation; for each k, the plot of correlations of rankk with all other ranks is shown in the
kth row

#2-ranked friends in u’s Top Friends list, respectively. We erase the ranking labels
from the edges from u to v1 and v2 . The task is to predict which of {v1 , v2 } is u’s #1
friend. A predictor p may access all of the graph G MS , aside from the two erased
labels, in making its prediction. We say that p is correct on u if it identifies v1 as u’s
#1 friend, incorrect on u if it identifies v2 as u’s #1 friend, and nondispositive if p
cannot distinguish between v1 and v2 . (A predictor may be nondispositive in the case
of missing data or in the case that v1 and v2 have the same value under the predictor
in question.)
Previous work on this prediction task, performed in collaboration with Peter
DeScioli, Robert Kurzban, and Elizabeth Koch [8], has shown that MySpace users
have a statistically significant preference for homophily [18] in choosing their best
friends—that is, individuals tend to be more demographically similar to their #1
friend than to their #2 friend. In particular, over 56 % of individuals have selected a
best friend who is geographically closer than their second-best friend. (Note that this
work ignored individuals on which geographic distance was nondispositive because
of missing/malformed geographic data or ties in geographic distance.) A similar but
substantially weaker homophilic effect holds for age: individuals tend to have best
friends who are closer to their own age than their second-best friends are. In this previous work, we also identified another structural predictor that performed extremely
well. Define the relative rank of u’s friend v as the rank that v assigns to u in v’s own
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Top Friends list. We showed that 68.8 % of MySpace users selected a best friend who
ranks u better than their second-best friend does. (Note again that users for which the
predictor was nondispositive were ignored.) DeScioli and Kurzban [7] take an evolutionary psychological perspective on friendship, and argue for an alliance-based
view of the function of friendship that anticipates the success of the relative rank
predictor. Other recent work has built a prediction system for when a link will be
reciprocated in Twitter [5] or BuzzNet [15].

4 Using Popularity to Predict Preferences Among Friends
One can imagine many ways of attacking the central prediction task described in
the previous section. In this chapter, we concentrate on purely popularity-based
predictors. That is, to what extent does user u’s decision about which of {v1 , v2 }
to choose as u’s #1 friend correlate with the relative popularities of v1 and v2 ? To
address this question, we filter the ≈11 M MySpace profiles to identify all those focal
individuals u for which u’s #1- and #2-ranked friends also appear in the sample. We
culled a population of ≈1.36 M (precisely: 1,360,879) profiles using this filtering
process.
For the purposes of our main prediction task, we must ensure that we do not
“cheat” by baking the correct answer into the measure of popularity. In particular,
when we refer to the rank1 and rank2 indegrees for the purposes of predicting a user
u’s #1 friend, we mean the rank1 and rank2 indegrees excluding the ranked edge from
u. (Our other measures of popularity are affected equally by the edges from u to v
and w, so excluding this edge makes no difference.)
A scatterplot displaying the popularities of each user’s Top 2 friends, under four
of the popularity measures discussed previously, is shown in Fig. 3. To the extent that
these measures of popularity are helpful in differentiating #1- and #2-ranked friends,
we would see an asymmetry in the distributions. Specifically, if individuals tend to
prefer friends who are more popular, then we would see more points below the diagonal line. What is perhaps visually striking about Fig. 3 is that all four panels appear
highly symmetric across the diagonal; not only is there no obvious preponderance
of points on one side of the diagonal, but the points appear to be distributed close to
symmetrically across that diagonal line.
To make this observation more precise, for each measure µ of popularity described
previously, we compute the number of users u whose #1-ranked friend is more
popular under µ than u’s #2-ranked friend is (a win for µ); the number of users u
whose #1- and #2-ranked friends are equally popular under µ (a tie); and the number
of users u whose #2-ranked friend is more popular under µ (a loss). Figure 4 shows
the results.
Because a random guess will be correct on 50 % of its predictions, absolute deviation from 50 % is the most interesting measure of success. Every popularity-based
predictor has a success rate within 0.014 of 0.5; measured by deviation from 50 %,
the two most successful are rank1 (51.4 %) and rank2 (49.3 %) indegrees: there is a
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Fig. 3 The popularities of u’s #1- and #2-ranked friends under four measures of popularity: total
indegree; ranked indegree; rank1 indegree; and rank2 indegree. In each panel, one point is shown
for each of the ≈1.36 M users in the culled dataset

mild tendency for the #1-ranked friend to be ranked #1 more often by others, and
for the #2-ranked friend to be ranked #2 more often by others. (See below for some
discussion of the phenomenon that rank1 indegree better predicts #1-rank and rank2
indegree better predicts #2-rank.) All other measures of popularity perform between
49.5 and 50.2 %.
Even the most informative measures give only weak information, and indeed the
various measures of popularity even differ in directionality: four of the predictors
(listed degree, total sample indegree, rank1 indegree, and rank8 indegree) say that
individuals (weakly) prefer others who are more popular; the remaining eight predictors say that individuals (weakly) prefer others who are less popular. For the sake
of comparison, two other predictors are displayed in Fig. 4: the geographic distance
predictor (“u prefers the friend who lives geographically closer to u”) and the relative
rank predictor (“u prefers the friend who ranks u better”).
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wins
wins+losses

measure

wins

listed degree

672677

19723

668479

0.502

ranked outdegree

588922

172826

599131

0.496

ranked indegree

632726

85509

642644

0.496

total indegree

677825

9224

673830

0.502

rank1 indegree

428626

526959

405294

0.514

rank2 indegree

433075

483153

444651

0.493

rank3 indegree

428523

495158

437198

0.495

rank4 indegree

421599

514973

424307

0.498

rank5 indegree

403552

551255

406072

0.498

rank6 indegree

395258

564024

401597

0.496

rank7 indegree

385062

587947

387870

0.498

rank8 indegree

367007

628465

365407

0.501

ties

losses

geographic proximity [8]

0.564

relative rank [8]

0.689
0

0.5

1

Fig. 4 The performance of each popularity-based predictor on the ≈1.35 M culled MySpace users.
A win for a predictor is an individual for whom degree(#1) > degree(#2), where #1 and #2
are the best- and second-best friends, respectively. A tie is an individual for whom degree(#1) =
degree(#2). A loss is an individual for whom degree(#1) < degree(#2). The smallest number of nontied data points is n = 732,414; viewing each of these predictors as a n-trial binomial distribution,
the standard error for each of these measures is ≤0.0012, and 99.9 % confidence intervals are shown
as the small vertical red bars

4.1 Beyond the “Top 2”
We have focused our discussion thus far on distinguishing #1-versus-#2-ranked
friends, but the same calculations can be performed for any pair of ranks. For any two
ranks i and j > i, we compute the fraction of focal individuals for whom friend #i
is more popular than friend # j. (Our previous discussion was for i = 1 and j = 2.)
Figure 5 displays the tables of results for eight predictors, omitting only the rank5–8
indegree predictors, which are qualitatively similar to the rank4 table. (As before, we
must avoid baking the correct answer into the predictor: when predicting a user u’s
#k-versus-# j friends, we exclude the two edges from u when computing the rankk
and rank j predictors.)
Figure 5 reveals that the qualitative pattern of the #1-versus-#2 comparison
remains true for other pairs of ranks. For the broader degree measures (listed degree,
ranked outdegree, total indegree, ranked indegree), the fraction of individuals who
prefer the more popular candidate friend is generally close to or below 0.50, and
only rarely greater than half. In each of these cases, the fraction of individuals whose
best friend is more popular than their # j-friend decreases with j; for example, fewer
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Fig. 5 Results for other rank comparisons. In each panel, the i-versus- j cell displays the fraction of
individuals u whose #ith and # jth friends are ordered so that u prefers the one who is more popular.
(The 1-versus-2 cells correspond to Fig. 4.) Red-shaded cells indicate that more individuals prefer
the less popular friend, and blue-shaded cells indicate that more individuals prefer the more popular
friend; the darker the shading, the further from 0.50. The displayed count is mini, j (wins + losses)
for #i-versus-# j friends; an upper bound on the standard error, viewing each of these predictions
as a binomial distribution, is shown as well

than 47 % of individuals have a best friend who is more popular than their #8 friend
under listed degree, total indegree, and ranked indegree.
We do see the hints of one exception to this trend: out of two candidate friends of
an individual u, the one with a higher ranki indegree is generally more likely to be u’s
#i friend. (Recall that when predicting u’s #i friend, “ranki indegree” means “ranki
indegree aside from the edge from u herself.”) This phenomenon is visible in the
rank-i row of the ranki panels in Fig. 5: for example, having a higher rank2 indegree
corresponds to a 51.3–51.8% chance of being ranked #2 instead of being ranked
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{#3, #4, #5, #6}. One partial explanation for this observation is the “Top Friends”—
avoiding tactics employed by some users that survived in the data set: choosing a
“Top 8” whose profile pictures, letter-by-letter and in order, spelled out a particular
four-letter word plus T+O+P+8. The profile with the “U” Scrabble tile—the second
letter of this four-letter word—as its profile photo would have a high rank2 indegree
(and a low ranki=2 indegree); this profile would often be correctly predicted to be a
#2 friend using the rank2 indegree predictor. Still, this avoidance behavior appears
to relatively rare, and even among the ranki∈{1,2,3,4} indegree predictors, there are
slightly more pairs of ranks in which individuals prefer the less popular friend.

5 Discussion: Indifferent Attachment?
In the earliest days of the present era of computational social network research,
Barabási and Albert [3] published an influential paper on degree distributions of
social networks. Barabási and Albert made two key observations. First, they showed
empirically that the degree distributions of real social networks are heavy tailed.
(And, they argue, the form of the degree distribution is specifically well modeled
by a power law, though Clauset et al. [6] raise some serious concerns about the
quality of the power-law fit for this type of network data.) Second, Barabási and
Albert proposed preferential attachment (PA) as a generative model of social network
growth. (Both observations were presaged in the literature of other disciplines earlier;
see the early work of Yule [27] and Simon [23], and the more recent survey by
Mitzenmacher [19].) As other structural properties of social networks have been
discovered, alternative generative models have been proposed. These models—e.g.,
community-guided attachment and forest-fire models [17]—do not seem to make
as-obvious predictions about how preferences among individuals will be expressed;
thus, we focus our discussion here on network-formation models, like PA, with some
form of popularity reinforcement—nodes with higher degree gain edges at a higher
rate than nodes with lower degree.
Here is the preferential attachment model, in its basic form. We start with a small
network, which grows by one node and one edge at each time step. At time step t,
a new node u t appears in the system, and it forms one edge from u t to an existing
node. More popular existing nodes are more likely to be chosen as u t ’s neighbor;
specifically, the probability that u t chooses v is directly proportional to the current
value of degree(v). PA is a particular instantiation of what we might call the preference
for popularity—that, given a choice between two candidate friends, the more popular
candidate is the one more likely to be preferred. (Other nonlinear instantiations of
this preference occur in other models.)
While the basic form of PA does not speak directly to rankings of friends, the
underlying preference for popularity does make particular predictions about ranking.
PA can be most straightforwardly adapted to the ranked setting by modeling a node
as ranking its neighbors in the order in which edges formed. (So the #1-ranked friend
for u is the friend u chose when joining the network; u’s #2-ranked friend is the first
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node v = u that chose u when v joined the network, u’s #3-ranked friend is the second
node that chose u upon joining, etc.) We simulated this Ranked-PA (RPA) network
growth model for a 100,000-node network, and observed that friend ranking is much
better predicted by popularity in RPA than in MySpace: over 95 % of RPA nodes had
a best friend that was more popular than their second-best friend, and between 59
and 61 % of nodes had a #i-ranked friend more popular than their #(i + 1)-ranked
friend for i ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}. (In PA/RPA, the age of a node and the node’s degree are
positively correlated; thus the edge formed earlier is more likely to have been formed
from a neighbor that would eventually become more popular. The #1-ranked friend
is special—it was chosen with explicit preference towards high degree, instead of by
age—and so its popularity advantage over the #2-ranked friend is much higher than
the advantage of #2 over #3 and the other pairs.)
The empirical and modeling observations of Barabási and Albert sparked a large
body of literature, empirical and theoretical, that has made a great deal of progress
in modeling and analyzing the structural properties of real-world social networks—
particularly regarding a hypothesis of the origin of the apparently ubiquitous heavytailed degree distributions. But the results shown in Figs. 4 and 5, coupled with the
simulations of RPA, suggest that a preference for popularity may not provide a full
explanation for empirically observed heavy-tailed degree distributions: when a user
is choosing which of two friends she prefers, the popularity of the two candidates is at
best essentially uninformative about which will be chosen by that user, and at worst
she actually prefers the less popular friend. While the twelve measures of popularity
that we consider here are strongly positively correlated, they are not perfectly aligned
(Fig. 2). But they are all aligned with respect to our central prediction task: each is
at best only marginally informative about the preferences of individuals among their
closest friends.
Perhaps the analogy between choosing whether to befriend an individual and
choosing whether to rank an individual highly is a weak one; those decisions may be
made differently, and thus the results of this chapter may not speak to the underlying
“to friend or not to friend” decision. (It is an interesting direction for future research
to assess to what extent deciding whether to befriend an individual and whether to
rank an individual highly are similar or different. An understanding of why, and
how, a pair of individuals decide to assign a “friend” label to their relationship is
generally missing from the current computational literature on social networks—and
this understanding is obviously crucial to properly interpreting what the edges in the
network actually mean. Interactions in online social networking sites have some key
differences from real-world interactions: the question “does our relationship rise to
the level that deserves the ‘friends’ label?” is rarely explicitly called in the offline
world, and the fact that it is continually raised by a social networking site may impose
different or stronger social pressures in how we react online. Still, massive digital data
presents a promising opportunity to better understand the friendship-or-no decisions.)
But to the extent that ranking decisions and befriending decisions are analogous, our observations suggest that network-growth models based on a preference
for popularity miss some important behavioral properties; we will need a different
explanation to account for empirically observed heavy-tailed degree distributions.
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And even if ranking and befriending decisions are fundamentally different, the heavytailed degree distribution for rank1 indegree (Fig. 1) seems to require an explanation
fundamentally different from preferential attachment.
Mitzenmacher [20] argues compellingly that, as a research community, we must
move toward the necessary future direction of validation (or, at least, invalidation)
in research on heavy-tailed degree distributions. We hope that the present work can
serve as a small step forward in that enterprise.
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Analyzing the Social Networks
of Contributors in Open Source
Software Community
Mohammad Y. Allaho and Wang-Chien Lee

Abstract We conduct an extensive statistical analysis on the social networks of contributors in Open Source Software (OSS) communities using datasets collected from
two most fast-growing OSS social interaction sites, Github.com and Ohloh.net. Our
goal is to analyze the connectivity structure of the social networks of contributors and
to investigate the effect of the different social ties structures on developers’ overall
productivity to OSS projects. We, first, analyze the general structure of the social
networks, e.g., graph distances and the degree distribution of the social networks.
Our social network structure analysis confirms a power-law degree distribution and
small-world characteristics. However, the degree mixing pattern shows that high
degree nodes tend to connect more with low degree nodes suggesting a collaboration
between experts and newbie developers. We further conduct the same analysis on
affiliation networks and find that contributors tend to participate in projects of similar team sizes. Second, we study the correlation between various social factors (e.g.,
closeness and betweenness centrality, clustering coefficient and tie strength) and the
productivity of the contributors in terms of the amount of contribution and commitment to OSS projects. The analysis is conducted under the contexts of global and
local networks, where a global network analysis considers a developer’s connectivity
in the whole OSS community network, whereas a local network analysis considers
a developer’s connectivity within a team network that is affiliated to a project. The
analysis demonstrates evident influence of the social factors on the developers’ overall productivity.
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1 Introduction
Large collaborative online communities have appeared and grown rapidly in the
presence of Web 2.0 technology, witnessed by the massive success of Open Source
Software (OSS) projects such as the Apache projects and GNU/Linux. As members of OSS projects are usually volunteers [12], their motivations usually involve
personal goals/interests, e.g., sharpening their programming skills and gaining experience, following fellow peers, networking with the OSS community members, or
simply supporting free open software projects [8]. In contrast to commercial software with dedicated responsibility to software engineers, the amount of participation
and commitment by the volunteering developers are crucial factors for the success
of projects [16].
To investigate and better understand the success factors of OSS, several research
studies have been reported in the literature [4, 6, 9, 17, 18, 20]. However, these studies
are mainly focusing on success factors related to the user-developer interaction (e.g.,
user ratings and bug reporting) and the project related factors (e.g., programming
languages, operating systems and the open source license used). Recently, the importance of social factors in OSS community has drawn a growing amount of attention.
A study by Antwerp et al. [1] argues the importance of studying OSS social structure
as an indicator of OSS projects success. Moreover, studies in [2, 7] suggest that the
rapport created from collaboration among individuals in open collaborative communities indeed plays a crucial role leading to the success of OSS projects. However,
the potential correlation between the productivity of OSS developers and the social
ties among those developers in the community has not been quantitatively studied
before. In this paper we aim to answer these research questions: What are the general
structure and features of the OSS social network? What are the social ties patterns
in OSS community network that affect the developers’ amount of contribution and
commitment? Moreover, does the connectivity structure and strength of social ties
in a team affect the amount of contribution and commitment in OSS projects?
In order to answer these critical research questions, we first analyze the general
structure of the OSS social network and then investigate the correlation between
various social ties structures and the amount of contribution and commitment of
volunteering developers to OSS projects. In particular, we conduct an extensive
social link analysis on the Social Network (SN) and Affiliation Network (AN) of
OSS developers. We define the OSS SN as a directed graph where nodes represent
developers and links represent a following/follower relationship just like the Twitter
network, while defining the OSS AN as an undirected graph where nodes represent
developers and links represent co-authorship in OSS projects. The SN and AN represent general but different social ties among the contributors of OSS communities,
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i.e., different kinds of link representation may draw different conclusions about the
studied community.
We collected our data from two most fast-growing OSS collaboration sites,
Github.com and Ohloh.net. These two sites are unique since they provide many
social interaction tools for developers, including the ability to form a network of
followings/followers relationship which gives explicit information of acquaintances.
We emphasize here that most previous studies on the SNs of OSS typically construct the SN based on communication links which results in an implicit SN (i.e.,
the links may not represent true acquaintances for various reasons). Aiming to better understand the characteristics of OSS SNs, we perform a series of analysis on
the social network structure, including measuring SNs distances (i.e., diameter and
average path length), analyzing degree distributions, testing power-law model and
examining degree mixing patterns between nodes (developers) in the OSS SN and
AN.
Our social network structure analysis confirms a small-world characteristics for
the OSS SNs. Also, the analysis shows that the degree distribution of the SNs follows
a power law distribution that fits the scale-free network model. However, the degree
distribution of the ANs does not fit the scale-free model which implies different
characteristics of the two networks. Moreover, the degree mixing pattern analysis
for the SNs shows that high degree nodes tend to connect more with low degree nodes
suggesting collaboration between experts and newbie developers. On the other hand,
the degree mixing pattern for the ANs shows an opposite trend.
In addition to the analysis of network structures, we also investigate the factors
of social ties under the contexts of global and local network graphs to explore the
social factors that affect the developers’ amount of contribution and commitment.
A Global network analysis studies the connectivity among individuals in the whole
OSS community, whereas a Local network analysis studies the connectivity among
members in a team working on a particular project P, where a team is a subset of the
community as illustrated in Fig. 1. For the global network analysis, we consider the
betweenness and closeness centrality and for the local network analysis we consider
the clustering patterns and ties strength. Note that nodes’ degree analysis is considered a global analysis if it considers all nodes in the community and a local analysis
if it considers only team nodes. Both global and local network analysis demonstrate
evident influence of the social factors on the developers’ overall productivity.
This work constitutes the first large-scale study that analyzes the social network
of volunteering developers that is based on explicit acquaintances. Moreover, our
work is the first to focus on investigating the correlations between social factors and
developers’ productivity. We, further, quantify the developers’ productivity from an
abstract meaning into measurable metrics in order to comprehend the amount of
contribution and commitment each developer exerts in a project. In addition, we
study the social factors in a community context and in a team level context to capture
any social factor that might be related to either context. Our findings may then pave
the road for future recommendation systems related to online open collaborative
projects.
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Fig. 1 A community network example illustrating the difference between global and local network
graphs. A node represents an individual/developer in the community and a link represents a social
relationship. The OSS community network represents a global network graph, whereas a team
network of project P represents a local network graph. Here nodes of the same color belong to one
project. Note that it is possible for a node to belong to multiple projects and, therefore, can belong
to multiple local networks as illustrated in the graph by the two tainted-color nodes belonging to


P and P .

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the dataset
collected and used in this study. Section 3 shows the analysis of network structure.
The analysis includes network structure measures, degree distribution and degree
mixing patterns analysis. Section 4 investigates the correlation between the various
social ties’ structures and developers’ overall productivity globally, in the whole
OSS community, and locally, in a team network. Section 5 introduces several related
works and, finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2 Dataset
We collect our data from two fast-growing OSS social interaction sites, Github.com
and Ohloh.net. These two sites provide a variety of information regarding the social
relationship and contributions of their volunteering developers. Unlike other OSS
collaboration sites (e.g., sourceforge.net, freshmeat.net) Github and Ohloh provide
facilities for contributors to explicitly recognize each other through a follow link in
Github and Give kudo in Ohloh which creates a directed social network of contributors/developers. We collected data of over a million contributor and over two millions
OSS project. The data were collected via APIs provided by Github and Ohloh.
Table 1 summarizes some general statistics of the collected data from Github and
Ohloh. In Table 1, Participations is the summation of each developer’s number of
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Table 1 Collected data statistics
Participations
Contributors
Contributors with account
SN edges
AN edges
Projects

Ohloh

Github

671,835
297,046
14,958
36,205
1,096,208
456,811

9,268,644
1,034,996
652,040
1,788,803
14,474,929
2,332,749

affiliations in OSS projects, whereas Contributors, in the second row, is the distinct
number of developers in the community. For example, in Fig. 1, the Contributors
is the total number of nodes (developers) in the global network graph. To compute
Participations, we first count each individual’s number of affiliations, e.g., each
node in Fig. 1 has one affiliation (participates in one project) except the two tainted

color nodes belonging to P and P where each has two affiliations since they


participate in both project P and project P . Then the summation of each developer’s
affiliations is the Participations value. Furthermore, the contributors with account
are the contributors that are registered in the site with a profile information. In our
analysis, we only consider contributors with account because it is possible to link
between their contribution information and social attributes which is not possible
with anonymous contributors. This may cause a threat to validity since anonymous
contributors could add weight to any connectivity pattern. Another threat is that
we only capture explicit acquaintances among the developers, where there might
be acquaintances that are not declared. However, since we conduct the analysis on
large number of OSS developers and projects without selection criteria the threats
to validity is minimized. Moreover, the results in the next sections show consistency
on both Ohloh and Github data.

3 Network Structure Analysis
In this section we study the general graph distance measures, the node degree distribution and the mixing pattern of degrees in both SN and AN.

3.1 Basic Measures of the Network Structure
We first measure the SNs graph distances to comprehend the general structure of the
networks. Table 2 shows the diameter and average path length of Github and Ohloh
SNs. Recall that the graph diameter is the longest distance of the shortest distances
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Table 2 OSS social network structure measurements
Diameter
Avg. path
Avg. degree
length
Github
Ohloh

22
23

6.25
7.11

4.31
3.21

Avg. CC

Avg. close.

0.112
0.25

0.19
0.15

between every pair of nodes in the network, while the average path length is the
average length of those shortest paths. The average path length found in both Github
and Ohloh confirms the result by Milgram [13] which states that any two people are
on average separated by six intermediate connections, known as the “six degrees of
separation” in the “small world” phenomenon. Also, the diameter of the OSS SN
is small compared to non-social networks (e.g., the Web network has a diameter of
905 [14]), which is a feature of most social graphs. Additionally, Table 2 includes the
average degree, clustering coefficient (CC) and closeness centrality of the OSS SNs.
Besides, the average betweenness centrality for Github and Ohloh are 3.44 × 10−6
and 1.58 × 10−4 , respectively (refer to Sect. 4 for measurement definitions). The
structure measures of these two SNs show great similarity. In the next section, we
test the OSS SN and AN against the scale-free network model.
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Fig. 2 Github and Ohloh Out/Indegree Complementary Cumulative Distribution Functions
(CCDF) for the OSS SN (x = Out/Indegree). All social networks show properties consistent with
power-law networks
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3.2 Power-Law Degree Distribution
Node degree analysis is essential to reveal the connectivity trends between nodes
(developers) in a graph. Thus, we first investigate whether the OSS SN and AN follow
a scale-free network model or not. A scale-free network has a degree distribution
following a power-law model where the exponent α is typically 2 < α < 3 in
most cases. Figure 2 shows the outdegree and indegree Complementary Cumulative
Distribution Function (CCDF) of the OSS SN for Github and Ohloh, respectively.
Basically, the plots show the probability of any node having a degree greater than or
equals the given degree x. Both outdegree and indegree distributions are consistent
with the fitted power-low distribution model. To confirm this result, Table 3 shows
the maximum likelihood estimate of the scaling exponent α and the KolmogorovSmirnov goodness-of-fit statistic D, where a value close to zero indicates that the
data is closely estimated by the given model. Both networks follow a power-law
distribution and confirm properties of scale-free networks where few nodes have
high degrees and the majority have low degrees.
On the other hand, the OSS AN does not show a good fit to the scale-free model.
Figure 3 shows a sharp drop on the CCDF on high degrees showing that at some point
of high degree the probability of a node having higher degree drops dramatically
indicating big gaps of degrees among large degree nodes. This is because the degree
of a node in affiliation networks may increase in high order. For example, once a
node x joins a project all the nodes participating in that project become connected to

Table 3 Power-law coefficient estimates (α) and corresponding Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodnessof-fit metric (D)
Indegree
Outdegree
α
D
α
D
Github
Ohloh

(a)

2.31
2.77

0.0258
0.0281

0

2.82
3.04

(b)
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Fig. 3 Ohloh (left) and Github (right) degree complementary cumulative distribution functions
(CCDF) for the OSS AN (x = degree). The networks does not show a good fit to power-low model
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that node causing a large increase in the node degree of x. The maximum likelihood
estimate of the scaling exponent α for Ohloh AN is 1.51 and 1.72 for Github AN.

3.3 Node Degree Mixing Pattern
In this section, we investigate the mixing pattern of degrees between connected
nodes. In other words, we would like to know whether similar degree nodes tend
to connect to each other or is it a mixture and how much is that mixture? This
study is important since it reveals important insights to the structure of the network.
Connectivity between similar degree nodes indicates a centralized network where
high-degree nodes are connected together. This kind of network is more susceptive
to diffuse information fast. On the other hand, networks where high-degree nodes
tend to connect to low-degree nodes show the opposite behavior but it is more robust
than centralized networks since removing a high degree node will not dramatically
affect the network connectivity.

3.3.1 Degree Correlation
First we study the Joint Degree Distribution (JDD), also referred to as the mixing
pattern [15] and the 2K distribution [11]. JDD gives the probability of a node of
degree k1 to be connected with a node of degree k2 . JDD is approximated by the
degree correlation function knn . For an undirected graph, knn is a mapping between
every degree and the average degree of all neighboring nodes (connected) to nodes of
that degree. On the other hand, knn for a directed graph is a mapping between every
outdegree and the average indegree of all neighboring nodes (connected) to nodes
of that outdegree. Figure 4 shows the OSS SN knn plots. Both Ohloh (Fig. 4a) and
Github (Fig. 4b) show that high-degree nodes tend to connect to lower-degree nodes
(note that the slope of the knn distribution is negative), which indicates that OSS SN
have a mixture of degree connectivity. This mixing between different degree nodes
shows that there are interactions between experts and newbie developers which is
very positive in an open collaborative environment.
On the other hand, the OSS AN knn distribution shows an opposite trend where
similar degree nodes tend to connect with each other as shown in Fig. 5 for both Ohloh
and Github. We note that if every node had the same number of project affiliations
as its neighbors, then Fig. 5 would be symmetric on the diagonal. Since it is not,
then this result shows that developers who participate in large team size projects
tend to participate in other large team size projects. Also, the same trend is true for
developers who participate in small or medium team size projects. In the next section,
we further investigate the mixing pattern by introducing the assortativity coefficient
measure to quantify the degree of mixing.
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Fig. 4 Ohloh (left) and Github (right) knn functions show that, in OSS SN, high degrees tend to
connect to lower degrees which indicate a mixture of degree connectivity.
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Fig. 5 Ohloh (left) and Github (right) knn functions show that, in OSS AN, nodes tend to connect
with other nodes of similar degree.

3.3.2 Assortativity
Assortativity is a measure of the likelihood for nodes to connect to other nodes with
similar degrees. The assortativity coefficient r ranges between −1 and 1. Positive
assortativity coefficient means that nodes tend to connect to other nodes with similar
degree, while negative assortativity coefficient means that nodes tend to connect to
other nodes with different degrees. Table 4 shows the assortativity coefficient for
OSS SN and AN for both Ohloh and Github. The OSS SN negative assortativity
coefficients indicate that high-degree nodes tend to connect to low-degree nodes,
while the OSS AN positive assortativity coefficients indicate that similar degree
nodes tend to connect together, which confirms the observation of degree correlation
Table 4 Assortativity coefficients
Ohloh
Social Net.
Affil. Net.

–0.0177
0.5811

Github
–0.0465
0.4817
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discussed earlier. The small negative value of the assortativity coefficient for the OSS
SN indicates that the degree mixture is not high between nodes.

4 Social Networking Factors and Developer Contribution
Analysis
To discover the social factors that affect the contributors’ participation and contribution in OSS projects, we conduct an extensive analysis to investigate the correlations
between various social connectivity structures and the amount of contribution exerted
by the contributors. We first conduct a global graph analysis, where we analyze the
developers’ connectivity in the whole community graph. In particular, we study the
effect of node (developer) indegree, outdegree, betweenness and closeness centrality
on the developer’s contribution and commitment. Further, we conduct a local graph
analysis, where we analyze the developers’ connectivity in a team level graph. In
particular, we study the effect of nodes’ different tie patterns and tie strength on
developers’ amount of contribution and commitment. In the next two sections, we
elaborate in more details every network analysis and every social factor and contribution measure.

4.1 Global Graph Analysis
We analyze the correlation between node indegree/outdegree, betweenness and closeness centrality against developers’ contribution and commitment. The amount of
contribution for each developer is estimated by two metrics: (i) the number of participations in distinct OSS projects, and (ii) the total number of commits to all OSS
projects, where a commit is an update submitted to a project by a developer. Furthermore, a developer commitment is estimated by the number of months where a
developer submitted at least one commit denoted by months-work. This metric is collected from Ohloh only since Github does not provide the number of active months for
developers. We note that months-work is not simply the number of months between
first and last commit for a developer. In particular, the number of idle months are not
counted. Note that this information is hard to monitor and collect for a large number
of developers, unless it is provided by the social platform provider.

4.1.1 Indegree and Outdegree Effect
Figure 6 shows the in/outdegree correlation with the number of participations for
Ohloh and Github data. In particular, for each degree we take the average participation
of nodes with that degree. Both indegree and outdegree show positive correlation
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with the number of participations indicating that developers with high indegree or
outdegree have more tendency to participate in more OSS projects.
Figure 7 shows the in/outdegree correlation with the total number of commits
in OSS projects for Ohloh and Github datasets. In particular, for each degree we
take the average commits of nodes with that degree. Similar to participations, both
indegree and outdegree show positive correlation with the total commits indicating
that developers with high indegree or outdegree have more tendency to commit more
work in OSS projects.
In Figs. 6 and 7, we notice a bulky head for the correlation points distribution,
which suggests a wider range of participation and total commits values for nodes
with high in/outdegree. This is more obvious in Github dataset than Ohloh dataset
since the amount of data in Github is much more than the amount of data in Ohloh.
Since we are aggregating nodes based on in/outdegree and the node degree follows
a power-low distribution, where low degree nodes are much more than high degree
nodes, then the data points aggregated for low-degree nodes are much more than
high-degree nodes which makes the results for low degree nodes more consistent
than high degree nodes.
Finally, Fig. 8 shows the in/outdegree correlation with the total number of monthswork in OSS projects for Ohloh data. For each degree we take the average monthswork of nodes with that degree. Similar to participations and total commits, both
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indegree and outdegree show positive correlation with the total months-work indicating that developers with high indegree or outdegree have more tendency to stay
longer time committing to OSS projects.
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4.1.2 Betweenness and Closeness Centrality Effect

(a) 10−1

(b)
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In this section we analyze the effect of betweenness and closeness centrality on a
developer amount of contribution and commitment. Recall that betweenness centrality for a node in a graph measures how many times this node acts as a bridge along
the shortest path between two other nodes, and closeness centrality is the inverse of
the sum of all distances between that node and all reachable nodes in the graph. In
other words, a node with high closeness centrality has short path length, on average,
to every other node and therefore can spread information fast. Therefore, a node with
high betweenness centrality acts as a gate keeper, whereas a node with high closeness
centrality acts as a hub in a social network.
Figure 9 shows how the number of participations correlating to the betweenness
and closeness centrality of nodes in the Ohloh and Github datasets. In particular, for
each participation amount we take the average betweenness and closeness of nodes
with the same number of total participations. Both the betweenness and closeness
show positive correlation with the number of participations indicating that developers
with high betweenness or closeness have more tendency to participate in more OSS
projects.
In Fig. 9, we also notice a bulky head for the correlation points distribution which
suggests a wider range of betweenness and closeness centrality values for nodes
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of high participation. Similar to the observation in previous section, since we are
aggregating nodes based on the total number of participations and the participation
distribution follows a power-law distribution where few developers have too many
participations while the majority have few participations [10], then the data points
aggregated for the low participation nodes are much more than the high participation
nodes. This makes the results for the low participation nodes more consistent than
the high participation nodes. Analysis on the Ohloh dataset (Figs. 9a, b) shows more
clear evidence of the positive correlation between participations and the betweenness
and closeness centrality.
Finally, Fig. 10 shows the number of months-work correlation with nodes’
betweenness and closeness centrality for Ohloh data. In particular, for each monthswork we take the average betweenness and closeness of nodes having the same
number of months-work. Both betweenness and closeness show positive correlation
with the number of months-work indicating that developers with high betweenness
or closeness have more tendency to stay longer time committing to OSS projects.
However, the node closeness effect seems more than the node betweenness effect.
Interestingly, we did not find a clear evidence of a correlation between either
betweenness or closeness centrality and the total number of commits. We argue that
developers with high betweenness or closeness, usually, have administrative roles in
OSS projects where it imposes high number of social ties. Following this argument,
administrative contributors have a higher number of participations and a smaller
number of commits than non-administrative contributors. Also, based on Fig. 10, we
argue that administrative contributors stay longer time committed to their projects
than non-administrative contributors.

4.2 Local Graph Analysis
In this section, we investigate the impact of social connectivity and the ties strength
between contributors in a team on the amount of contribution and commitment
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observed on those team members. The connectivity of contributors in a team is
measured using the Local Clustering Coefficient (CC), whereas the ties strength is
represented by the frequency of co-participation between the contributors. Moreover,
The amount of contribution from a developer in a project is measured by the average
number of commits made per month (denoted by commits/month), and the commitment by a developer to a project is measured by the number of active months where a
developer submitted at least one commit to a particular project (denoted by monthswork). The amount of contribution shows the average amount of work produced by a
developer per month in a project, whereas the commitment shows the period of time
that a developer stayed committed and active in a project. Note that these metrics are
similar to the metrics used in the global network analysis. However, the metrics in
the local network analysis estimates the contribution and commitment of developers
corresponding to a particular project instead of all participated-in projects as in the
global network analysis.
In details, the social factors are measured as follows: For each OSS project team,
we extract the team subgraph from the OSS community social graph and, first,
compute the connectivity for each developer i in a team T with the local Clustering
Coefficient (CC), which represents the connectivity ratio between the acquaintances
of developer i as in Eq. (1).
CC T (i) =

2(k Ni )
|Ni |(|Ni | − 1)

(1)

where Ni is the set of i’s neighbors (acquaintances) in T , and k Ni is the number
of links connecting these neighbors. Second, we compute a link weight between
developers i and j (denoted by wi, j ) by calculating the frequency of co-participation
between i and j and normalize it by dividing by the maximum link weight in the
overall social graph, such that wi, j = [0, 1].
We observe the effects of social factors in various project team sizes. In particular, we group projects into the following team size ranges: [5,10), [10,25), [25,50),
[50,75), [75,100) and [100 and above]. In this study, we analyze over 1300 OSS
projects of different team sizes and topics. There are many more projects in the
dataset, but we only consider the projects with team size of more than four developers to exhibit the different connectivity patters.

4.2.1 Degree of Connectivity Effect: Highly Versus Lowly Connected
This study analyzes the connected contributors and divides them into two subcategories, Highly Connected (HC) and Lowly Connected (LC) besides the NotConnected (NC) contributors. The HC contributors are those with CC > 0, i.e.,
some or all of a contributor’s acquaintances are connected, forming one or several
cliques pattern. The LC contributers are those with CC = 0, i.e., a contributor’s
acquaintances are not connected, forming a star, line or circle shape pattern. Finally,
the NC contributors are those with no acquaintances. To proceed, we select the
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Fig. 11 Effect of degree of connectivity on a average Commits/Month and b average Months-Work
for projects of various ranges of team sizes.

projects that show all the three types of connectivity patterns (HC, LC and NC) in
order to conduct the comparison.
Figure 11 analyzes all projects with team sizes of more than four contributors
according to the team size sets mentioned above. Figure 11a shows that the average
commits per month is larger for HC contributors than those LC ones in most team
sizes. Similarly, Fig. 11b shows that the average months-work is larger for HC contributors than those LC ones in most team sizes. Moreover, both figures show that
the NC contributors make the lowest contribution and commitment. These results
show a strong statistical evidence that, in general, HC contributors contribute more
and are more committed to open projects than LC contributors in various team size
ranges.

4.2.2 Ties Strength Effect: Strong Ties Versus Weak Ties
Next, we study the effect of tie strength on the amount of contribution and commitment, under different team size ranges. Since we measure the strength of a tie
between two contributors by the frequency of their co-participations in projects, then
one co-participation is counted as one unit of link weight between two developers.
Accordingly, we consider a contributor belonging to the Weak Tie set if she has no
more than two units of link weights. Contributors with more than two units of link
weights are in the Strong Tie set.1 Finally, contributors with no acquaintances are in
the No Tie set. To proceed, we select the projects that show all the three types of tie
weights (Strong, Weak and No Ties) in order to conduct the comparison.
Figure 12 analyzes all projects with team sizes of more than four contributors
according to the team size sets mentioned above. Figure 12a shows that the average
commits per month is larger for the Strong Ties contributors than those Weak Ties
ones in most team sizes. Also, Fig. 12b shows that the average months-work is larger
1 We

decided to have a threshold of two units of link weights to distinguish the weak ties from the
strong ties because participants follow power low distribution [10] and most OSS projects have one
to two participants.
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Fig. 12 Effect of tie strength on a average Commits/Month and b average Months-Work for projects
of various ranges of team sizes.

for the Strong Ties contributors than those Weak Ties ones in all team sizes. These
results show a strong statistical evidence that, in general, contributors connected with
Strong Ties contribute more and are more committed to open projects than the Weak
Ties and No Ties contributors.
In Figs. 11 and 12, most very large teams (those with one hundred and above
members) demonstrate different trends, where LC and Weak Tie contributors show
more contribution and commitment than HC and Strong Tie contributors. We argue
that, in these large teams, contributors with high connectivity and strong social ties
may have more administrative and controlling roles. On the other hand, contributors
with low connectivity and weaker social ties may commit more time to contribute to
the project since they may join big projects to gain experience and form connections
with reputable developers. Moreover, Fig. 12 shows that the difference between Weak
Ties and No Ties increases as the team size increases. This suggests that Weak Ties
become important as the team size increases. We intend to investigate these different
trends more in the future.

5 Related Works
There exist several works that analyze the OSS social network. Both [3] and [5]
study the structure of a collaborator communication network extracted from the email network and find that small teams have a centralized structure, whereas larger
teams have a modular structure. Also, Surian et al. [19] study the structure of collaboration pattern among developers. However, they do not study the correlation
between network structure and developers productivity, also, their network is not
based on explicit social ties but rather an affiliation network. In contrast to the above
works, our datasets include social networks based on explicit acquaintances, which
facilitate a more clear study of the effect of direct social ties among developers on
the success of OSS projects. In another work, Subramaniam et al. [18] study other
factors that may affect the development activity, such as developer interest, user
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interest, project activity (i.e., bug reports and user comments), project status (i.e.,
new project, development phase, maintenance phase) and project attributes (i.e., OSS
license, operating system, programming language). On the contrary, we focus on the
social tie factors of the contributors in the OSS projects. Moreover, Casaló et al. [4]
collect information via questionnaires and study the correlation between developers
commitment to their OSS project and the reputation of those projects. They conclude
that OSS reputation have an indirect effect on the commitment of collaborators. In
contrast to questionnaires, the contribution and commitment information in our study
are collected from control version repositories that monitor the commits log for each
developer.2

6 Conclusion
We conducted an extensive statistical social network analysis on more than a million of online volunteering developers. Our study included a global network analysis
(i.e., OSS community level) and a local network analysis (i.e., team network level).
The analysis shows that the OSS SNs and ANs follow a power-law distribution and
the SNs exhibit small world properties. Also, the OSS SN degree mixing pattern
shows that nodes with different degrees are connected together, suggesting interactions between experts and newbie developers. On the other hand, the OSS AN degree
mixing pattern shows that developers who participate in projects of certain team size
tend to participate to other projects of similar team size. Second, we show positive
correlations between indegree, outdegree, betweenness and closeness centrality and
the developers’ contribution and commitment in OSS projects. Finally, the local network analysis revealed a strong statistical evidence that, in general, highly connected
and strongly tied contributors are more productive than the low connected, weakly
tied and not connected contributors. These results lead into better understanding of
the OSS social factors that influence team productivity and commitment essential to
the success of OSS projects. Moreover, this study paves the road for future recommendation systems related to online open collaborative projects to possibly recommend
experts and teams of high productivity and expertise, which is our future work.
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and Control Strategy on Social Networks
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Abstract In this paper, we first point out the limitations of the classic epidemic
spreading model SIR in representing rumor spreading processes, and then identify the
effect of public opinions in dividing Infected states (I) into Positive infected (P) states
and Negative infected (N) states. Based on this observation, we propose a new SPNR
model. To evaluate the proposed model, we compare the simulation results with the
real-world data obtained on Sina Weibo, the largest micro-blogging tool in China.
The results show that the new model effectively captures the rumor spreading process.
Furthermore, to develop an effective rumor control strategy, we propose an opinion
guidance rumor control strategy based on SPNR model. We compare different control
strategies using real-world data sets and a synthetic network generated according to
a scale-free model. The results show that the proposed strategy is effective in fighting
rumor spreading.
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1 Introduction
Today’s constant Internet connectivity and mobile devices dramatically changed our
lifestyles. More and more people are using Blogs, Micro-blogs, RSSs, and social
networks for communications. Based on recent data, Facebook has over 1.2 billion
users and generates more than 70 billion pieces of contents per month. Twitter has
over 0.5 billion users and generates 190 billion tweets per day. China has about 0.7
billion social network users. Sina Weibo has more than 0.5 billion users and generates
more micro blogs than Twitter. As the rapid development and widely adoption of
social networks have dramatically changed the way that people communicate with
each other, a huge amount of real-time contents are generated in this new way of
information diffusion. However, because of the flexibility of social networks and the
lack of proper control, the quality and authenticity of information on social networks
cannot be guaranteed. In particular, many rumors or inaccurate news disseminate
quickly in social networks, and cause serious consequences to individuals and the
society [2–4].
A rumor is unverified information [5–10], which is of local or current interest or
importance and intended primarily for establishing belief/disbelief [11]. Social psychologists argue that rumors arise in contexts of ambiguity, potential threat, entertainment, alliance making, and wish fulfillment. The spreading of rumors has bad
influences on the society and may cause unnecessary panics. Especially, malicious
users actively spread false information on social networks. For example, during the
super storm Sandy, many storm-related rumors were spread on Twitter and resulted
in various issues. Therefore, how to identify, verify and control rumors is an urgent
challenge.
Although current rumor control strategies have achieved some successes, more
accurate rumor propagation models and more effective control strategies are still
highly desired, due to the dynamics and complexity of fast-growing social networks.
Although the classic epidemic spreading models are effective in addressing the virus
spreading problem, we cannot simply apply these models (e.g., the SIR model)
to represent rumor propagation, because rumor propagation on social networks is
largely different from the spreading of common disease or viruses. Note that different people usually have different opinions about the same event. So the infected
states of rumor should be further divided into two categories: positive infected state
and negative infected state, different from common epidemic spreading. Furthermore, current rumor control strategies can also be improved. For example, the most
frequently used strategy is user immunization, such as random immunization or targeted immunization. Both methods are less effective for rumor control, because the
random immunization requires immunizing a large portion of network and the targeted immunization requires the complete knowledge of a network. Due to the lack
of detailed analysis of control mechanisms, it is hard to identify effective methods
for rumor control.
To address these issues, we propose a novel rumor spreading model, called the
SPNR model, by splitting the infected states with two types of infected states: positive
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infected (P) and negative infected (N). By analyzing spreading processes, we can
determine the concrete relationships in model and obtain the outbreak threshold of
rumors based on these relationships. We further analyze the effects of the parameters
of the proposed model on the maximum value of steady state, the point of decline, and
the life cycle of a rumor via simulations. We evaluate the proposed model with both
simulations and real-world data obtained on Sina Weibo. Furthermore, we propose
an opinion guidance rumor control strategy based on the proposed model. We then
compare the proposed strategy with other existing strategies to show that the proposed
strategy is effective in fighting the spread of rumor.
The highlights of this paper are:
• Based on practical observations, we divide the rumor infected state into two opposite infected states—positive infected and negative infected, and extend the SIR
model into the SPNR model.
• We further obtain the rumor outbreak threshold based on the proposed model, and
analyze how the parameters of the model affect the rumor propagation process.
• We also evaluate the proposed model on a scale-free network with MATLAB;
we validate the model by comparing the simulation results with empirical results
obtained on real-world data on Sina Weibo.
• We propose an opinion guidance rumor control strategy and evaluate its effectiveness by simulating rumor spread on real social networks and a synthetic network.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present the
related work on rumor diffusion and rumor control on social networks. In Sect. 3, we
first point out the shortcomings of existing rumor spreading models and rumor control
strategies in theory and practice, and then present a method to address these problems
via analysis and simulations. In Sect. 4, we evaluate the proposed model in rumor
diffusion via simulations with real social networks data from Sina Weibo. In Sect. 5,
we propose a rumor control strategy and show its effectiveness with simulations on
real social networks and a synthetic network. In Sect. 6, we conclude this paper and
discuss our further work.

2 Related Work
The growing impacts of social networks attract a lot of attentions in recent years.
Many valuable conclusions have been reached by considering various factors such as
network structure, community detection, information diffusion, and synchronization
process. Meanwhile, rumor control remains a challenging issue.
Due to widely existence of rumors on social networks, researchers focus on the
information diffusion process and try to identify the characteristics of information
propagation and efficient control strategy. To improve the resistance of the community against rumors, it is essential to understand of the basic mechanism of rumor
propagation and establish an appropriate strategy to achieve social stability.
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The study of rumors has been strongly influenced by the study of epidemics, which
has been extensively investigated since 1940s. An important work in this area is the
SIR (Susceptible—Infected—Removed) compartmental model [12–14], by Kermack
and McKendrick. In SIR model, there are three states including susceptible state
representing individuals not yet infected with epidemics, infected state representing
individuals who have been infected with epidemics and are capable of spreading
the epidemics to those in the susceptible state, and removed state representing
individuals who have been infected and then removed from the epidemics. Those in
this state are not able to be infected again or to transmit the infection to others.
Based on the SIR model, Goffman and Newill proposed an analogy between
spreading an infectious disease and the dissemination of information [15]. This analogy was formalized as the Daley-Kendall (DK) model [16]. The MT model is a
variant of the DK model introduced by Maki-Thomsan [17]. In both models, the
homogeneous people are divided into three groups: susceptible, infected and recovered. The difference between them is mostly in infected mechanism. However, these
models are less effective in explaining rumor spreading in real world, because they
do not consider the concrete relationships among entities, i.e., the topology of networks. In fact, the structure of social networks heavily influences rumor spreading
and scale. Nekovee studied the rumor model on small world networks [18]; PastorSatorras examined the same problem on scale free networks. They obtained the
critical point of rumor transmission intensity and spreading scale [19, 20]. Isham
investigated the stochastic spread of epidemics and rumors on networks taking into
account the structure of the underlying network at the level of the degree correlation
function [21] Many other investigations have been devoted to studying the so-called
epidemic threshold, to determine the condition under which an epidemic will break
out. Anurag modified the SIR model considering the rumor spread rate on the degree
of the spreader and the informed nodes and obtained the rumor threshold and scale
[22]. Wang et al. and its follow-up paper by Ganesh et al. found that, for the flu-like
SIS model, the epidemic threshold for any arbitrary, real graph is determined by
the leading eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of the graph [23, 24]. Prakash et al.
further discovered that the leading eigenvalue is the only parameter that determines
the epidemic threshold for all virus propagation models in the standard literature
[25]. Besides, there are several other well studied models for rumor spread in social
networks found in the literature: Voter model [26, 27], linear threshold model, independent cascade model [28, 29] etc.
For rumor control three existing immunization schemes are random immunization, targeted immunization, and acquaintance immunization. Random immunization
strategy works well in homogeneous networks while requiring immunizing a very
large fraction of networks [30]. In contrast, targeted immunization of the most highly
connected individuals is more effective for preventing rumor in scale free networks
(similar with real-world social networks) [30]. However, it requires global information about the social network. The acquaintance immunization strategy is effective
for both scale free networks and networks with bimodal degree distribution [31].
Several improved strategies were proposed based on these basic methods [32, 33].
Recently, Rudra proposed two methods combating the spread of rumors such as
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delayed start model and beacon model. He found that the beacon model coupling the
detection and an anti-rumor strategy by embedding agents was effective in fighting
rumor spreading [29] Hayashi et al. derived the extinction conditions under random and targeted immunization methods for the SHIR model (Susceptible, Hidden,
Infectious, and Recovered) [34]. Tong et al. proposed an effective node immunization
strategy for the SIS model by approximately minimizing the leading eigenvalue [35]
Briesemeister et al. studied the defending policy in power-law graphs [36]. Prakash
et al. proposed effective algorithms to perform node immunization on time-varying
graphs [37, 38] Gu et al. proposed a new rumor spreading SEIR with considering
both the spreading characteristics of rumors in the real online social network and
the epidemic dynamics models with latency. Based on the proposed SEIR model,
an important acquaintance immunization strategy is obtained and simulation results
show that this strategy is an optimal scheme to solve the inhibition of rumor spreading
in the online social network [39].
Through the above analysis of immunization strategies, we notice that all these
works focus on operating on the node level to affect the outcome of the dissemination.
However, these strategies are mostly lack of specificity and with low efficiency. In
order to make the rumor control strategy more accurate and reduce the pressure of
the public opinion, some strategies focusing on edge level have been proposed [40].
These strategies modify the edges of the graph for slightly different purposes, such
as, slowing down the influenza spreading [41], minimizing the average infection
probability [42], evaluating and comparing the attack vulnerability [43], etc.

3 SPNR: The Proposed Model
3.1 Issues in Current Models and Control Strategies
Recent research on rumor spreading is mainly based on common epidemic spreading
models such as SI, SIR and SIS. All these models only consider one infected state.
Although these models are effective in modeling virus spreading, they are less effective in representing the rumor spreading, because the rumor propagation on social
networks is very different from disease or virus spreading. In an actual rumor spreading process, people may have two opposite opinions to the same rumor: some people
believe in the rumor, while some other people do not believe (called anti-rumor). To
analyze the public opinions on a rumor and the transition between a positive infected
state (believe) and a negative infected state (disbelieve) widely exists in a rumor
spreading process, it is necessary to have such detailed classification. Therefore, we
divide the infected states into two categories: a positive state and a negative state,
different from the single infected state used in the classic epidemic spreading models.
This concrete observation helps us improve the tradition SIR model and identify the
rumor outbreak threshold.
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Existing rumor control strategies have several limitations. The most frequently
used control strategy is immunization by limiting the rumor infection rate to control
rumor spreading. However, both of the random immunization and targeted immunization have difficulties in practice. Random immunization requires immunizing
a large portion of a network, while targeted immunization requires the complete
knowledge of a network. On the other hand, broadcasting information to the entire
population by authorities is mainly used to debunk rumor in reality. However, its
main weakness is the authority may have its own interest, and it is hard to convince
common people. In summary, we do not have effective rumor control strategies that
have good performance in theory and also simple to implement.
To address these issues, we propose the SPNR model (Susceptible—Positive
Infected—Negative Infected—Removed). We further analyze the spreading process
of rumor under this new model, and obtain the rumor outbreak threshold. To better
understand the fluctuation of steady states, we simulate the SPNR model on scale-free
networks, and examine how the infection rate, the transition rate, and the recovery
rate influence the steady states, the point of decline, and the life cycle of a rumor.
To evaluate the proposed model, we analyze the actual rumor spreading data and
compare empirical results with experimental results. Lastly, we propose an opinion
guidance rumor control strategy and verify its effectiveness.

3.2 The Proposed SPNR Model
Consider the differences between virus spreading and rumor propagation, we should
develop a specific propagation model for rumor spreading. As different people have
different opinions for the same event, we should split the infected states into different
levels, or simply two separate states according to whether one person support or
oppose the information: positively infected and negatively infected.
In the proposed model, we have four states including susceptible state S(t), positive
infected state Ip (t), negative infected state In (t) and recovered state R(t), as shown in
Fig. 1. The rumor propagation model can be described as follows.
i. When a susceptible user meets a positive spreader, it turns into a positive spreader
with probability λ1 . When a susceptible user meets a negative spreader, it turns
into a negative spreader with probability λ2 .

Fig. 1 States of SPNR
model
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S
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N
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ii. When a positive spreader meets a negative spreader, it turns into a negative one
with probability µ1 . If the positive one meets a recovered user, it turns into a
recovered user with probability β 1 .
iii. When a negative spreader meets a positive spreader, it turns into a positive one
with probability µ2 . If the negative spreader meets a recovered user, it turns into
a recovered user with probability β 2 .
Based on the above assumptions, we develop the formal relationship of rumor
spreading on scale-free networks. We consider the SIR model defined on a network
with
 general connectivity distribution P(k) and a finite average connectivity k =
k kP(k). To take into account the heterogeneity induced by the presence of nodes
with different connectivity, we consider the time evolution of magnitudes Sk (t),
I p,k (t), In,k (t) and Rk (t), which are the density of susceptible, positive infected,
negative infected, and recovered nodes of connectivity k at time t, respectively. These
variables are connected by means of the normalization condition.
Sk (t) + I p,k (t) + In,k (t) + Rk (t) = 1

(1)

At the mean-field level, these densities satisfy the following set of coupled conditions:
d Sk (t)
(2)
= −λ1 k p (t) Sk (t) − λ2 kn (t) Sk (t)
dt
d I p,k (t)
= λ1 k p (t) Sk (t) − β1 I p,k (t) − (µ1 − µ2 )I p,k (t) In,k (t)
dt

(3)

d In,k (t)
= λ2 kn (t) Sk (t) − β2 In,k (t) + (µ1 − µ2 )I p,k (t) In,k (t)
dt

(4)

d Rk (t)
= β1 I p,k (t) + β2 In,k (t)
dt

(5)

The factor Ω p represents the probability that any given link points to a positive
infected site. The factor Ωn represents the probability that any given link points to a
negative infected site. The probabilities of those two factors are given by
n
 p (t) =

k=1 k P(k)I p,k (t)

k

n
, n (t) =

k=1 k P(k)In,k (t)

k

(6)

Combined with the initial conditions Sk (0) ≈ 1, In,k (0) ≈ 0, Ip,k (0) ≈ 0,
Rk (0) = 0, we define the SPNR model with Eqs. (2)–(5) on any complex network
with connectivity distribution P(k).
By analyzing the outbreak condition, we can get the rumor outbreak threshold,
such as which parameters must satisfy, and the rumor propagation scale to better
evaluate the influence of a rumor. R(t) is the density of recovered nodes at time t.
Then, from the definition of Rk (t), we can get that
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n

k=1 k P(k)Rk (t)

R(t) =

(7)

k

In order to simplify this model, we assume that λ1 equals to λ2 and β1 equals to
β2 . Then, from Eqs. (5)–(7), yielding
d R (t)
= β( p (t) + n (t))
dt

(8)

Combined with Eq. (2), we can find that
d Sk (t)
d R (t)
λ
= − Sk (t)
dt
β
dt

(9)

After computing the above Eq. (8), we can get
Sk (t) = (1 − In,k (0) − I p,k (0))e

− βλ k R(t)

(10)

To get a closed relation for the total density of infected individuals, it is more
convenient to focus on the time evolution of the average magnitude R(t). For this
purpose, let us compute its derivative dR(t)/dt. Combining Eq. (1) with Eq. (8), we
can find that
n
 n

d R (t)
k=1 k P(k)I p,k (t)
k=1 k P(k)In,k (t)
=β
+
dt
k
k
n
k P(k)(1 − Rk (t) − Sk (t))
= β k=1
k

k P(k)
Sk (t)
(11)
= β(1 − R(t) − k
k
Combined the above Eq. (11) with Eq. (10), we can find that

d R (t)
= β(1 − R(t) −
dt

k P(k)

k

(1 − In,k (0) − I p,k (0))e

k

− βλ k R(t)

)

(12)

)=0

(13)

We should analyze the equation:

f (x0 , i n , i p , λ, β) = β(1 − x0 −

k P(k)(1 − i n,k − i p,k )

k

k

e

− βλ kx0

According to theory [39], it exists only one x0 > 0 that makes f(x0 , in , ip , λ, β) =
0. Let R0 (in , i p , λ, β) to be x0 , then we get the equation:
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k P(k)

k

k

(1 − In,k (0) − I p,k (0))e

− βλ k R0 (i n ,i p ,λ,β)

= 0 (14)

After computing the derivative of Eq. (14) with respect to R0 (in , ip , λ, β), we can
get

λ k 2 P(k)
k
− λ k R (i ,i ,λ,β)
−1+
<0
(15)
(1 − In,k (0) − I p,k (0))e β 0 n p
βk
If the assumption shown as the following is valid:
if

k
λ
> 2 , then inf R0 (i n , i p , λ, β) = 0
β
k 

(16)

That is when λ/β is much bigger than k/k2 , the infimum of R0 (in , ip , λ, β)
equals to 0. It exists in,h , ip,h and R0 (in,h , ip,h , λ, β) and satisfies:
i n,h → 0, i p,h → 0, R0 (i n , i p , λ, β) → 0

(17)

Combining Eqs. (15) and (17), we have
k
k
λ
< 2
= 2
β
k P(k)
k 

(18)

k

The conclusion in Eq. (18) is opposite to the assumption in Eq. (16). So we
conclude that if λ/β > (k/k2 ), the infimum of R0 (in , i p , λ, β) will be greater
than 0. That is to say, the spreading threshold is k/k2 .

3.3 Simulation of SPNR Model
We simulate this rumor propagation process based on the definition of the SPNR
model with MATLAB and observe how the steady states fluctuate.
To make the simulation more accurate, we first generate a scale-free network
as close as possible to actual social networks. We collect 0.15 billion users of Sina
Weibo and calculate the degree distribution as shown in Fig. 2. The degree distribution
follows a power law distribution, and the index of power law is 1.36.
We generate a scale-free network following the scale free algorithm and obtain a
network with the index of power law closely about 1.36 as shown in Fig. 3. Based
on this network, we simulate the rumor spreading process following Algorithm 1 as
shown in Fig. 4.
In situation 1, we assume λ1 = 0.2, λ2 = 0.2, β1 = 0.2, β2 = 0.1, µ1 = 0.2,
µ2 = 0.1, we can simulate the rumor spreading process as shown in Fig. 5, and
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Fig. 2 Degree distribution
of Sina Weibo
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Fig. 3 Degree distribution
of synthetic network
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obtain the changes of steady states. In this case, the negative infected state increases
more quickly than the positive infected state. The maximum number of negatively
infected users is also higher than that of the positively infected users because the
positive transition rate µ1 is higher than the negative transition rate µ2 , and the
negative immunization rate β 1 is lower than the positive immunization rate β 2 . In
situation 2, we assume λ1 = 0.5, λ2 = 0.5, β 1 = 0.02, β 2 = 0.02, µ1 = 0.2, µ2 = 0.3, the
simulation results are shown in Fig. 6. In this case, the positive infection rate always
much higher than the negative infection rate because of the negative transition rate
µ2 is much higher than the positive transition rate µ1 . Through there simulations, we
can conclude that the parameters of the SPNR model, such as the infection rate, the
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm of the SPNR Model
Input:
Positive infection rate 1, Negative infection rate 2
Positive immunization rate 1, Negative immunization rate 2
Positive transition rate µ 1, Negative transition rate µ 2
State of each node: B
Node of susceptible state: B(1,i)= 0
Node of positive infected state: B(1,i)= 1
Node of negative infected state: B(1,i)= -1
Node of recovered state: B(1,i)= 2
Output:
State of all nodes after time interval t: B
1. Initialization of the adjacent matrix and original state
1) Generating Scale-free Network: S={V, E}, adjacent Matrix: A
2) Assuming the original state: B=[1, -1, 0, …, 0]
2. while (interval < t) do
3. State how the node accomplish the transitions when affected by
positive infected state nodes
1)
positive_infected= find(B(1,:) == 1)
2)
for i=1:length(positive_infected)
3)
positive_nonzero = find(A(positive_infected (1,i),:))
4)
for j=1:length(positive_nonzero)
5)
switch B(1, positive_nonzero (1,j))
6)
case 0:
7)
transfer to 1 with 1
8)
case -1:
9)
transfer to 1 with µ 2
10)
end switch
11)
end for
12)
end for
4. State how the node accomplish the transitions when affected by
negative infected state nodes
1) negative_infected= find(B(1,:) == -1)
2) for i=1:length(negative_infected)
3)
negative_nonzero= find(A(negative_infected (1,i),:))
4)
for j=1:length(negative_nonzero)
4)
switch B(1, negative_nonzero (1,j))
5)
case 0:
6)
transfer to -1 with 2
7)
case 1:
8)
transfer to -1 with µ1
9)
end switch
10)
end for
11) end for
4. State how the node of positive infected state accomplish the
transitions to recovered state
1) positive_infected= find(B(1,:) == 1)
2) for i=1:length(positive_infected)
3)
transfer to 2 with 1
4) end for
5. State how the node of negative infected state accomplish the
transitions to recovered state
1)
negative_infected= find(B(1,:) == -1)
2)
for i=1:length(negative_infected)
3)
transfer to 2 with 2
4)
end for
6. end while
7. return B

Fig. 4 Algorithm of the SPNR model
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The Variation Diagram of S(t)/P(t)/N(t)/R(t) with time t
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Fig. 5 Rumor spreading in SPNR model (λ1 = 0.2, λ2 = 0.2, β1 = 0.2, β2 = 0.1, µ1 =
0.2, µ2 = 0.1)
The Variation Diagram of S(t)/P(t)/N(t)/R(t) with time t
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Fig. 6 Rumor spreading in SPNR model (λ1 = 0.5, λ2 = 0.5, β1 = 0.02, β2 = 0.02, µ1 =
0.2, µ2 = 0.3)
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transition rate, and the immunization rate play a crucial role in rumor spreading. So,
it is essential to figure out how the parameters affect the rumor spreading process.

3.4 Parameters of SPNR Model
Three main parameters of the SPNR model are the infection rate, the transition
rate, and the immunization rate. These parameters have huge impact on the rumor
spreading process. The most important properties of spreading are:
• The maximum value of steady state Ip (t): Mp
• The point of decline Ip (t): Tp
• The life cycle of a rumor Ip (t): Lp
We examine how the infection rate, the transition rate, and the immunization rate
affect the above properties of spreading by simulations.
• Reducing the positive infection rate results in the quick drop of Mp , as shown
in Fig. 7. However, this method does not help for quickly reaching the point of
decline and reducing the life span of a rumor.
• When we reduce the negative transition rate, M p decreases sharply as shown in
Fig. 8. At the same time, the point of decline and the life span are also heavily
affected;
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Fig. 7 The relations between Ip (t) and λ1
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• When we reduce the negative immunization rate, the life span of a rumor Lp
decreases sharply as shown in Fig. 9. However, this method does not help in quickly
reaching the point of decline and reducing Mp
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4 Empirical Investigation
4.1 Data Description and Visualization
We collected a large set of data from Sina Weibo. The total quantity of micro blog
topics is about 5,000,000 and the total retweets of these topics are more than 0.9
billion. Using sentiment analysis and manual selection to classify rumors in micro
blogs, we found ten typically rumors in 2013. The basic parameters of each rumor
are shown in Table 1. Each rumor is marked by the unique statusid, with a posttime. The column of repost represents the total amount of retweets caused by a
rumor. The column of anti-believe represents the time when the first retweet of antibelieve appears. For example, the rumor posted at 08:06, July 25, 2013 with statusid
3603860545131642 has 71,040 reposts, and the first repost of anti-believe is at 20:47,
July 27, 2013.
We use Gephi to visualize the rumor propagation process and mark spreading
nodes with different colors according to the amounts of repost. After applying for
the layout of Yifan Hu, which is a graph drawing algorithm based on a force-directed
algorithm and can unfold a complete hierarchical community structure [44], the
rumor propagation situation can be visualized clearly. Only considering the amounts
of retweets, the spreading process of a rumor with statusid 3547977337564354 is
shown in Fig. 10.
After analyzing the spreading process, we can see:
• In the rumor spreading, only a small number of users have huge reposts, in contrast
with a large amount of users having no repost.
• If the influential users initially believe in rumor and later realize that it is a rumor,
they will post another anti-rumor repost. Both types of micro-blog will always
have a large number of reposts.

Table 1 Basic parameters of rumor
Statusid
Repost
3603860545131642
3615973581983273
3604623678104048
3625703373470078
3604581294714902
3553697869041863
3606421822581559
3547977337564354
3535580233029694
3553516544823295

71,040
38,320
11,537
11,297
10,009
9581
8504
6699
5698
5575

Post-time

Anti-believe

2013-07-25 08:06
2013-08-27 18:19
2013-07-27 10:38
2013-09-23 14:41
2013-07-27 07:50
2013-03-08 21:57
2013-08-01 09:43
2013-02-21 03:06
2013-02-21 01:52
2013-03-08 09:57

2013-07-27 20:47
2013-08-27 20:57
2013-07-27 19:56
2013-09-24 09:43
2013-07-29 13:24
2013-03-09 08:32
2013-08-03 09:55
2013-02-21 06:43
2013-02-21 21:07
2013-03-08 23:20
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Fig. 10 Rumor spreading
trend (Statusid =
3547977337564354)

In data processing, we delete the retweets concerning to advertisements, marketing
and some other meaningless contents. Furthermore, in order to demonstrate the proposed model, we restrict the retweets into positive and negative attitudes according
to the contents. We distinguish whether one user believes in rumor (positive infected)
or anti-rumor (negative infected) via sentiment analysis. In order to visualize rumor
propagation with two different infected states, we mark different nodes with different
color, red representing positive infected while blue representing negative infected.
The detailed situation is shown in Fig. 11.
After analyzing the spreading process, we can see:
• The more influence the user have, their followers will believe in what they repost,
the public opinion is consist with their followings.
• The same user can make two exploring points. If we want to control the rumor,
we can make another famous user an anti-believer of the rumor. It will make the
overall public opinion much healthier.
• From this figure, we can find which one make the positive infected increase quickly
and which one make the negative infected increase quickly.

4.2 Comparisons Between Experimental Results and
Empirical Results
We analyze the rumor spreading in real social networks, particularly the ratio of susceptible persons, positive infected persons, negative infected persons, and recovered
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Fig. 11 Rumor spreading
trend with public opinion
(Statusid =
3547977337564354)

Fig. 12 Trends of positive
infected and negative
infected (Statusid =
3547977337564354)
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persons. Considering the rumor with statusid 3547977337564354 as example, the
ratios of the positive infected state and the negative infected state fluctuate with time,
as shown in Fig. 12.
Through the realistic rumor propagation, we can get the spreading parameters.
With these parameters, we simulate the rumor in a scale-free network and obtain
the rumor propagation situation as shown in Fig. 13. In order to compare the experimental results with the empirical results above, we firstly unify the horizontal and
verticalcoordinates, and then we calculate the mean square errors between the exper-
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Fig. 13 Rumor spreading in modified SIR model (λ1 = 0.1, λ2 = 0.1, β 1 = 0.1, β 2 = 0.1, µ1 = 0.1,
µ2 = 0.1)
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Fig. 14 Mean square errors between experimental and empirical results

imental results and empirical results. The mean square errors of both P(t) and N(t)
are shown in Fig. 14. The mean square errors are all below 1 %, which confirms the
efficiency of the proposed model in representing the rumor propagation process.
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5 Rumor Control Strategy
Two main rumor control schemes are random control and targeted control They have
serious limitations as discussed in the above. Random immunization requires immunizing a large portion of a network. Targeted immunization requires knowing the
most highly connected individuals for effectively preventing rumor in a scale free
network (similar with a real-world social network). Such precise knowledge about
the social network is not easy to obtain. As a result, we do not have effective rumor
control strategies with good performance and simple in implementation. Recently,
Gao et al. demonstrate that the public opinion guide can significantly affect the concern about the event, and lead to rapid increase of propagation velocity. Furthermore,
the correlation analysis shows that the more developed areas tend to be more synchronized, which suggests the responses of these areas to the public opinion guide
may be faster. And conclude that enhancing the guide of public opinion in developed
areas can help our government to control the spread of online public opinion [45].
In the above discussion, we conclude that public opinion has a significant impact
on rumor spreading. If we can make as many as people not believing in a rumor
to affect the positive infected people automatically, we will debunk the rumor more
effectively. Based on the SPNR model, we find that we can guide the public opinion
by inserting some opinion guidance nodes. When a rumor is spreading in a social
network, we use the opinion guidance nodes to post anti-rumor tweets to debunk
the rumor. In this paper, we propose an opinion guidance control strategy, and the
detailed algorithm is presented is in Fig. 15. The main steps of opinion guidance
control strategy are:
(1) Insert a number of opinion guidance nodes and update the state of each node.
Make the opinion guidance nodes connect to all the other nodes of the network
and update the adjacent matrix of the network.
(2) Transition process: if the susceptible node connects with the opinion guidance
nodes, the susceptible node transfers into a negative infected node.
(3) Recovery process: if the positive node connects with the opinion guidance nodes,
it will be turned into a recovered node.
To compare different control strategies, we conduct experiments with the data sets
obtained from Twitter and Sina Weibo and a synthetic scale-free network. In Twitter
and Sina Weibo, we choose about 2,000 users as the research subjects. The number
of relationships in the Twitter data set is 182,561, and the number of relationships in
the Sina data set is 11,072. We generated a scale free network following the Barabasi
Model, which also has 2,000 users. The degrees of each node in the above three
networks are shown in the Figs. 16a, 17a and 18a. The degree distributions of the
three networks are shown in Figs. 16b, 17b and 18b.
To compare different control strategies, we conduct experiments with the data
sets obtained from Twitter and Sina Weibo and also a synthetic scale-free network.
In Twitter and Sina Weibo, we choose about 2,000 users as the research subjects. We
also collect all the relationships between the users. The number of relationships in
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Algorithm 2 Opinion Guidance Control Strategy
Input:
The number of opinion guidance nodes: ogn ; State of Nodes: B
Positive infection rate 1; Negative infection rate 2
Positive immunization rate 1; Negative immunization rate 2
Positive transition rate µ1; Negative transition rate µ2
Negative guidance rate 1; Immunized guidance rate 2
Node of susceptible state: B(1,i)= 0; Node of recovered state: B(1,i)=2
Node of positive infected state: B(1,i)= 1
Node of negative infected state: B(1,i)= -1
Node of opinion guidance state: B(1,i)= -2
Output:
State of all nodes after time interval t: B
1. Initialization of the adjacent matrix and original state
1) Generating Scale-free Network: S={V, E}, adjacent Matrix: A
2) Update A to a new A with inserting opinion guidance node
3) Assuming the original state: B=[-2, -2, …, 1, -1, 0, …, 0]
2. while (interval < t) do
3. State how the node accomplish the transitions when affected by
positive infected state nodes
1)
positive_infected= find(B(1,:) == 1)
2)
for i=1:length(positive_infected)
3)
positive_nonzero = find(A(positive_infected (1,i),:))
4)
for j=1:length(positive_nonzero)
5)
switch B(1, positive_nonzero (1,j))
6)
case 0:
7)
transfer to 1 with 1
8)
case -1:
9)
transfer to 1 with µ 2
10)
end switch
11)
end for
12)
end for
4. State how the node accomplish the transitions when affected by
negative infected state nodes
1) negative_infected= find(B(1,:) == -1)
2) for i=1:length(negative_infected)
3)
negative_nonzero= find(A(negative_infected (1,i),:))
4)
for j=1:length(negative_nonzero)
4)
switch B(1, negative_nonzero (1,j))
5)
case 0:
6)
transfer to -1 with 2
7)
case 1:
8)
transfer to -1 with µ1
9)
end switch
10)
end for
11) end for
4. State how the node of positive infected state accomplish the
transitions to recovered state
1) positive_infected= find(B(1,:) == 1)
2) for i=1:length(positive_infected)
3)
transfer to 2 with 1
4) end for
5. State how the node of negative infected state accomplish the
transitions to recovered state
1)
negative_infected= find(B(1,:) == -1)
2)
for i=1:length(negative_infected)
3)
transfer to 2 with 2
4)
end for
6. State how the node accomplish the transitions when affected by
opinion guidance nodes
1)
guidance_nodes= find(B(1,:)== -2)
2)
for i=1:length(guidance_nodes)
3)
guidance_nonzero = find(A(guidance_nodes (1,i),:))
4)
for j=1:length(guidance_nonzero)
5)
switch B(1, guidance_nonzero (1,j))
6)
case 0:
7)
transfer to -1 with 1
8)
case 1:
9)
transfer to 2 with 2
10)
end switch
11)
end for
12)
end for
7. end while
8. return B
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Fig. 16 Node degree and degree distribution of twitter data set
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Fig. 17 Node degree and degree distribution of sina weibo data set

the Twitter data set is 182,561, and the number of relationships in the Sina data set is
11,072. We generated a scale free network following the Barabasi Model, which also
has 2,000 users. The degrees of each node in the above three networks are shown in
the Figs. 16a, 17a and 18a. The degree distributions of the three networks are shown
in Figs. 16b, 17b and 18b.
From the following figures, we can find that the degree distribution of each network
follows a power law distribution. That is, in such network, most of the nodes have a
low degree while only a small proportion of nodes have a high degree. For example,
most of the nodes in the Twitter data set only have a degree of 2, while only five nodes
have a degree larger than 1,800. The heterogeneity of node degree in the Twitter data
set is highest among three data sets.
Based on the three networks, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed opinion
guidance control strategy. We evaluate the efficiency of different control strategies
including random control strategy, targeted control strategy and the opinion guidance
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Fig. 18 Node degree and degree distribution of a synthetic scale-free network

control strategy. In the SPNR model, positive infected nodes represent users who
believe in rumor, whereas negative infected nodes represent users who disbelieve in
rumor. Then we can conclude that the positive infected nodes represent the impact
of the rumor. We compare the number of the positive infected nodes under the above
three control strategy with the number under no control strategy, in order to verify
the effectiveness of our control strategy. We adopt each control strategy on the three
networks and we compare the performance of control strategy in term of the number
of positive infected users. We consider four situations:
(1) No control strategy: when we choose no control strategy, the rumor diffusion
will follow the SPNR model rigidly.
(2) Random control strategy: we randomly immunize a small portion of nodes in
the network for rumor control, without considering the degree of chose nodes.
(3) Targeted control strategy: we immunize the nodes with the highest degree for
rumor control.
(4) The proposed strategy: we insert a set of new nodes which are negatively infected
by the rumor and make them connected to every other nodes of the network.
The performances under the four situations on the three networks are shown
in Figs. 19, 20, and 21. We can see that the number of positive infected nodes is
highest when no control strategy, which shows that the three control strategies have
certainly helps in rumor control. However, the random control strategy has little
effect on rumor control, which only decreases a small proportion of positive infected
nodes. The same result is consistent on all three networks. Both the targeted strategy
and the proposed strategy can significantly decrease the positive infected nodes.
However„ the performance of the proposed strategy are much better than the targeted
control strategy on three networks.Because targeted control strategy requires precise
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Fig. 19 The variation diagram of P(t) under different control strategies with time t (λ1 = 0.5, λ2 =
0.5, β 1 = 0.02, β 2 = 0.02, µ1 = 0.2, µ2 = 0.3)
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Fig. 21 The variation diagram of P(t) under Different Control Strategies With time t (λ1 = 0.5, λ2
= 0.5, β1 = 0.02, β2 = 0.02, µ1 = 0.2, µ2 = 0.3)

knowledge about the social network, the proposed strategy with inserting opinion
guidance nodes is much simpler in implementation. Therefore, we believe that the
proposed strategy is highly effective in rumor control with good performance and
also simple in implementation.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have identified the key difference between rumor spreading and
disease spreading, and improved the classic epidemic spreading model considering
both positive and negative infected states. We have then proposed a new SPNR model
by applying such observation. We have further identified the concrete propagation
relationships and obtained the spreading threshold. Moreover, we have analyzed
how the parameters of the proposed model affect the maximum value of steady state,
the point of decline, and the life cycle of a rumor. We have evaluated the model via
simulations and compared the results with real-world data obtained from Sina Weibo.
The results show that the proposed model effectively captures the rumor spreading
process. Furthermore, we have developed a new rumor control strategy, with the
proposed model. Our evaluation shows that the proposed strategy is effective on
three types of common social networks in stopping rumor spreading. We will focus
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on dynamic behaviors in rumor spreading and develop rumor control based on the
proposed model in our future work.
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Studying Graph Dynamics Through Intrinsic
Time Based Diffusion Analysis
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and Bénédicte Le Grand

Abstract Complex networks may be studied in various ways, e.g., by analyzing
the evolutions of their topologies over time, and in particular of their community
structures. In this paper, we focus on another type of dynamics, related to diffusion processes on these networks. Indeed, our work aims at characterizing network
dynamics from the diffusion point of view, and reciprocally, it evaluates the impact
of graph dynamics on diffusion. We propose in this paper an innovative approach
based on the notion of intrinsic time, where the time unit corresponds to the appearance of a new link in the graph. This original notion of time allows us to somehow
isolate the diffusion phenomenon from the evolution of the network. The objective
is to compare the diffusion features observed with this intrinsic time concept from
those obtained with traditional (extrinsic) time, based on seconds. The comparison
of these time concepts is easily understandable yet completely new in the study of
diffusion phenomena. We experiment our approach on three real datasets and show
the promising results of intrinsic time-based diffusion analysis.
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1 Introduction and Context
Diffusion phenomena occur in many kinds of real-world complex networks, such as
biological, information or social networks. These various contexts lead to different
types of diffusion, like disease spreading, information broadcasting or innovative
products adoption. Several classes of diffusion models have therefore been proposed
in the literature, among which epidemiological models such as Susceptible-Infected
(SI), Susceptible-Infected-Removed (SIR) or Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible
(SIS) [1], and adoption models [2].
Many studies aim at investigating diffusion as an evolving phenomenon but mostly
occurring on static networks [3], although most real-world networks evolve over time
with the creation of new nodes or links, or their disappearance. It is already known
that this dynamic behaviour has an impact on the diffusion process [4] and that this
impact should not be neglected [5]. Network dynamics may eventually become an
asset as it may be used to slow down diffusion speed with regard to static networks [6],
e.g., to limit the propagation of an epidemic [7].
One way to understand the impact of network dynamics on diffusion is to consider
a given diffusion model, then to fix the values of all its parameters and observe the
impact of various types of topology evolutions on the diffusion process. This approach
has already been applied in a static context [8]; the authors aimed at evaluating
the impact of various random graphs’ topologies on a diffusion simulated with an
adoption model. Although different topologies have been considered, the authors
of [8] have not studied graph evolutions over time. This method, although interesting,
is difficult to apply in practice in this context. Indeed, evolutions of the graph topology
may lead to simultaneous variations of several features of the network, such as
clustering coefficient, node degree, number of nodes and links. It is consequently
difficult to actually keep fixed values for all parameters while the topology changes.
This approach is therefore limited to very basic dynamics in order to obtain easily
interpretable results.
Another way to study diffusion in evolving networks is empirical, consisting in
studying real networks, in observing them and finally in proposing a diffusion model
consistent with the observations. The authors of [9] have applied this methodology to
analyze the spreading of H1N1 virus -modeled with a SEIR model- in a dynamic contact network. Other works have studied diffusion processes in a phone network [10].
However, this approach is global, as it does not distinguish the results which are
entirely related to the type of diffusion, from the observations which are actually due
to the evolution of the graph structure.
The goal of our work is to understand, while observing a diffusion process, which
part is intrinsically related to the type of diffusion, and consequently which part is
merely due to the evolution of the network. Of course, it is not possible to completely
separate diffusion from graph dynamics, as both phenomena are strongly related, but
rather to attempt to normalize our observations, e.g., to see if a very significant
diffusion at a given moment is due to a sudden growth of the graph. In this paper, we
study further the approach we have developped in [11]. This approach is simple yet
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innovative to study the impact of graph dynamics on diffusion. This methodology
does not require any new computation once the diffusion process has been measured;
instead of observing the diffusion phenomenon as a function of usual time -e.g.,
measured in seconds- which we call here extrinsic time, we propose to observe it
as a function of what we call intrinsic time [12]. Indeed, this definition of time is
intrinsically related to graph dynamics as an intrinsic time slot is not absolute: it
corresponds to a modification of the network’s topology (for instance, appareance
or disappearance of a link, a node or a triangle, i.e., three nodes with a link between
each pair of nodes), as explained in the following of the paper.
This article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe our methodology for
studying diffusion in evolving networks, which relies on the intrinsic time concept
and we illustrate it on a synthetic graph. In Sect. 3 we describe the real-world networks
on which we have applied our approach, extracted respectively from the Github
software sharing network, from French blogs and from the Infectious SocioPatterns
event. Section 4 is dedicated to the successful experiments we have conducted on
these dynamics networks, on the Github and the blog networks. In Sect. 5, we show
the importance of an appropriate definition of intrinsic time through diffusion analysis
on the Infectious SocioPatterns dataset. We finally conclude this paper and propose
perspectives for future work in Sect. 6.

2 Methodology
2.1 Intrinsic Versus Extrinsic Time
Time is a controversial concept that one can see as a dimension in which changes
occur in a sequence. In this perspective, time is considered as absolute, i.e., changes
happen independently from the flow of time [13, 14]. But if we consider time as
a relative concept, time then depends on space. Many techniques exist to measure
it. The unit adopted by the International System of Units is the second, which is
defined as the transition between two states of the caesium-133 atom [15]. This unit
is therefore related to movements measured in the physical space.
In this paper we use a concept of relative time from a network perspective, called
intrinsic time of the network, as opposed to extrinsic time, which is the traditional
concept of absolute time.1 Let the extrinsic time of the network be the time measured
using the second (or its derivative units like days and years). We call it extrinsic
because its flow is independent from the changes that occur in the network. Let the
intrinsic time of the network be the time measured by the transition between two
states of the network. The unit is thus the (spatial) change of the network, i.e., the
addition or removal of one node or one link for instance. We call it intrinsic time
1 The

choice of the transition considered as an intrinsic time unit will depend on the dataset, as
explained in Sects. 4 and 5.
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Fig. 1 Comparison between intrinsic and extrinsic time

because its depends on the changes that occur in the network, and changes depend
on such time to happen.
Figure 1 explains the relation between extrinsic and intrinsic time when an intrinsic
time step is related to the appearance of a new link. In extrinsic time, between the two
first time steps, there is no change in the graph. Therefore in intrinsic time, there is
no new time step. There is a link creation at times 3 and 4 in extrinsic time, therefore
there are also two new intrinsic time steps.
This notion of intrinsic time is not a new concept: discrete time Markov chains
can be seen in the same manner. When something happens (a random event), the
chain changes its state. In our graph, the event is not random, but when it occurs, we
increment the intrinsic time. Asynchronous clocks use exactly the same concept as
the notion of intrinsic time: when an event occurs, the time is incremented. It does
not depend on the classical flow of time.
Whereas extrinsic time is broadly used without notice, we have found out in [12]
that the choice between extrinsic and intrinsic time has a very significant impact on
the measurement of statistical properties of temporal networks. Our previous results
on social networks seem to suggest that intrinsic time is better at characterizing the
endogenous dynamics of the network, because extrinsic time is more likely to capture
exogenous patterns like day-night activity of users.
Our methodology consists in observing a simulated diffusion process on dynamic
networks at extrinsic and intrinsic time scales, in order to study the impact of graph
dynamics on this propagation.
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2.2 Diffusion Model
We have chosen a very well-known diffusion model for our simulations: the
Susceptible-Infected (SI) model. This model has been proposed by [1] in 1927,
and it has been widely used since then. In an SI model, each node of the graph may
be either in susceptible (sane) or infected state. A susceptible node with an infected
neighbor has the probability p of becoming infected too.
This model is particularly interesting in this case as it has very few parameters,
namely the contamination probability p and the choice of infected nodes at the
beginning, i.e., from which the spreading starts. In the following, the values of both
parameters are fixed in order to focus on the correlation between graph dynamics and
diffusion process. It will be therefore easier later to distinguish observations directly
related to the model from those related to the graph topology or the time notion used.
In the SI model, the evolution equation is the following:
di k (t)
= p[1 − i k (t)]kΘk (t),
dt

(1)

where p is the probability of infection, i k (t) is the probability that a vertex with
degree k is not infected, and Θk is the density of infected neighbors of vertices of
degree k.
In this paper, we will only simulate the diffusion, therefore we will only need to
select a relevant value of p and try, at each time step, to infect neighbors of infected
nodes.

2.3 Intrinsic Versus Extrinsic Time-Based Diffusion Analysis
In the following, we will represent (and compare) for each simulated diffusion process
the total number of infected nodes as a function of three different time scales:
• extrinsic time which is the classical notion of time.
• converted extrinsic time, which results from the conversion of extrinsic time into
intrinsic time to observe the diffusion, as illustrated on Fig. 1. For instance, if the
second link is created at extrinsic time 15, its intrinsic time is 2. The number of
infected nodes at extrinsic time 15 will therefore correspond to the same number
of infected nodes at intrinsic time 2. Note that the diffusion process observed with
converted extrinsic time is the same.
• intrinsic time, i.e., we represent the speed of infection versus the number of
created links. This curve corresponds to a different diffusion process, simulated
with intrinsic time.
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2.4 Example on Synthetic Barabási-Albert Graphs
In order to illustrate our methodology, we will now study diffusion on a BA graph [16]
using the notions of extrinsic and intrinsic times. In the BA model, nodes are added
one by one to the network. Each new node is connected to a fixed number of existing
nodes of the graph according to the preferential attachment principle: the higher the
degree of node x in the graph, the more likely the new node connects to x.
BA graphs are therefore evolving increasing networks, through this step-by-step
addition of nodes and edges. This growth is an important feature for the concept
of intrinsic time, as discussed in Sect. 2. The BA model [16] is characterized by
four parameters: the initial and final numbers of nodes in the network, the time step
between the creation of new nodes and finally the preferential attachment parameter,
noted m, which corresponds to the number of edges generated by the creation of a
new node, i.e., the number of existing nodes to which each new node gets connected.
The BA graphs considered in this Section contain 500 nodes initially, and we generate
500 additional nodes using the BA model, leading to a graph with 1000 nodes at the
end of the evolution.
For example, Fig. 2 shows the behaviour of the SI model on a Barabási-Albert
graph when the preferential attachment parameter m varies and with different values
of time steps, and confirms known results. In all cases, the number of infected nodes
keeps increasing with the SI model as infected nodes remain infected forever. We
may observe for most plots that after an initial rapid growth at the beginning of the
diffusion process, the number of infected nodes grows more slowly at some point,

Fig. 2 SI diffusion on an evolving BA graph, from 500 to 1000 nodes. The parameter respectively
equal to 2, 10 and 40 corresponds to the number of connections established by each new node of
the graph. The simulations are also conducted with 2 distinct values of time step: time step = 0.5
means that there are 2 infection tests per time unit, versus 1 infection per time unit with time step
= 1. These plots correspond to the average result obtained from 500 simulations
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after which the slope of the growth is only due to the (increasing) size of the graph.
As expected, the value of m has an impact on the shape of the plot: diffusion is much
faster with m = 40 than with m = 2. With m = 2, this saturation point is not reached
during the simulation.
Figure 2 also shows the importance of the time step value. Indeed, dividing the
time step by 2 actually increases the diffusion speed. However the diffusion does not
happen twice faster, as we could have thought.
In order to investigate the concepts of intrinsic and extrinsic time scales and
their correlation with the diffusion process, we have simulated 3 different types of
dynamics. The difference between these dynamics is the inter-arrival delays which
are generated using three distinct probability laws (the inter-arrival delay is the time
between the creation of two consecutive nodes). We use different laws for the generation of links because there is no extrinsic notion of time in the BA model, only
the creation of links (which is for us an intrinsic notion of time). We choose the
parameters of these laws so that the average inter-arrival delay is equal for the three
laws. More precisely, the three laws we have used are:
• a discrete uniform distribution where each inter-arrival delay in the interval is
equally likely to happen. The density of this law is described by the following
1
, where b = 11 and a = 1,
equation: f (x) =
b−a
• a negative exponential distribution, i.e., the probability of observing long delays
decreases exponentially fast. The density of this law is described by the following
1
equation: f (x) = λe−λx , where λ = ,
5
• a power law distribution where the probability of observing long delays decreases
polynomially. This law is described by the following equation: f (x) = ax k , where
k = −2.2 and a = 100.
Finally, whatever the time unit considered, we perform one step of the SI diffusion
per time unit. We have simulated a diffusion with a SI model for these three types of
dynamics. We have fixed the probability of being infected p = 0.005. For each type
of BA dynamics, we compare the different time scales using the extrinsic, extrinsic
converted intro intrinsic and intrinsic representations of the total number of infected
nodes over time.

2.4.1 Simulation in Extrinsic Time
We first study a simulation of diffusion with the SI model on the three generated BA
graphs. Results are presented in Fig. 3. This Figure exhibits very different behaviours
and the variation of inter-arrival delays drastically modifies the diffusion behaviour.
This result is natural, indeed it is very likely that the random inter-arrival time generated at a given moment is higher than 1. In extrinsic time if we generate, for instance, a
delay of 10 between the arrival of two consecutive nodes, we perform ten SI diffusion
steps instead of one in intrinsic time.
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Fig. 3 SI diffusion on a BA
graph, from 500 to 1000
nodes, simulated and
observed at extrinsic time
scale. The time between the
creation of 2 new nodes
follows 3 distinct probability
laws: uniform, exponential
and power-law

2.4.2 Diffusion Represented with Extrinsic Converted Time
To compare extrinsic and intrinsic time notions, and to better understand the diffusion
behaviour in extrinsic time, we convert the previous results obtained with extrinsic
time, into intrinsic time. Let us recall that if the second link is created at extrinsic time
15, its intrinsic time is 2. In this case, we will therefore plot the number of infected
nodes at extrinsic time 15, and it corresponds to the same number of infected nodes
as at intrinsic time 2. A non uniform scaling is therfore performed from Fig. 3 to
obtain Fig. 4.
We observe that the conversion from extrinsic time to intrinsic time leads to
similar observations from those obtained with extrinsic time (see Fig. 3). The infection
spreads quickly at the beginning up to a strong inflexion in the speed of diffusion

Fig. 4 SI diffusion on a BA
graph, from 500 to 1000
nodes, simulated and
observed at extrinsic
converted time scale. The
time between the creation of
2 new nodes follows 3
distinct probability laws:
uniform, exponential and
power-law
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(except for the power law distribution). Then all curves follow a linear behaviour. This
observation is strongly related to the network dynamics and the SI model. Indeed,
at the beginning, many nodes are susceptible of being infected, which explains the
rapid growth phase. This phase can also be observed in extrinsic time in Fig. 3. After
this phase, most nodes are infected and the infection spreading is therefore limited by
the speed of the creation of new nodes, which is exactly one per time unit in intrinsic
time.
The three converted curves do not change much during the conversion. Indeed,
the extrinsic converted time is supposed to stretch bursts of link creations, and to
shorten phases with no activity. As we study here a random graph with no bursts or
stable phases at all, it is therefore normal to observe a similar behaviour between
Figs. 3 and 4.

2.4.3 Simulations in Intrinsic Time
The goal here is to show that SI simulated as a function of intrinsic time is somehow
immune to dynamics. We generate random BA graphs with an inter-arrival delay
following the three laws presented before and we simulate an SI diffusion. Figure 5
shows the results of these simulations.
We observe on this Figure that the three plots have very similar behaviours. Indeed,
the notion of intrinsic time only reflects the modification of the topology and not the
delays between these modifications, therefore the different inter-arrival laws have no
impact when observed with intrinsic time and we perform one SI diffusion step per
link creation.
With this experience, we can clearly see the impact of the time scale on the
observation of the diffusion. Indeed, when the diffusion is simulated in extrinsic time,
we see that it is sensitive to inter-arrival delays, while in intrinsic time, diffusion is

Fig. 5 SI diffusion on a BA
graph, from 500 to 1000
nodes, simulated and
observed at intrinsic time
scale. The time between the
creation of 2 new nodes
follows 3 distinct probability
laws: uniform, exponential
and power-law
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completely independent from delays. We observe significant changes in the diffusion
behaviour by simulating it in intrinsic time. According to what we want to know about
the diffusion process, it is therefore very relevant to change the time scale: in intrinsic
time, we can observe a diffusion which is not affected by bursts or by phases with
little activity. This time scale can, in a certain way, isolate the graph dynamics from
the diffusion.
The extrinsic converted time scale is relevant when we want to observe more
precisely events in the graph and their impact on the diffusion. Indeed, as we have
said before, it will stretch bursts. In our example on BA graphs, we could not see
that because, despite of various inter-arrival delay, our graphs dynamics were mostly
homogeneous and there was no event. We will see all the interest of this time scale
in Sect. 4.
In the following, we describe datasets we have used, and we will perform the
same experiments on these datasets.

3 Datasets Description
In this Section, we describe the three real-world evolving networks to which we have
applied our methodology. On these graphs, we have computed the total -cumulatednumber of infected nodes as a function of extrinsic, extrinsic converted and intrinsic
times.

3.1 Github Network
3.1.1 Dataset Description
Github.com is an online platform created in 2008 to help developers share open
source code and collaborate. Built on the Git decentralized version control systems,
it facilitates the contributions and discussions by providing a Web interface. Github
reached 3 million users on January 16, 2013, who collaborate on 5 million source
code repositories [17].
The Github dataset we use here describes the complete activity between users and
repositories on the platform from March 11, 2012 to July 18, 2012. We have extracted
the data from the Github Archive [18], which is a record of every public activity on
Github. Then we have built the graph of “who contributes to which repository”,
where nodes represent users and repositories, and where links represent any kind of
user activity on repositories: commit and push source code, open and close issues
for bug reports, comment on issues, commit or pull requests (i.e., asking for a patch
to be merged), create or delete branches and tags, and edit the repository wiki. We
have ignored other activities: fork (i.e., repository duplication), mark repositories as
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favorite, and follow of the timeline of another user or repository. The resulting graph
contains a bit more than 336,000 nodes and 2.2 million links.
In order to simulate a diffusion on this dataset, we consider only the largest
connected component of the graph, which has a little more than 60,000 nodes.

3.1.2 A Few Statistics
Figure 6 shows the total number of nodes and links in the network as a function of
(usual) extrinsic time. We see on this figure that the total numbers of nodes and links
grow rather slowly, then suddenly increase significantly. This change happens on
July, 4th 2012 and it is correlated to a sudden increase in the maximum degree of
the sub-graph. We discover that the Try-Git project interacts with 506 users, which
explains this high degree. This project is a tutorial for Git, one of Github’s underlying
tools; the first action required from the user in this tutorial is to create a clone with a
new project (by sending this user a CreateEvent message). The instant of the event
corresponds to the moment when Try-Git was made public, on July 4th, 2012 at 5
pm (this information was confirmed by a post on the Github.com blog2 ). This event
radically modifies the structure of the network. This is confirmed by the maximal
node degree in the graph, illustrated in Fig. 7, whose order of magnitude changes
significantly after the appearance of a node with a very high degree, corresponding
to the event described above.
This dateset exhibits regular behaviour, except for the very important event
observed: it is therefore appropriate for our study, as it allows us to analyse the
impact of this event on the diffusion, and to compare it with the “stable” phase. The
burst in link creations will be streched in extrinsic converted time, as we will see in

Fig. 6 Number of nodes an
links in the Github graph,
restricted to the largest
connected component

2 https://github.com/blog/1183-try-git-in-your-browser.
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Fig. 7 Evolution of the
maximal node degree in the
Github graph, with y-axis in
a logarithmic scale

Sect. 4. Moreover, the important event in the graph will also be relevant to study in
intrinsic time, as we have seen that it can isolate diffusion from graph dynamics.

3.2 Webfluence Dataset
3.2.1 Dataset Description
The WebFluence dataset has been collected from French blogs in the context of
a national research project, from February 1st to July 1st 2010 (5 months). These
blogs have been selected according to their popularity and activity in the Frenchspeaking blogosphere, by a company specialized in blog and opinion analysis
(http://linkfluence.net). The dataset is composed of 10,309 blogs, 84,026 posts and
1,079,195 citation links.
We have extracted a graph from this dataset, which we call the blog network. This
blog network is a directed acyclic graph where there is a link from blog A to blog B
if A cites B, i.e. there is at least one citation link from a post (publication) from blog
A towards an earlier post from blog B. In terms of information spreading, we may
say that B content has been spread towards A.
Note that the number of blogs in our network only reflects blogs which are involved
in citation links, i.e. blogs which are cited by or cite other blogs.

3.2.2 A Few Statistics
We first observe the number of nodes in the blog network (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8 Evolution of the
number of nodes in the blog
network

We see on this figure that the number of nodes grows quite regularly, except
within 65 and 80 days after the beginning of the measure. Between these two dates,
the number of nodes in the graph increases very slightly and is almost constant. The
65th day corresponds to April 5th, and the 80th day to April 20th. This reduced blog
activity is due to the period, as these dates correspond to spring holidays in France
in 2010.
This dataset is quite different from the Github dataset, since the event linked to
spring holidays is not as significant as the major event in the Github dataset. It will
be interesting to compare the diffusion behaviour using different time scales for both
datasets. The little event observed here will be a good test to see the precision of
our intrinsic time definition: can we observe it or not in extrinsic converted time, in
spite of its little importance? In intrinsic time, do we observe a regular diffusion, not
affected by the event?

3.3 Infectious SocioPatterns Dataset
3.3.1 Dataset Description
This dataset, studied in [19], was collected during the Infectious SocioPatterns event
that took place from April to July 2011 (69 days). Visitors were equiped with a
RFID captor in order to record interactions between people. The resulting dataset
is therefore a contact network. Nodes are visitor, and there is a link between two
people if they are face-to-face and close enough. We know the appearance time for
each new link.
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3.3.2 A Few Statistics
We have selected four days (out of 69) which exhibit different dynamics. Figure 9
represents the cumulated number of nodes and links as a function of time for these
four days.
We see on this figure that the number of nodes and links increases quite irregularly,
except for the curve at the lower left corner. On May, 2nd at instant 5,000, we
observe a slower increase of infected nodes than before. At instant 9,000, the diffusion
accelerates again. On May 7th, we observe quite the contrary. At the beginning,
growth is slow, then the number of infected nodes suddenly increases much faster
until instant 6,000. After that, the diffusion becomes much slower until the end of the
simulation. On July 4th, we observe a few events, at instants 7,000 and 10,000 for
instance. Finally, on June 16th, diffusion seems more regular than during the three
other days.
We can see on these curves that dynamics in this contact network is very different
from the previous datasets, and that there are major differences even from one day to
another. We observe many little events, and a few short stable phases. We expect the
extrinsic converted time to accentuate these events in the observation of the diffusion.

Fig. 9 Evolution of the number of nodes and links in the Infectious SocioPatterns network
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4 Experimental Results
This section is dedicated to the results of our intrinsic time-based diffusion analysis
on Github and blog networks respectively.

4.1 Results on Github Dataset
4.1.1 Simulation in Extrinsic Time
We start the study of the diffusion using the extrinsic time, i.e., the second. For the
simulation we make an infection test every 30 s. On average, there is a new link every
91 s in the Github network, therefore, there are fewer diffusion steps in intrinsic time
than in extrinsic time. However, we do not compare the actual speed of diffusion on
a quantitative basis.
The results are presented in Fig. 10 (top left). For interpretation purposes, we have
added the number of nodes at each time step. We observe that the diffusion process
has a slow start and a fast growing phase, as expected with an exponential infection.
We can easily observe the impact of the creation of the tutorial Try-Git on July 4th,
2012: the number of nodes in the network increases fastly and similarly the diffusion
itself undergoes an acceleration. The acceleration is due to the presence of the new
high degree node which facilitates the diffusion.

4.1.2 Simulation in Extrinsic to Intrinsic Converted Time
We perform the conversion from extrinsic to intrinsic time as explained in Sect. 2.4.
The results of this conversion are presented in Fig. 10 (top right corner). We observe a
very different behaviour from the extrinsic time representation from Fig. 10 (top left
corner). At intrinsic time 50,000, which corresponds to the event of July 4th, 2012,
the growth of the number of infected nodes slows down drastically. This can be
explained as follows: after the event, the creation of links becomes much faster, i.e.,
there are much more links per seconds than before the event. Intrinsic time does not
take this into account since it does not consider the speed of link creation. Conversely,
in extrinsic time the difference is noticeable, as observed on Fig. 10 (top left).
When the extrinsic time is converted to intrinsic time, we naturally observe a
plateau in the diffusion (between time steps 50,000 and 60,000) correlated with the
acceleration in intrinsic time. Indeed, in intrinsic time we perform one infection test
per link creation, while in extrinsic time there are more than one link created per
diffusion time step.
Another way to understand this phenomenon is to consider the number of links
creation over time, as shown on Fig. 6. We can observe a fast increase at time 1 × 107
and smaller accelerations at times 1.04 × 107 and 1.07 × 107 . Each increase in the
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Fig. 10 Top left in blue, SI diffusion on the Github graph simulated and observed in extrinsic time.
The time between two trials of diffusion is 30 s. In green: number of nodes in the graph at each time
step. Top right SI diffusion on the Github graph simulated and observed in extrinsic time converted
into intrinsic time. Bottom SI diffusion on the Github graph simulated and observed in intrinsic
time, in linear scale (left) and in y-logarithmic scale (right)

number of links corresponds to a plateau in the number of infected nodes, at intrinsic
times 50,000, 65,000 and 71,000 respectively. The increase slope is correlated with
the length of the plateau.
Observing at intrinsic time scale the diffusion simulated at extrinsic time scale
helps spotting important moments in the evolution of the graph. We have seen that
the definition of intrinsic time (related to link appearance) seemed relevant for the
studied network. Simulating diffusion at intrinsic time allows us to confirm that it
reflects the dynamics of the graph properly.

4.1.3 Simulation in Intrinsic Time
The diffusion using the intrinsic time on the Github dataset is presented in Fig. 10
(bottom). We do not see a radical change in the diffusion at the time of the creation
of the tutorial Try-Git (which corresponds to time 50,000 in intrinsic time). Indeed,
the curve looks like a standard diffusion with the SI model: we see an exponential
growth, with a slow start, then a growing number of nodes that accelerates quickly.
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We do not observe the saturation phenomenon at the end of the simulation, because
the number of infected nodes in the network is relatively far from the total number
of nodes. These results are confirmed by the representation of the same curve on a
logarithmic scale, which shows a linear aspect.
Finally, this confirms that diffusion using intrinsic time is rather immune to
changes of topology in the network. Intrinsic time using links creation is therefore
a good definition: it allows us to isolate the diffusion phenomenon from the graph
dynamics.

4.2 Results on Blog (Webfluence) Dataset
4.2.1 Simulation in Extrinsic Time
We have performed the same experiments on the Webfluence dataset, where the
extrinsic time unit is the day. The intrinsic time corresponds to new citations between
two blogs, more precisely between two posts from two different blogs.
We start the study of the diffusion using the extrinsic time, i.e., the day. For the
simulation we have performed ten infection tests per day. There are consequently
1,510 contamination tests in extrinsic time, versus 12,000 in intrinsic time. Therefore,
there are more diffusion steps in intrinsic time than in extrinsic time. The results are
presented in Fig. 11 (top left).
For interpretation purposes, we have added the number of nodes at each time
step. We observe that the diffusion process has a slow start and a fast growing phase,
as expected with an exponential infection. The diffusion at the time of the French
Spring holidays is a little slower, but not radically different.

4.2.2 Simulation in Extrinsic to Extrinsic Converted Time
We perform the same conversion of time from extrinsic to intrinsic as in Sect. 2.4.
The results of this conversion are presented in Fig. 11 (top right corner). We observe
a different behaviour from the extrinsic time representation from Fig. 11 (top left
corner). Around intrinsic time 5,400, which corresponds to Spring vacation, the
growth of number of infected nodes increases drastically. This can be explained as
follows: during Spring holidays, the creation of links becomes much slower, i.e.,
there are much fewer new links per day than before. Intrinsic time does not take this
into account since it does not consider the speed of link creation. We may note that
it was the opposite situation with the Github network, in which the graph dynamics
corresponded to a higher number of new links.
In the blog network, observing the diffusion as a function of intrinsic time stresses
the change in the network dynamics, whereas the modification of topology in the
Github network was already visible in the diffusion observed with extrinsic time.
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Fig. 11 Top left in green, SI diffusion on the blogs graph simulated and observed in extrinsic time.
There are ten trials of contamination between two days. In blue: number of nodes in the graph at
each time step. Top right SI diffusion on the blogs graph simulated in extrinsic time and observed
in intrinsic time. Bottom SI diffusion on the blogs graph simulated and observed intrinsic time

When the extrinsic time is converted to intrinsic time, we naturally observe a
very high increase in the diffusion around the Spring holidays correlated with the
deceleration in intrinsic time. Indeed, during this period, there are very few link
creations, and it therefore corresponds to a shorter period in intrinsic time. The
increasing of the number of infected nodes observed in extrinsic time around this
period is therefore the same but on a shorter time scale in extrinsic converted time,
which explains the sudden increase observed in this curve.

4.2.3 Simulation in Intrinsic Time
The diffusion simulated with the intrinsic time on the Webfluence dataset is presented
in Fig. 11 (bottom). The diffusion starts very slowly, and then increases suddenly at
time 2,000. When we look at the dataset, we see that this intrinsic time corresponds to
the twentieth day of the mesure. This increase is correlated to the natural behaviour
of the SI model. After a very important increase, the number of infected nodes
grows regularly until the end of the dataset. No significant change may be observed
during the French Spring holidays (which corresponds to the period between instants
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5,100 and 5,600 in intrinsic time). After that, the number of infected nodes becomes
closer to the total number of nodes, and we observe a more linear growth. Like in the
Github network, diffusion using intrinsic time is less affected by changes of topology
in the network, which means that the definition of intrinsic time used here (new link
appearance) is valid.

5 Impact of Intrinsic Time Definition: Results
on the Infectious SocioPatterns Network
We have seen with the Github and the Webfluence datasets two cases for which our
definition of intrinsic time unit as the appearance of a new link was very relevant. In
this section, we study a different type of network, a contact network. As explained
in the following, this dataset will allow us to study the limits of the intrinsic time
definition.

5.1 Simulation in Extrinsic Time
We first study simulations of diffusion on this contact network over extrinsic time.
We make a SI simulation on the four specific days shown in Fig. 9. Results of these
simulations are shown on Fig. 12 (left column).
We see on this Figure that diffusions have different behaviours: the first one (top
left corner) looks like a regular SI diffusion, with the S-shape. The three others are
more irregular, and seem more affected by events in the graph. Moreover, when we
look at Fig. 9, it is difficult to find a correlation between irregularities in the diffusion
and events in the number of nodes and links: for instance, for the diffusion on July
4th, we can see a correlation with the number of links, but for June 16th, the diffusion
behaviour is quite surprising.
In the following, we use the intrinsic time notion in order to see if we can explain
this behaviour.

5.2 Simulation in Extrinsic to Intrinsic Converted Time
We now study the same diffusion process as before, but converted into intrinsic time,
in the same way as in previous sections. Results are represented in Fig. 12 (middle
column). The diffusion behaviour in extrinsic converted time is quite surprising here:
on May 2nd, we observe a very irregular growth although in extrinsic time, diffusion
is very regular. On May 7th and June 16th, global behaviours are close, but we
observe a few more events in extrinsic converted time. On July 4th, the two curves
are very similar. For each of these days, events oberved in extrinsic converted time
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Fig. 12 Left column SI diffusion simulated an observed in extrinsic time on the Infectious SocioPatterns network. Middle column SI diffusion simulated in extrinsic time and observed in intrinsic
time on the Infectious SocioPatterns network. Right column SI diffusion simulated and observed in
intrinsic time (defined with number of links) on the Infectious SocioPatterns network

are difficult to explain using the number of nodes and links in the network (see Fig. 9).
We then simulate another diffusion in intrinsic time in order to see if we can explain
further these results.

5.3 Simulation in Intrinsic Time
We simulate now a diffusion with the SI model on the same four days. Results of
these simulations are shown on Fig. 12 (right column). First, we can see that the four
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diffusion curves have quite different behaviours: for instance, on the curve in the
upper right corner, we see a very slow beginning of diffusion, and a sudden increase
in the number of infected nodes. In contrast, for the curve of June 16th, growth is
slow at first, then suddenly accelerates and slows down again afterwards. When we
compare these four diffusion simulations with the number of nodes and links in the
network (Fig. 9), we find that the spreading behaviour is quite surprising since on
the four observed days diffusions in intrinsic time are not regular at all. Moreover, the
diffusion behaviour in intrinsic time is quite similar to behaviour in extrinsic time.
These observations show us that the definition of intrinsic time based on the
appearance of links over time does not seem the most appropriate here: indeed, we
see clearly that the diffusion using intrinsic time is very sensitive to events in the
graph, and therefore we cannot properly isolate diffusion from the graph dynamics
in this case.
In summary, this experiment on Infectious SocioPatterns shows that the use of
intrinsic time may lead to very complementary and valuable observations, providing
that the definition of intrinsic time is appropriate.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this article, we have used the concepts of intrinsic and extrinsic times to study
diffusion phenomena in evolving networks. We have first illustrated the impact of
these two concepts of time on diffusion in synthetic BA graphs. This study has
shown that intrinsic time allows us to somehow isolate the network dynamics from
the diffusion phenomenon.
Subsequently, we have used these concepts to observe simulated diffusion on
real datasets. Our results on these datasets have shown significant differences in
the analysis of the diffusion in the extrinsic, extrinsic converted into intrinsic and
intrinsic times, provided that the definition of intrinsic time is adapted. Indeed, when
this is the case, the diffusion observed is not really impacted by the evolution of the
network topology. In extrinsic time on the contrary, this network topology plays a
major role. We have shown that it is very interesting to study the same diffusion
with extrinsic time and extrinsic time converted into intrinsic time, as converted time
provides additional information for the interpretation of diffusion in extrinsic time.
However, we have also seen with the Infectious SocioPatterns case that intrinsic time
does not always gives us more information than extrinsic time when it is not adapted
to network dynamics.
In our future work, we will first focus on the generalization of intrinsic time
notion. Indeed, for the moment, this concept is only defined for networks which
grow over time. We will therefore study how we can extend this notion for other
types of dynamics. For instance, for contact networks, we have seen that a definition
of intrinsic time based on link appearance is not appropriate. We will consider other
definitions for intrinsic time, based on triangles creation for instance. Thereafter, we
will use these extended definitions to study diffusion on other datasets, with different
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topologies and dynamics, where links and nodes can appear and disappear. We will
finally use other types of diffusion models for our simulations: other epidemiological
models like SIS or SIR, and other classes of diffusion models like threshold models.
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A Learning Based Approach for Real-Time
Emotion Classification of Tweets
Olivier Janssens, Rik Van de Walle and Sofie Van Hoecke

Abstract Tmotion recognition can be done in a wide range of applications to
enhance the user experience. Because of these many types of applications there are is
a large range of different data types that can be processed, such as text, video, speech,
sound, accelerometer data and various bio-sensor data types. In order to bring emotion recognition into everyday use, it is important to work with data types and sources
that are available to everyone. Therefore in this chapter twitter data is used for emotion recognition. Since emotion recognition applications need to uncover the user’s
emotion fast, the focus lies on real-time emotion classification. Sentiment analysis
or emotion recognition research often uses a lexicon based approach, though in this
chapter a learning based approach is used. Nine emotion classification algorithms
are compared with focus on precision and timing. This chapter shows that accuracy
can be enhanced by 5.83 % compared to the current state-of-the-art by improving the
features and that the presented method work in real-time.
Keywords Social network analysis · Emotion recognition · Machine learning

1 Introduction
As emotions influence everything in our daily life, e.g. relationships and decisionmaking, a lot of research tackles the identification and analysis of emotions. Research
shows that the automatic detection of emotions by computers allows for a broad
range of applications, such as stress detection in a call center [17], general mood
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detection of a crowd [18], emotion detection for enhanced interaction with virtual
agents [26, 35], detection of bullying on social networks [7], and detection of focus
for an automatic tutoring systems [8].
By introducing emotion recognition in a system, direct unspoken feedback of the
user can be obtained, allowing a system to adapt its content in real-time in order
to enhance the user experience. This automatic adaptation of content can result in
a prolonged interaction with the system and better performance of the user in an
application.
In order to capture the emotions of a user, different sensor data has been researched.
Popular sensors and media are electromyography [26], which uses an electromyograph to detect the electrical potential generated by muscle cells; skin conductance
[18], which measures the electrical conductance of the skin and varies with moisture
level; body posture measurement system [8], which can be used to monitor the gross
body language of a person; and of course video [44, 45, 47], speech [35] and text
[1, 3, 4, 21, 25, 31, 37, 43].
Because these sensors are expensive or not operable by a non-trained person, they
can only be used in the controlled environment of a lab. In order to bring emotion
recognition to every person and every application, emotion recognition needs to be
enabled on devices which are available to the general public. The perfect example
of such devices are pcs, smartphones or tablets. These devices allow a user to send
chat messages, visit social networking sites and send e-mails.
Because platforms which use text are widely used, e.g. Twitter, Facebook, sms,
the goal of this paper is to improve emotion recognition on text. Whereas current
state-of-the-art techniques use lexicon based approaches [25, 43], this paper uses a
learning approach to improve emotion recognition on text. Lexicon based techniques
use dictionaries of words with pre-computed scores expressing the emotional value
of the word. The advantage of this technique is that a dataset with ground truth is
not required. However, the disadvantage of this method is that no new features can
be extracted from the relevant dataset. In this chapter, a learning based approach is
used which requires the creation of a model by training a classifier with labelled
examples. This means that the vocabulary for the feature vectors are built based on
the dataset.
It is safe to state that identifying the expressed emotions in text is very challenging
for two reasons: (1) emotions can be hidden in the text without explicit reference
to words such as “scare” and “panic”; (2) identifying emotions based on keywords
can be very subtle as for example “hate” can belong to different emotions (i.e. anger
and embarrassment) [43]. So, important aspects are correct classification but also
processing time. In order to add emotion recognition to real-time services like Twitter, the emotion recognition has to work in real-time. These two goals (performance
and precision) are set so that the following use cases, amongst others, become possible for mobile users:
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Use case 1
When a person wants to tweet his opinion on a certain event, the underlying
emotion of the text can be detected via a Twitter client which supports emotion
recognition. As a result, this Twitter client can suggest a hashtag to the person,
corresponding with his feelings at that moment.
Use case 2
When a user is playing a game and the user gets frustrated, he might tweet while
being angry. If this emotion can be detected in his tweets, the gameplay can be
automatically adjusted to make the game easier so that the user becomes happier.
Use case 3
When a user is using an application on his mobile device and is happy with the
application, he can tweet about the application and his appreciation for it. It is
possible to detect this emotion in the tweet and send automatic feedback to the
developers that people are enjoying their application.
One of the use cases which has already been researched in the state-of-the-art
is to detect a user’s interest/anticipation based on a tweet. This interest/anticipation
is important to detect “intention tweets”. Intention tweets are tweets through which
people explicitly or implicitly express their intentions to consume certain goods or
services that can be used to predict future sales. Rui and Whinston [33] recently
proposed a framework to forecast movie box office revenues during the opening
weekend and forecast daily revenue after 4 weeks based on intention tweets.
To conclude, emotion recognition can be used to give feedback on the content
being used and help forecast certain events. The focus of this chapter is on adding
emotion recognition to a real-time service like Twitter. The remainder of this chapter
is as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of different emotion models for emotion
classification. Next, Sect. 3 discusses the designed architecture for emotion recognition. Subsequently, Sect. 4 describes the dataset and feature selection in order to
build the training and testing set that is used in Sect. 5 to compare the different classification algorithms. Section 5 show the evaluation results. Finally, Sect. 6 lists the
general conclusions.

2 Emotion Classification
The definition of emotions is stated to be: “Episodes of coordinated changes in several
components (including at least neurophysiological activation, motor expression, and
subjective feeling but possibly also tendencies and cognitive processes) in response to
external or internal major significance to the organism” [34]. Emotion classification
starts with defining these emotions into an emotion model.
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2.1 Emotion Models
One way to categorize emotions is to categorize them using the “wheel of emotions”
[30] (see Fig. 1), designed by Plutchik. The wheel of emotions consists of 8 primary
bipolar emotions, like trust versus disgust, joy versus sadness, and anger versus fear,
which all can be represented in a circle. The wheel of emotions can be seen as a color
wheel, where colors are represented as a combination of primary colors. This color
wheel concept is transferred to the wheel of emotions so primary emotions can mix
to form new complex emotions. This emotion model is used by Rui and Whinston to
predict movie box office revenues as discussed earlier. The interest/anticipation can
be seen at the top left-hand side of the wheel.
Another frequently used model is the “arousal and valence model” [11], representing emotions in a 2D space. In this space, valence represents the way one

Fig. 1 Wheel of emotion [30]
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judges a situation, from unpleasant to pleasant, and arousal expresses the degree of
excitement, from calm to exciting.
The main difference between these two models is that the arousal and valence
model is continuous, representing every emotion on a two dimensional axis and
thus using coordinates to classify emotions, while the wheel of emotions is discrete,
classifying emotions to a discrete state. The coordinates in the arousal and valence
model define how much arousal and how much valence an emotion has.
Finally, another widely used emotion model is given by Ekman [9] who defined
six basic emotions, i.e. surprise, fear, happiness, sadness, anger and disgust, based
on universal facial reactions. The emotions are considered universal, although other
theories list slightly different basic emotions [5, 12–14, 22, 24, 27, 28, 39, 40]. A
model, related to the model of Ekman, is the model of Parrott [13], consisting of a
tree structure where the first nodes are the six basic emotions of Ekman. When going
from top to bottom in the tree, secondary and tertiary emotions are added underneath
the six basic emotions.
In this chapter an adaptation of the six basic emotions of Ekman is used. As
this emotion model was also used in the acquired dataset, the improvements of this
chapter compared to the state-of-the-art can easily be quantified. Details are described
in Sect. 4. First, the next section gives an overview of the designed architecture for
emotion classification of tweets.

3 Architecture for Emotion Recognition for Real-Time
Emotion Recognition
When using Twitter, the focus lies on speed. It is important for the user to tweet
fast. This implies that there should be almost no delay when sending a tweet into
the world. The efficiency of processing a tweet is especially important when using
mobile devices since they have less computing power than a computer. In order not to
restrict emotion recognition to high-end, multi-core smartphones, desktop computers
and tablets, a client-server architecture is designed so the emotion recognition can
be done on a dedicated server. Figure 2 illustrates the general concept. As can be
seen in this figure, the Twitter client provides tweet data to the platform. This data
is processed by the server and the resulting classified emotion is sent back to the
client. The application can then, as illustrated in the use cases above, react or behave
differently depending on the detected emotion.
The architecture is designed based on the principles of service-oriented architectures, wherein all components are implemented as REST services [32]. In view of
the broad support for REST services, they are ideal for the integration of heterogeneous software components since applications can easily be distributed and expose
well-defined functionality as a service. Important to notice is that no processing is
done on the client itself, assuring that for example smartphones are able to use emotion recognition, independent of their processing power or storage capabilities. By
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Fig. 2 A high-level architecture for emotion classification of tweets

using the generic concepts of service-oriented computing, the architecture is also not
restricted to emotion recognition in tweets. Due to its generic and scalable design, it
can be extended to detect emotions in different sorts of data, using other sensors as
well, or it can even be extended to provide multi-modal emotion recognition where
the precision of the classification of emotions is improved by combining different
media [6, 36, 42].
Since the emotion classification is done server-side, the performance and processing time of the server has to be optimized on one hand, and on the other hand, the
communication overhead has to be kept to a minimum to optimize performance and
restrict bandwidth usage. As the real-time aspect is important, REST services are
a lightweight alternative to the proven Web service and RPC technologies [41] and
more convenient for mobile devices with acceptable battery consumption [15]. As a
result, the REST communication overhead is negligible compared to the classification time, which includes time for the feature extraction and actual classification of
the tweet. Therefore it is important to minimize this classification time.
Apart from the time aspect, the classification accuracy is also very important. It
is required that the tweets are correctly classified. Therefore several state-of-the-art
classification algorithms are compared to see which one has the best classification
rate. The next section discusses the emotion classification based on tweets in more
detail.

4 Emotion Recognition on Twitter
Twitter was founded in 2006 and its popularity keeps rising every day. Currently there
are over 500 million registered users who generate over 340 million tweets a day. One
of the reasons Twitter is so popular is because it is very accessible. Tweeting can be
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done from various platforms, ranging from websites, mobile apps to even toasters.1
As it is possible to tweet from a broad range of devices, Twitter is a good medium
to gather data for text classification.
Although a lot of data is available, automatic text classification is hard for a
computer due to the innumerous amount of features (words). The classification of
tweets is even harder due to the limited word count in a tweet. Automatic emotion
classification on Twitter has recently been published by Wang et al. [43] where they
use a lexicon based approach.
In order to easily allow comparison with the state-of-the-art, the same dataset
as Wang et al. [43] is used in this chapter. This dataset consists of seven emotion
classes, one more than the six basic emotions of Ekman, and is discussed in more
depth in the next subsection. As already stated, the goal of this chapter is to improve
the classification rate and additionally minimize the processing time to support realtime emotion recognition of Tweets. The state-of-the-art, nor Wang’s work contains
any indication of the processing time.

4.1 Dataset
The dataset used in this chapter is part of the large dataset from Wang et al. This
original dataset of 2,500,000 tweets was split into ten representative parts: 1 training
dataset, 8 development dataset and 1 testing dataset. For this chapter the training and
testing dataset were obtained consisting of 248,892 and 249,993 tweets respectively.
In the research of Wang, at first, the same training set was used to train the algorithm
and the testing set was used to test the algorithm. By using these two sets an accuracy
of 61.63 % was achieved by Wang et al. They were able to improve their results by
training the classifier with a 10 times larger dataset, containing 2,500,000 tweets,
which resulted in a 65.57 % accuracy. However as stated before the reduced set of
approximately 250,000 tweets is used in this chapter.
In Table 1, the emotion occurrences for both the training and the test set are
presented. As can be seen, the test set is very representative for the training set in
number of occurrences for each emotion. However, a significant imbalance between
the emotion categories can be seen. This imbalance needs to be taken into account
when choosing the parameters for the various classification algorithms. It is also
self-evident that the testing and training sets are disjoint.
All tweets were automatically annotated with hashtags such as #irritating, #nervous, #love. This was done by the Twitter users and was a fast way to create a ground
truth for all these tweets. However, this method does not take into account the fact that
the tag does not always correspond well with the content of the tweet. For example the
tweet can be meant sarcastically and therefore having the emotion angry while being
annotated with #love. It is also possible that the tweet is not in the same language as
the model is trained on, making it almost impossible to classify the tweet. In order
1 www.instructables.com/id/social-networking-for-my-toaster/.
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Table 1 Frequency of emotion occurrence in the dataset
Emotion
Training count
Training (%)
Anger
Fear
Joy
Love
Sadness
Surprise
Thankfulness
Total

57,500
13,434
70,805
30,269
61,317
2,421
13,146
248,892

23.10
5.40
28.45
12.16
24.64
0.97
5.28

Test count

Test (%)

57,530
13,877
71,194
30,223
61,591
2,391
13,187
249,993

23.01
5.55
28.48
12.09
24.64
0.96
5.28

to prevent these problems, Wang et al. randomly sampled 400 tweets which were
inspected by two annotators who indicated if the tweets are relevant or irrelevant.
A tweet was deemed relevant if the hashtag corresponded to the writer’s emotion.
Wang et al. initially started of with 5 million tweets, which were slimmed down to
2.5 million tweets by using three filtering heuristics. These filtering heuristics were
developed on the 400 randomly sampled tweets. The filters are as follows: (i) only
tweets with hashtags at the end were kept, since those are more likely to correspond
to the writer’s emotion; (ii) tweets with less than 5 words were discarded; (iii) tweets
with URLs or quotations were also removed from the dataset.
The first step in order to be able to classify tweets is to preprocess them and standardize the text.

4.2 Preprocessing
First, the emotion hashtags are removed from the dataset in order to construct the
ground-truth data. If the hashtags are kept in the dataset, data leakage [20] would be
created which results in an unrealistically good classifier. The usernames which are
lead by the at sign are kept in the dataset. The next step consist of stemming, which
reduces words to their stem. An example: kneeling, kneeled, kneels are all reduced to
kneel. As the feature space, when using learning based methods, can grow large very
quickly, reducing conjugations of the same word to their stem reduces this feature
space.
The second step in classifying the short Twitter messages is to convert them to a
feature space which can be used as input for various machine learning algorithms. As
it is important to choose both good and sufficient features, the next section discusses
the chosen feature extraction methods in more detail.
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4.3 Feature Extraction Methods
The feature extraction methods transform words and sentences into a numerical
representation (feature vectors) which can be used by the classification algorithms.
In this research, the combination of N-grams and TF-IDF feature extraction methods
is chosen in order to preserve syntactic patterns in text and solve class imbalance
respectively.

4.3.1 N-Gram Features
In the field of computational linguistics and probability, an N-gram is a contiguous
sequence of N items from a given sequence of text or speech. An N-gram of size
1 is referred to as a “unigram”, size 2 is a “bigram”, size 3 is a “trigram”. An
N-gram can be any combination of letters, syllables, words or base pairs according
to the application. The N-grams typically are collected from a text or speech corpus.
In this chapter, N-grams are used to represent a sequence of N words, including
emoticons, in the training set and used as features to convert the tweets to the feature
space. Table 2 shows an example for converting a tweet into the feature space using
unigrams, bigrams and trigrams.
As can be seen in Table 2, there are 27 possible features for the given example.
In this research a combination of 1, 2 and 3 g is used which are then passed to the
TF-IDF algorithm.

4.3.2 Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
One of the broadly used features is the bag of words representation together with
word occurrence [3], equalizing a feature value to the number of times it occurs. This
method is fairly straightforward and easy, though it has a major downside as longer
documents have higher average count values.

Table 2 An example of converting a tweet into feature space using unigrams, bigrams and trigrams
Original tweet
Converted tweet

My alarm
my alarm

just
just

never
never

works on a
works on a

Unigram
Bigram

u1
b1

u3
b2

u4

u5
b3

Trigram

t1

u2
b6

b7
t2

t4

t5
t7

saturday, #Annoying !
saturday, #annoying !

u6 u7 u8
b4
b8
b9
t3
t6
t8

u9
b5

u10
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Table 3 Results of the stochastic gradient descent classifier with occurrence count
Precision
Recall
f1-score
Number of tweets
Joy
Fear
Sadness
Thankfulness
Anger
Surprise
Love
Avg/total

0.6421
0.4678
0.6031
0.6155
0.6116
0.3570
0.4561
0.5892

0.6978
0.4023
0.5260
0.4396
0.7101
0.1702
0.4469
0.5929

0.6688
0.4326
0.5619
0.5129
0.6572
0.2305
0.4514
0.5880

71194
13877
61591
13187
57530
2391
30223
249993

As can be seen in Table 1, the dataset suffers a major imbalance, for example there
are significantly less tweets belonging to the class “fear” and “surprise” than to the
other classes. In order to see if this imbalance also reflects in the classification results
when using occurrence to construct the feature vectors, a test is done. In this test the
tweets are transformed to feature vectors by using the bag of word representation
together with word occurrence. When these feature vectors are constructed, they are
used by a stochastic gradient decent (SGD) classifier with modified huber loss [29].
When looking at the results presented in Table 3, it is safe to state that the imbalance
can be detected. As can be seen fear, surprise and love which are less represented in
the dataset, have lower precision.
To avoid these potential discrepancies, the number of occurrences of each word
in a document is divided by the total number of words in the document, called
normalization. These new features are called Term Frequencies (TF). Additionally,
weights for words that occur in many documents can be downscaled making them less
dominant than those that occur only in a small portion of the corpus. The combination
of term frequencies and downscaling weights of dominant words is called Term
Frequency Times Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF).
By composing the vocabulary for the feature vectors based on the dataset, the
feature vectors will be very high dimensional. But by combining TF-IDF and the
N-grams method, a feature vector will be very sparse. This can be beneficial if the
used algorithms can work with sparse data.

4.4 Comparison of Classification Algorithms
Now that the tweets can be converted to feature vectors, they are ready to be used
as input for various machine learning algorithms. The features of the training set are
given to nine classification algorithms for training. Four algorithms are linear classifiers that use stochastic gradient descent with different loss functions. Stochastic
gradient descent is a method where the gradient of the loss is estimated each sample
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at a time. This means that not all the samples have to be loaded into the memory at
once. This results in an algorithm that can be used on large datasets that normally
do not fit in the memory. The stochastic gradient descent algorithms respectively
use the modified huber loss, hinge loss, log loss and the perceptron loss. Because
of these different loss functions, the data will be handled differently. For example
the modified huber loss reduces the effect of the outliers much more than the log
loss function. For more information regarding stochastic gradient descent we refer to
the work of Zhang et al. [46]. Apart from the stochastic gradient descent algorithm,
the following algorithms are also used: LIBLINEAR, a linear SVM optimized for
large datasets [10]; multinomial naive bayes (MNB) [23], which is the naive bayes
algorithm implemented for multinomially distributed data; Bernoulli naive bayes
(BNB) [23], which is the naive bayes algorithm for data that is distributed according
to multivariate Bernoulli distribution; a ridge classifier [2], which is a linear classifier
that uses regularized least-squares; and a nearest centroid (NC) classifier [38], which
is known as the Rocchio classifier when using TF-IDF feature vectors for text classification. Since linear classifiers are designed to work solely for binary classification
problems, we use the One versus all combination method to combine them for the
multi-class problem presented here.
The classification results can be found in the results section below.

5 Results
As already stated, both the accuracy and time aspect are important. Both will be
discussed here. In order to compare the algorithms, the same dataset and the same
features are used for each algorithm. Therefore, the training and testing set of both
approximately 250,000 tweets are transformed to the feature space by using a combination of uni-, bi- and tri-grams together with TF-IDF.

5.1 Classification Metrics
In order to be able to compare the performance of the nine algorithms, four error
measurements are compared: accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score for which the
formulas can be seen in Eqs. 1–4, with |TP| being the amount of true positive classifications; |TN|, the amount of true negative classifications; |FP|, the amount of false
positive classifications and |FN|, the amount of false negative classifications.
For comparison reasons the results for a random classifier and also classification
according to the majority class are added. Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 show comparisons of the
different metrics. The Wang et al. normal bar indicate the results of Wang et al. on
the same dataset which is used here. Wang et al. large indicate the results of Wang
et al. on the extended dataset of 2,500,000 tweets.
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Fig. 3 Accuracy comparison of the different classifiers. The best one is shaded

Fig. 4 Precision comparison of the different classifiers. The best one is shaded

accuracy =

|T P| + |T N |
|T P| + |F P| + |F N | + |T N |

(1)

|T P|
|T P| + |F P|

(2)

precision =
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Fig. 5 Recall comparison of the different classifiers. The best one is shaded

recall =
f 1 − score =

|T P|
|T P| + |F N |

2|T P|
2|T P| + |P N | + |F N |

(3)

(4)

As can be seen in Fig. 3, almost all results give a comparable result especially the
linear classifiers. However, as can be seen, SGD with a modified huber loss is the
best classifier. Note that, although in this chapter only 250,000 tweets are used for
all the tests, the accuracy improves by 5.01 % compared to Wang et al. when the
same dataset size is used, and even slightly improves by 1.07 % compared to when
the ten times bigger dataset is used. Comparison with Wang’s results based on their
precision, recall and f1-score is not possible as these are not provided for the normal
dataset. However, when comparing the results of Wang et al. where the large dataset
is used, as already stated, an improvement in accuracy (1.07 %) is achieved, but also
in precision (2.42 %), recall (1.05 %) and f1-score (0.75 %).
In order to make sure these results are not solely achieved by the division of the
data in training and test set, the data is divided again for a 10-fold cross validation
test. The classification is done with SGD with modified huber loss. In Table 4. The
results can be seen, as well as the improvements compared to the previous results
and the results of Wang et al. As can be seen by using 10-fold cross validation the
accuracy improvement rises to 5.83 %
In order to illustrate the confusion of the classifiers, normalized confusion matrices
are also constructed for the nine algorithms, see Fig. 7. As can be seen, BNB and
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Fig. 6 f1-score comparison of the different classifiers. The best one is shaded

Table 4 Results of 10-fold cross validation on the normal dataset with SGD modified huber loss
Accuracy (%)
Precision (%)
Recall (%)
f1-score (%)
10-fold cross
validation
Δ SGD modified
huber on normal
dataset
Δ Wang et al.
large dataset
Δ Wang et al.
normal dataset

67.46 (σ 0.26)

68.52 (σ 0.22)

67.41 (σ 0.21)

66.21 (σ 0.23)

0.81

1.03

0.76

0.69

1.89

3.45

1.82

1.44

5.83

–

–

–

σ is the standard deviation

MNB are the two classifiers which confuse a lot of emotions. It can also be seen
that the linear classifiers give similar results. Though fear sometimes gets confused
with joy, and surprise sometimes with joy and sadness. The classifier which generally
doesn’t confuse specific emotions apart from surprise with joy, is the nearest centroid
classifier. For all the classifiers it can be stated that there is a bias toward joy, which
can be explained as this is the biggest class in the dataset.
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Fig. 7 Confusion matrix of the classification algorithms. J = Joy, F = Fear, S 1 = Sadness, T =
Thankful, A = Anger, S 2 = Surprise, L = Love

5.2 Time Measurement
Another important aspect in real-time emotion classification is timing. Therefore,
the processing time has to be as small as possible. The processing time presented in
Table 5 contains the transformation of the test set to the feature space and the emotion
classification itself. The server implementation is written in Python with the scikitlearn library [29] and executed on a dual-socket quad-core Intel Xeon Harpertown
(L5420) 2.5 GHz CPU with 8 gb RAM. As can be seen, all nine algorithms are
suitable to work in real-time.
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Table 5 Time measurements for classifying the test set which contains 249,993 tweets by the nine
algorithms
Average entire
Standard
Average per
Standard
test set (s)
deviation (s)
tweet (µs)
deviation (µs)
SGD modified
hubber
SGD hinge
SGD log
SGD log
LIBLINEAR
MNB
BNB
Ridge classifier
Nearest centroid

26.85

1.43

107.41

5.73

26.88
26.89
26.88
26.80
26.80
27.22
26.79
27.49

1.46
1.46
1.46
1.35
1.34
1.40
1.33
1.44

107.54
107.57
107.55
107.23
107.23
108.89
107.19
109.96

5.84
5.85
5.85
5.43
5.38
5.63
5.34
5.79

6 Conclusions
In this chapter, nine state-of-the-art classification algorithms are compared with focus
on (1) improving the results compared to the results from Wang et al. and (2) achieving real-time classification of tweets. The classification algorithms all use the same
features. These features consist of a combination of uni-, bi- and trigrams with TFIDF. TF-IDF is used because the dataset suffers from imbalance, while a combination
of uni-,bi-, and trigrams is used to capture the syntactic patterns in the tweets which
would be lost if only unigrams were used.
The best classification results are achieved by stochastic gradient descent with a
modified huber loss. This best accuracy score is 5.83 % better than the state-of-the-art
provided by Wang et al. It is shown that especially the chosen features are the reason
for the improvement of the classification metrics. These features are extracted from
the tweets themselves instead of using dictionaries as in a lexicon based approach.
When looking at the time aspect of the classification, it can be seen that the
classification is done in real-time as the processing time is between 107.23 µs and
109.69 µs for transforming one tweet to a feature vector and classifying its underlying
emotion. Compared to a moment in history where the amount of tweets peaked,
namely the Super Bowl of 2013 which generated 268,000 tweets per minute,2 it
is possible to conclude there is even room left for other preprocessing techniques
to improve the precision of the classification results while classifying the tweets in
real-time.
To conclude, it can be said that a learning based approach for emotion recognition
is a good alternativefor a lexicon based approach. This chapter also proves that

2 http://cnet.co/14LcGx9.
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emotion recognition can be made very lightweight and fast, which is for example
needed to support emotion recognition on mobile devices, allowing a wide spread
use in every mobile app.
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A New Linguistic Approach to Assess
the Opinion of Users in Social Network
Environments
Luigi Lancieri and Eric Leprêtre

Abstract This article describes an automated technique that allows to differentiate
texts expressing a positive or a negative opinion. The basic principle is based on
the observation that positive texts are statistically shorter than negative ones. From
this observation of the psycholinguistic human behavior, we derive a heuristic that
is employed to generate connoted lexicons with a low level of prior knowledge.
The lexicon is then used to compute the level of opinion of an unknown text. Our
primary motivation is to reduce the need of the human implication (domain and
language) in the generation of the lexicon in order to have a process with the highest
possible autonomy. The resulting adaptability would represent an advantage with
free or approximate expression commonly found in social networks environment.
Keywords Sentiment analysis
classification · Length of text
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Human expression
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1 Introduction
In the last decade there has been an increasing effort in the linguistic and data-mining
community to address the question of the computation of the opinion from a textual
content. Opinion mining is often viewed as a sub-field of sentiment analysis that, as
the discourse analysis or the linguistic psychology, seek to evaluate affective state
through the analyze of natural language. Nevertheless, many researchers define sentiment, loosely, as a negative or a positive opinion [18, 20]. This relatively new field
is promising from a scientific point of view because of its large possible applications.
The challenges are linked to the huge quantity of data available. Thus, applications
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such as business intelligence, trend forecasting or recommendation systems would
take benefits from opinion mining.
The basic principle generally starts with the necessity to use or to generate a lexicon that makes a link between words and their opinion value. Then, this lexicon will
be used to rate a text by combining the opinion value of each of its words. Unfortunately, the generation of this lexicon is not obvious because of the complexity of the
language rules or of the diversity of the modes of expression. Indeed, the language is
alive, evolves and is subject to all kinds of exceptions or common mistakes. It is not
rare to find sentences with mixed opinions, with several sources (e.g. quotation of
other persons) or several targets of the opinion (e.g. comparison of products or features). The literature is full of examples of expressions where the same word can be
interpreted differently depending on its use in the sentence. All theses cases introduce
biases in the opinion interpretation and reduce the performance of a computational
evaluation. Denecke shows, for example, that Senti-WordNet (lexicon with opinion
labels, see below) has difficulties to evaluate news articles that are generally wrote in
central style. In such a case, the accuracy of the classification stood to 40 % [8]. The
task is even more difficult in social networks environments that are heterogeneous
and noisy by nature. The freedom of expression that tends to lead to abbreviations
or malformed sentences does not fit to standard lexicons. It is important to point out
that not only the generation of the lexicon is tough from a linguistic point of view
but also, a lexicon is highly context dependent. In other words, each context in a
specific language needs a dedicated effort to solve these unobvious problems. In the
same way, existing lexicons cannot be easily transposed in other languages or other
contexts.
In consequence, facilitate the production of the lexicon seems to be a major
research issue. Apart the manually generated lexicons, there are several, more or less,
automated solutions. Often using machine learning techniques, researchers attempt
to make easy the lexicon generation and try to offer a better adaptivity to these
multiple variations. But, how far can we go into this simplification?
It is difficult to have a clear answer to this question but the state of the art shows
that there is a huge potential of progress. Indeed there are very few works focusing on
the adaptable generation of the lexicon. In contrast, obtaining a better performance in
the polarity computation has been extensively discussed and seems to have a limited
margin of progress. Indeed, we can notice that in the 29 studies from 1997 to 2009,
reported by Mejova, 19 reveal more than 80 % of accuracy and 6 of them more than
90 % [20].
In this paper, we present our contribution that takes profit of the natural asymmetry of the expression of opinions. In short, this psycholinguistic feature of the
human behavior makes that negative narrations are longer than positive ones. This is
observable in situations of “free expression” such as when users give, on-line, their
feeling on their buy or on the merchants quality. Probably because there is less to
say when all is going well than when it is going bad, negative posts are statistically
longer than positive ones. We find that, with enough of such independent narrations,
the length of the text can be used to automatically differentiate positive from negative
vocabulary and generate a list of words with polarity tags. Such lexicons can then be
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used to evaluate the opinion of an unknown text. Since the need of prior knowledge
is limited, the human involvement in the generation process is very low and do not
need to be technically or linguistically specialized. This allows to create a lexicon
as frequently as needed, for a specific domain or language. In order to validate our
theory, we collected consumers textual feedbacks and their associated (stars) ratings.
First, we generate the lexicon with a first subset of the users’ comments. The ratings
are not used in the lexicon generation phase. Then, we compute the opinions values
of the second subset and we compare the result with the users’ ratings.
The rest of this paper is organized in 5 other sections where we first develop a
state of the art on opinion-mining. In the section three, we develop the basis of our
main hypothesis regarding the relation between the opinion polarity and the length
of the expression. Then we present our proposal and the associated results and finally
we discuss its perspectives and limitations.

2 State of the Art on Opinion-Mining
Opinion mining techniques can be roughly segmented in two categories as they are
bottom-up or top-down. Even if a lexicon is always needed, the way to create it
can widely differ. The first category needs the most prior knowledge and starts from
existing lexicons often manually adapted to include sentiment knowledge tags. The
second approach uses a series of textual documents that have been globally annotated.
An example is a 5 lines long text of a customer comment provided with a 4 stars
rating. These couples of comments/ratings are used to infer the polarity of words
and to generate a reference lexicon containing words and their polarity. These two
opposed approaches have also been combined.

2.1 Lexicons Generation
In this study, we define a lexicon as a list of words with one or several language
attributes. This can include a basic list of words with polarity tags or a more complex
dictionary with grammatical and sentiment class attributes. The polarity or the affect
annotations can be added in several manners but in all cases it needs prior knowledges.
Most of the time, sentiment based lexicons have been manually constructed by
extending general purpose lexicons associating words with affects categories and
degree of relatedness with these categories [7, 24]. The probably well-known example is the public domain Princeton WordNet lexicon [19] that has lead to several
other versions. The original WordNet is now available in around 80 languages but it
is rather static and difficultly open to new languages, to emerging words or to multiple
domains. As examples of sensitive lexicons extended from WordNet, we can mention
WordNet-Affect that contains labels linking words with several affective categories
[23] or Senti-WordNet that adds polarity and subjectivity labels [12]. WordNet has
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also been used to automatically generate basic lists of positive and negative terms
[14, 15]. Let us also mention, among other examples, the Harvard General Inquirer
lexicon from both the “Harvard” and “Lasswell” general-purpose dictionaries [22].
The Scientific communities also provide manually annotated databases1 that can
be used as language resources or for studies validation. Other initiatives as MIT
media Lab Open Mind Common Sense focus on the build of a large knowledge
from the contributions of thousands of people across the Web. Basic facts including
emotional ones are provided by users (e.g. The sun is very hot). Such sentences are
analyzed in order to extract concepts, ontologies or basic positive-negative lists of
words (see also Cyc.com) [17, 25]. In other cases, resources manually rated such as
movies, products or merchant rating available on customer opinion web sites are also
often used (CNET, eBay, TripAdvisor, IMDB). The idea is here to use a machine
learning algorithm in order to extract a link between words and the rated comment
and predict the opinion of an unrated text [6, 13].

2.2 Identifying the Polarity of Words
The automation of the lexicon generation involves the use of heuristics that, in short,
provide to the algorithm a part of the human expertise. Thus, the identification of the
polarity of words can be done using more or less complex methods. In bag-of-words,
terms are considered as independent parts of the speech. Elementary grammatical
features of words that are known to have polarity values (adjectives, adverb, negation,
intensifier, diminisher) are used to separate them. Adjectives or adverbs are then
organized in binary classes or associated to a position in a continuum between the two
extreme polarities [21]. But, adjectives are not always the best opinion descriptors.
For example, in the sentence, there was a lot of noise in this hotel, all the negative
weight resides in the noun noise. If we replace it by the noun facilities, the sentence
become positive. This shows that, beyond adjectives or adverbs, the polarity depends
on a larger range of terms individually or in association. Unfortunately, bags of words
neglect the position of words in the sentence and only take into account their presence
or their frequency. Alternatively, as suggested by common sense and experiments, the
n-gram technique that uses the parts-of-speech patterns has a better efficiency. A basic
example is the following where a negation (no, not) involves a very different polarity
depending on its position in the sentence (this book was not good—no wonder, every
one love this book). The co-occurrence of words is also a key criterion. In short, it is
assumed that words that have the same polarity are often found together or more or
less close in a sentence. This relationship between words can be computed following
different techniques as LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis), PMI (Pointwise Mutual
information), Chi-Squared test of independence [6].

1 TREC

(Text Retrieval Conference), NTCIR (NII Text Collection for IR), CLEF (Cross Language
Evaluation Forum).
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Recent works exploit the research and the analysis of seeds words in an unknown
text. Seeds [25] have an evident polarity (well, good, bad, …) and are used to collect
other connoted words. The criterion used to extend these lists can be the level of
proximity with the seeds. [11]. A statistic analysis of the collected words helps to
refine the lists. This technique needs less expert implication but it requires a good
knowledge of the target language and domain. Not only the seeds have to be chosen
carefully but in case of domain oriented vocabulary some words may be connoted
differently (cold is negative for the evaluation of a restaurant but can be positive in
other domains as for describing the quality of a fridge). Actually, the influence of
the domain is known as a key issue not only for the opinion mining but also for the
knowledge management in general. Consequently, several researches have tackled
the sensitivity to the domains or in other words to see how to use a lexicon from one
topic to another [4, 11].

3 Opinion and Length of Expression
Even if it is clear that taking into account associations of words (n-gram, seeds, …)
provides better performances than a simple bag-of-words method, it is still a question
to identify the optimal length of this association [1, 21, 24]. This issue has raised the
attention of the community with the spread of micro-blogging platforms, as Twitter,
where the size of the message is strongly limited [3, 5, 10].
Nevertheless, from our knowledge, the literature does not provide example of
study that takes into account the difference of the expression length in order to statistically separate positive from negative vocabulary and generate lexicons. Though,
this psycholinguistic feature of the human expression has already been observed by
researchers.
Anderson, for example, has stated that unsatisfied customers engage themselves
in greater word-of-mouth than satisfied ones [2]. In the same domain, another study
based on reviews of customers shows that positive opinions contain 4 times less words
in average than negative ones [16]. In another context, observing the expression
of emotions in computer mediated communication as e-mails, Derks sees that in
case of negative situations as conflicts, Emoticons are not enough. This leads to
more communication between individuals to solve the problem, whereas in positive
situations, a simple smiley can be sufficient [9]. It is also surprising to observe that
the performance of automated sentiment miners tends to be better within positive
texts than within negative ones. This confirms the observation of Gindl [13] and
leads to the assumption that positive words are more used in negative opinions that
negative words in positive opinions. This would imply that positive opinions are less
ambiguous probably due to its conciseness.
In order to confirm the strong link between the polarity of an opinion and the
length of its expression, we present a first statistical view involving three different
languages. The Figure 1, corresponds to a data set that contains 5014 users’ opinions
in French collected on the mareduc.com website. This website is convenient because
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Fig. 1 Relation between
text length and ranking of
appreciation

the rating is given on a wide range (from 0 to 10), which gives a better precision.
This is pretty rare because, comparatively, most of the ranks range from 1 to 5. Each
point in this plot represents the average rating for a class of opinions corresponding
to a range of length. For example, the first dot means that the opinions having less
than 10 words have an average rank of 8.5 (i.e. very good). The second dot involve
that all opinions between 10 and 20 words have an average rank of 8.1, etc.
In order to have an alternative view of the polarity-length relation, we made
another measure with 2 other languages having a different graphic representation
form (English and Chinese). This measure is not completely comparable with the
previous one in French, for several reasons. First, the ranking system is not the same,
from 1 to 5 (stars) instead of 0 to 10. Secondly the context is different (hotel instead
of High Tech). This is important to consider since it seems reasonable to think that
some contexts induce more verbalization than others. We do not test this hypothesis
here, we only focus on the polarity-length relation. The set in English is the same as
that used for the main experiment (see detailed statistics in the methodology section),
the Chinese set is composed of 808 opinions. Table 1 shows the words distribution
according to the 2 main polarities (Positive stand for rank 4 and 5, Negative for rank
1 and 2).
Even if the difference between the average length may differ from one language
(or one context) to another, we see that the polarity-length relation is consistent. Messages with a positive opinion tend to be shorter than the negative ones. Of course,
a larger statistical experiment is needed with more languages, more contexts and a
more significant number of opinions. Nevertheless, we have reasonable clues showing that this relation is true whatever the language and whatever the context. This is
a psycholinguistic invariant of the human behavior.

Table 1 Average number of words (or ideograms) per opinion
Languages
Positive polarity
English (words)
Chinese (ideograms)

98
177

Negative polarity
169
200
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4 Methodology
The core of our proposal consists in to take advantage of this natural relation in
order to build a contextualized lexicon that will be used to compute the opinion of
an unknown text. In order to validate our approach, we propose two experiments
allowing to compare two methods of lexicons generation. The first one uses the
polarity-length relation. The second uses the seeds method. Both experiments use
the same set of data.
We collected 20,400 users’ reviews in English that include comments (68 words
average length) and the rating (0–5 stars) from the well known epinion.com web site.
This dataset was divided in two parts. The validation set (V) was randomly composed
of 1381 texts (96,488 words) from the initial set. The rest of the initial set was used
to compose several learning sets (L) in order to evaluate the influence of the size
of the learning set. The L subset contains only the comments (i.e. without rating)
and is used for the generation of the lexicon. Then we use this lexicon to compute
the opinion value of the comments of the V subset (each text independently) and
we compare the results with the users rating. In order to estimate the quality of the
lexicon generation process we use the recall, precision, and f-index ratios for the
positive (Rp,Pp,Fp) and the negative class of opinions (Rn,Pn,Fn).
R=

R I ∩ Rt
RI

P=

R I ∩ Rt
Rt

F = 2.

P.R
P+R

(1)

In these formula, a relevant document (Rl) is an opinion text that corresponds
correctly to its rating (positive or negative class). A retrieved document (Rt) is a text
that has been affected by the process to a specific rating class. Thus, the recall is
the percentage of all relevant items identified by the process or in other word, the
average probability of complete identification. Symmetrically, the precision is the
number of correctly affected items divided by the number of all affected items or
in other words, the average probability of relevant affectations. The F-measure as
an harmonic mean, balances the precision and recall into an unique indicator. More
details and useful links can be found on wikipedia if an introduction is needed on
these indicators.

4.1 Polarity-Length Method
At the beginning, the comments of the L set were randomly dispatched into two
subsets P0 and N0 that can be viewed as two kinds of bag-of-words with a loss of
organization between words. These two sets will be progressively refined through
several iterations where new sets (P1, N1 to Pn, Nn) will be generated from the
previous ones. At each iteration i, Pi and Ni will be used to generate 2 steps lexicons
Lpi, Lni. Let us remark that whereas Pi, Ni aggregate the same number of comments
and thus can contain several times the same words, the union of Lpi and Lni sets
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contains only one occurrence of a word. At the last iteration, Lpn and Lnn are expected
to contain words with respectively a positive and a negative polarity.
At the second step, the frequency of P0 and N0 words are computed in order to
generate the Lp0 and Ln0 lexicons. Thus, a specific word will be stored in Lp0, in
Ln0 or discarded depending on the difference of frequency it has on the two subsets
P0, N0. This operation applied at each iteration allows to eliminate articles or others
neutral words that have a similar frequency in all kind of texts. Since connoted words
are less frequents, they will be kept in the Lp0, Ln0 lexicons with a higher probability
than neutral words (even with a random classification).
Differential frequency algorithm
For each unique word :Wi C (Pi U Ni)
if (Freq(Wi) in Pi) > (2*freq(Wi) in Ni)
then Wi is stored as unique in Lpi
else if (Freq(Wi) in Ni) > (2*freq(Wi) in Pi)
then Wi is stored as unique in Lni
else Wi is discarded
End for

In the third step, the goal is to start the agglomeration of words having the same
polarity in the same sets (Lpi or Lni). We take again the L subset and, for each
comment, we compute its level of polarity (Pij) with the following formula. For
example, if a comment is composed of 13 words where 10 appear in Lp0 and 3 in
Ln0. The polarity of this comment would be equal to 0.53 (i.e. 10 − 3/10 + 3).
Pi j =

Car d(T j W or ds ∈ L pi) − Car d(T j W or ds ∈ Lni)
Car d(T j W or ds ∈ L pi) + Car d(T j W or ds ∈ Lni)

(2)

If Pij is ranging between +1 and K (see below), it is assumed to be of positive
polarity. Negative, if it is between −K and −1 and neutral if its between −K and K.
Then, if Pij is positive, all words of the text Tj, recognized either in Lp0 or Ln0, are
stored in P1. If Pij is negative, the text words recognized are stored in N1. Then the
frequency algorithm is processed again but now on P1 and N1 in order to generate Lp1
and Ln1. Statistically speaking, each set (Lp1, ln1) should be a bit more consistent
in term of polarity than Lp0 and Ln0, even if this polarity (positive or negative) is
not yet known.
In the fourth step, the number of words in P1 and N1 will decide of this polarity. If
N1 has more words than P1 then Ln1 is considered as the negative step sub-lexicon
and Lp1 the positive one, else Lp1 become the negative one (and is renamed Ln1)
and Ln1 the positive one.
All the process from the third stage is iterated until Lpn, Lnn is considered as
stable. (experimentally, N = 20 iterations was found as enough, see Fig. 4). Then we
built the final consensus lexicons on the basis of the words present in the Z = N/2 (i.e.
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Fig. 2 Polarity-length lexicon processing

10) last step learning lexicons of the same polarity (lp11, lp12, …, lp20 → final Lp;
Ln11, Ln12, …, Ln20 → final Ln). Words are kept in the final consensus lexicons if
they appear in more than C = Z/2 (i.e. 5) of the Z lexicons. The organogram of the
Fig. 2 synthesizes the whole processing operations.
The value of the K, Z and C parameters is important. The distance [−k, +k]
correspond to the neutral polarity proportion. In order to simplify, we considered
that each category (positive, negative and neutral) are proportionally equivalent (i.e.
K = 0.3). That means that the probability that a text fall in one of these categories is
estimated as identical (33 %). Actually, this depends on the context and it even seems
that, most of the time, negative messages are over represented [16]. K should, also,
be different from zero in order to avoid oscillations in the learning process. The N
parameter, linked to the need of having a complete learning process, results mainly
from the experimental observation. As that can be seen in the Fig. 4, the iterated
process stabilizes itself pretty rapidly. Furthermore, it is important to have in mind
that since we choose to limit prior knowledge, we have no means, except the use
of a heuristic to know when the learning process would be at its optimum. The Z
and C parameters as in a vote process define the level of consensus to build the final
lexicon.
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4.2 Seeds Method
As explained in the state of the art, the seeds method starts from few key words which
polarity is known. These words will be used to look for similarities into unknown
texts in order to collect new words which polarity will be induced from the nearness
with seeds words. All these words (including seeds) will compose the generated
lexicon.
In the organogram of the Fig. 3, Wij represents the seeds with i[1, n] the index
number and j[p, n] the polarity negative or positive. Lj represents the positive or
negative sub lexicon with j[p, n]. Tk represents the unknown texts with k[1, m] the
index number among texts. Pu with u[1, q] is the phrase that is associated to a text.
For example, P4T2 would represents the fourth phrase of the second text.
In the first step (1), the user defines several initial seeds words. Then (2), we collect
the texts needed for this learning step. In the iteration loop (3)(6), for all phrases Pu
of the texts Tk, if a seed word (of p or n set) appears in the phrase PuTk, then all the

Fig. 3 Seeds method lexicon processing
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words of the phrase are stored in the appropriate sub-lexicon (p or n). The frequency
of occurrence of each of these words is also stored in the p or n sub-lexicon. At this
stage, the Lp and Ln sub-lexicons may have several words in common such as articles
or neutral words that can be encountered as well in phrases of positive or negative
connotation. The frequency analysis step (4) consists in comparing the frequency of
a word appearing in both Lp and Ln in order to decide if it will be discarded or kept
in one of the sub-lexicons. This algorithm is the same as that used in the previous
section (see differential frequency algorithm). Finally (5), the two sub-lexicons will
be merged and ready to use for the opinions computation.

5 Results
In this section, we compare the results of the polarity-length method with those of
the seeds approach.

5.1 Experimental Validation of the Polarity-Length Method
In order to have a synthesis of the performances, we define 3 classes of opinions with
their rating (negative: 1–2 stars, neutral: 3, positive: 4–5 stars). The estimated opinion
was computed from the textual comment in order to fit the same scale (i.e. adapted
from the Pij formula). In the ideal situation the user stars rating should correspond to
the computed one. The sensitivity of the L size on the performances was evaluated
with 8 tested sizes (from 364 to 7053 kB). The performances are reported in the two
following tables. The Table 2 presents the ratios with the final consensus lexicons.
These results of the full automated process can be compared with that of the Table 3
with the best values during the 20 steps. This comparison shows that most of the
time the consensus lexicons give the best results.
We can see that the size of the learning set is not a clear criterion to have good
performances (see in Table 2, F-index for 5014, 6124 and 7053 kB). It is important to
remind that each L set was composed randomly from the original set. This involves
that words are not always the same and can cause different lexicons even if the
process was run several times with the same set size. This is the main reason that
causes important changes in performances even in the final lexicons. This means that
the aggregation process that generate these lexicons does not completely catch the
optimum performances but succeed to avoid the lower ones. Nevertheless, as shows
the Fig. 4 (with 3 examples of L size), the learning process converge pretty rapidly
with stable results in the last steps. Also, we see that a size of learning set L from 4 to
7 MB provides reasonable results. In this figure, we can also observe the oscillations
of the F-index near the inversion of the lexicons polarity (fourth learning step, see
Fig. 2) generally observed at the third iteration. At this point, the lexicons start to
become consistent from the polarity point of view. Before this point of equilibrium,
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Table 2 Results with the consensus lexicon
Size
Pp
Pn
P
Rp
(kB)
364
1111
2045
2971
3901
5014
6124
7053

65.1
70.3
64.6
67.8
93.2
86.8
74.7
85.8

65.2
68.9
72.2
66.6
74.9
80.7
74.8
86.0

65.1
69.6
67.5
67.2
81.4
83.4
74.8
85.9

Table 3 The best F-index results
Size
Pp
Pn
P
(kB)
364
1111
2045
2971
3901
5014
6124
7053

65.1
77.6
64.6
65.9
89.1
85.7
74.3
84.9

65.2
86.4
72.2
73.3
85.4
82.6
78.6
86.7

65.1
81.4
67.5
68.9
87.2
84.1
76.3
85.8

Rn

R

Fp

Fn

F

62.3
65.9
76.2
63.5
64.3
74.9
73.5
84.8

60.7
68.7
51.4
66.8
94.8
86.7
72.3
82.3

61.5
67.3
63.8
65.2
79.5
80.8
72.9
83.6

63.7
68.0
69.9
65.6
76.1
80.4
74.1
85.3

62.9
68.8
60.0
66.7
83.7
83.6
73.5
84.1

63.3
68.4
65.6
66.2
80.4
82.1
73.8
84.7

Rp

Rn

R

Fp

Fn

F

62.3
83.9
76.2
75.8
81.4
79.2
77.1
85.0

60.7
68.7
51.4
57.1
86.6
85.0
69.1
82.5

61.5
76.3
63.8
66.5
84.0
82.1
73.1
83.8

63.7
80.7
69.9
70.5
85.1
82.4
75.6
84.9

62.9
76.5
60.0
64.2
86.0
83.8
73.6
84.6

63.3
78.7
65.6
67.7
85.6
83.1
74.7
84.8

the content of the lexicons is still too random to allow to identify the appropriate
polarity.
It is also interesting to analyze the influence of the learning set (L) size on the
features of the final lexicon. The Table 4 provides this information for the 8 possible
sizes of L. We can observe that the number of words in the final lexicon is not
proportional to that of L. The ratio of the number of words of L over that of the final
lexicon vary from 0.24 to 1.25 % depending on the size of the learning set.
Finally, in order to have a general view of the performances, we computed the
average result with 4 learning sets (average of 7172 reviews) an 4 validation sets
(average 716 reviews). We applied the main algorithm (Fig. 2) to each learning set
and we measured the results on each validation set. The statistical data corresponding
to these 16 tests are reported in the Table 5.
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Fig. 4 Convergence of the
Learning process

Table 4 Relations between the learning set and the final lexicons features
Size L (kB)
Nb texts in L
Nb words in L
Nb words in Lpn + Lnn
364
1111
2045
2971
3901
5014
6124
7053

980
2980
5480
7980
10,480
13,480
16,480
18,980

66,654
202,981
373,352
541,472
710,905
913,963
1,116,462
1,286,107

773
1214
1624
2067
1767
2908
3079
3224

Table 5 Average results
F index for 16 tests
Average
STD
Max
Min

81.6
3.8
86.9
73.4

5.2 Seeds Based Method
The use of seeds seems to be the most powerful actual method but the choice of
the initial key words (the seeds) may have a strong influence on the final results.
In this part of the experiment, we take again the learning set that provide the better
results (7053 kB) and the validation set and we build the final lexicon on the basis
of the seeds method. In order to show the sensitivity to the initial seeds, we use four
examples of 6 seeds (3 positives and 3 negatives) and we compute the precision,
recall and F ratio. The first set provides equivalent performance compared with our
method. In the second and the third set we changed only one world respectively with
negative (set 2) and positive polarity (set 3). In the last set, we change several words
for each polarity.
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Table 6 Recall, precision and F-index using the seeds method
Seed set Pp
Pn
P
Rp
Rn
R
1
2
3
4

•
•
•
•

90
86
83
39

83
73
74
44

86
78
78
42

75
64
63
23

89
85
83
52

82
74
73
38

Fp

Fn

F

82
73
72
29

86
79
78
48

84
76
75
40

Seeds set 1: super, excellent, perfectly, bad, poor, expensive;
Seeds set 2: super, excellent, perfectly, bad, noisy, expensive;
Seeds set 3: super, excellent, recommend, bad, poor, expensive;
Seeds set 4: good, excellent, friendly, poor, noise, bad;

The results show clearly that the seeds method is very sensitive to the choice of
the worlds even with a careful attention to the context (here, users’ comments on
hotels). The case of the last set is very interesting. We can observe that even with
words that are evidently consistent in polarity and in context, the performances are
very bad. The reason is probably due to the representativity level of the seeds words
in the learning set. It is important to say that each of these words is present in the
learning set but with a different frequency of occurrence (Table 6).

5.3 Comparison Between Methods
As landmarks, let us remind (see introduction section) that most of the studies obtain
more than 80 % of accuracy [20]. Moreover, we see that the seeds and polaritylength method have at best, similar performances but with less stable results for seeds
method that in addition is more knowledge greedy. It needs more prior knowledge
and the process has to be controlled precisely (lexicon generation). Indeed, the seeds
method needs either a linguistic and a domain expertise in order to chose the most
accurate seeds words or a good learning set in order to statistically compensate the
lack of representativity of a specific seed. The lesser stability of this method could
be explained by the difficulty to evaluate the added value of this expertise and the
effort necessary to gather the proper learning context (seeds, learning set, …)

6 Discussion
In this paper, we developed several hypothesis related to the psycholinguistic feature
of the free individual human expression. First, we present the polarity-length relation
that states that the length of the free expression is as long as the opinion polarity is
negative. Second, that this feature is true whatever the language and whatever the topic
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domain of this expression. Finally, we show that this feature can be used, practically,
to enhance an automated process designed to compute the opinion. Even if these
hypothesis need more in-depth evidences, we provide steady clues presenting the
polarity-length as an invariance of the human behavior. Not only our approach allows
a better adaptivity to multiples languages and domains but also a better tolerance
to errors, misspellings or approximate expressions (e.g. linguistics shortcuts as in
twitter).
Anyway, our methodology has some limitations. Even if we do not need to have
a strong knowledge about the collected texts, we need to know that they contain
opinions for a majority of them (customer or blog feedbacks, …). The other limit is
that the inconsistency of the sources, in terms of domains, is difficult to be controlled
if we want to completely avoid the human interventions. Thus, a complete blind
approach could reduces the performances but this can be enough if the goal is a
rough classification. Furthermore, as our first goal was to validate the interest of
the polarity-length heuristic, we spent low efforts on the question of the syntactic
analysis which could be improved. Indeed, our basic bag-of-words strategy can takes
benefits from the lot of studies done on this field (n-gram).
In terms of perspectives, outside the improvements that we have just evoked, we
wish to evaluate the potential of this approach in several practical applications where
the opinion is a key added value.
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Visual Analysis of Topical Evolution
in Unstructured Text: Design and Evaluation
of TopicFlow
Alison Smith, Sana Malik and Ben Shneiderman

Abstract Topic models are regularly used to provide directed exploration and a
high-level overview of a corpus of unstructured text. In many cases, it is important
to analyze the evolution of topics over a time range. In this work, we present an
application of statistical topic modeling and alignment (binned topic models) to group
related documents into automatically generated topics and align the topics across a
time range. Additionally, we present TopicFlow, an interactive tool to visualize the
evolution of these topics. The tool was developed using an iterative design process
based on feedback from expert reviewers. We demonstrate the utility of the tool
with a detailed analysis of a corpus of data collected over the period of an academic
conference, and demonstrate the effectiveness of this visualization for reasoning
about large data by a usability study with 18 participants.
Keywords Statistical topic modeling · Data visualization
processing, NLP · Topic evolution · TopicFlow

·

Natural language

1 Introduction
Statistical topic modeling is a well known technique for discovering the “topics”
that occur in a collection of documents. Topic modeling has been used to provide
a high-level overview of a corpus as well as directed exploration [14]. Typically,
topic modeling is applied as a “batch” process and leads to topics that cover the
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entire corpus but don’t take into account the fact that topics may change over time.
Although this is sufficient in some cases, the increasing availability of streaming data
has given rise to a number of Use Cases that require an understanding of the evolution
of topics. For example, a public relations team would like to monitor how discussion
about the company they are representing changes over time; campaign managers
may want to understand how their candidate’s public perception has changed over
time with respect to how they have been represented in the media; a news team would
want to identify emerging topics representative of “breaking news”; and researchers
may want to track how published work has shifted over time within their respective
fields.
Techniques exist for modeling the evolution of topics, but this work does not typically lend itself to identifying emerging topics or modeling the flow of topics as they
converge, diverge, and end. Additionally, because these algorithms explicitly incorporate time into the underlying topic modeling algorithm, they are not generalizable
to alternative topic modeling implementations (entity topic modeling, hierarchical
topic modeling, etc.) and incorporating additional features.
We present binned topic models, an application of statistical topic modeling that is
well-suited for studying topic evolution on streaming text data. This technique models
complex trends over time, and is particularly suited for discovering emerging topics
and following topic divergence and completion. Binned topic models are topic models
generated independently for adjacent time slices of text data, so topics generated at
one slice do not directly correspond to the topics of another. To align the topics
we use the cosine similarity metric. Displaying the results of topic modeling, and in
particular topic evolution, is a difficult problem. In this paper, we provide a solution to
this problem with our visualization tool, TopicFlow, which visualizes the emergence,
convergence, and divergence of complex topics in a data stream.1
In this paper, we:
1. Describe an analysis technique for text data over adjacent time slices, binned
topic models and alignment, which is an application of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2] to time-stamped documents at independent time intervals and
alignment of the resulting topics,
2. Introduce TopicFlow, an interactive visualization tool that aligns similar topics
between time slices and displays topics as they emerge, converge, and diverge
over a given time period, thereby identifying and providing insights that would
otherwise go unnoticed, and
3. Present a multi-part evaluation of TopicFlow that shows its usefulness for following the flow of topics in text.

1 This

work is an extension of our prior work [13], in which we originally introduced TopicFlow as
a Twitter analysis tool. A video demonstrating this work can be found here: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=qqIlvMOQaOE\&feature=youtu.be
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2 Related Work
TopicFlow covers two main areas: automatic topic detection by generating topics
from a high volume of unstructured text and trend visualization over time.

2.1 Topic Detection
Existing tools follow trends in user-generated web content, however, these either
only deal with short phrases [10] or are primarily concerned with locating spikes in
activity rather than analyzing the trend throughout the full time range [8].
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is an unsupervised algorithm for performing
statistical topic modeling that uses a “bag of words” approach, treating each document
as a vector of words where order is ignored. Each document is represented as a
probability distribution over some topics where each topic is a probability distribution
of words. The traditional LDA model does not take into account how topics may
change over time.
A few variants of statistical topic modeling exist for incorporating time into the
topic model. Topics over Time [22] is a topic model that captures time jointly with
word co-occurrence patterns, such that each topic is associated with a continuous
distribution of timestamps. In this case, the meaning of a topic remains constant over
the time range. Topics over Time performs batch processing, meaning that as new data
comes in, the method must re-model the entire data set. Blei and Lafferty [1] presents
continuous time dynamic topic models, a dynamic topic model that uses Brownian
motion to model latent topics through a sequential collection of documents. Topics
are not held constant, and the words that make up the topic may change over time.
This technique facilitates evolution analysis of a particular topic over the time range;
however, the model fails to represent the emergence of a unique topic within the time
range or the convergence or divergence of existing topics.

2.2 Trend Visualization
The primary motivation for TopicFlow is to analyze the evolution of discovered topics
for any unstructured text source. In this initial work, we develop a visualization that
is representative of topic evolution over a time range.
Two trend visualizations that are closely related to TopicFlow are [4, 6]. ThemeRiver uses a stream graph to visualize thematic variations over time from a
large collection of documents. ThemeRiver defines themes as single words, and the
strength of a theme is determined by the number of documents containing the word.
This definition does not support complex themes that must be defined by more than a
single word. TextFlow, shows the evolution of topics over time as well as merging and
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splitting. TextFlow uses a semi-supervised clustering technique for topic creation and
represents topic convergence and divergence using a flowing “river” metaphor. The
river metaphor is visually appealing for a small number of topics, however it quickly
becomes cluttered; even at 15. Also TextFlow inhibits access to the underlying data,
which limits analysis. The TopicFlow approach involves a general solution which is
not limited to analysis of trends over time; unlike these existing trend visualizations,
the TopicFlow approach can be adapted to any grouping, for example geographic
location, publication, or author.
The TopicFlow visualization was directly inspired by a Sankey diagram [16],
which is a type of network graph typically used to represent directional flows of data
through a system where the width of the paths are proportional to the flow quantity.
TopicFlow uses a generalized version of a Sankey diagram implemented in the DataDriven Documents library [3], which is a library specifically designed for creating
visualizations for large datasets.

3 Binned Topic Models
In this section, we present the application of LDA to a corpus of unstructured text
documents binned into time slices followed by the alignment of the topics produced
for each bin. To begin, the corpus is divided into bins; the number of bins to be used is
specified as an input parameter. Each bin represents a time slice of equal length with
no restriction on the number of documents it may contain. In future versions a nonparametric modeling approach or an approach based on expected document rate may
be more appropriate to determine the bin size and number of appropriate bins. For
the underlying Statistical Topic Modeling algorithm, TopicFlow uses an open-source
LDA implementation [18]. Standard LDA requires as input the documents and the
number of topics2 to discover, although algorithms exist to automatically determine
an appropriate number of topics based on the data [21]. To produce a binned topic
model, LDA is applied independently for the documents of each bin followed by an
alignment step, which aligns similar topics between bins.3 The algorithm employs a
stop words list to remove common words that do not contribute significant meaning
to topic modeling. The TopicFlow stop words list contains standard English, and,
additionally, is modified for a given dataset by including query terms used in data
collection and stop words specific to the domain.4 In later work, we intend to support
a dynamic stop words list which will incorporate stop words specified by users, as
well as, stop words discovered from the domain [23].

2 For

TopicFlow, the number of topics is adjustable with a default of 15 to balance granularity and
comprehensibility of the resulting topics.
3 For this implementation the LDA algorithm runs for 100 iterations with α = 0.5 and β = 0.5.
4 For example, Twitter-specific stop words include {rt, retweet, etc.} and Spanish stop words include
{el, la, tu, etc.}.
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The granularity of this modeling approach can be adjusted by varying both the
number of topics modeled as well as the size of the bins. Bin size selection depends
on the event timescale a user is interested in (e.g. for breaking news, bins on the order
of minutes or hours would be preferred; for consumer trends, bins on the order of
days or weeks may be more applicable). The number of topics depends both on bin
size—larger bins will typically contain more topics—and the level of topical detail
users or their analysis requires.
The result of topic modeling is a distribution of words for each topic in the
topic model, P(wor d|topic), and a distribution of topics for each input document,
P(topic|doc). For our Use Cases, we provide users with the ability to select a topic
of interest and see all corresponding documents. To enable this, each document
was assigned to the topic resulting in the highest P(topic|doc). Additionally, in
presenting this information to users, we rank the documents by probability, such that
documents with higher P(topic|doc) for the topic are ranked above those with a
lower probability. We chose this method because it is a simple and effective way to
distribute documents across topics.

3.1 Topic Alignment
The binned topic modeling approach generates an independent topic model for the
documents in each bin. Because the topics generated at individual bins do not directly
correspond to each other, an alignment step is necessary to associate similar topics
in adjacent bins and visualize the topic evolution. Binned topic models result from
using cosine similarity to compare each pair of topics from adjacent time slices.
Cosine similarity measures the cosine of the angle between two vectors.5 This metric is regularly used for the comparison of documents or the cohesion of clusters
in text analytics and data mining, respectively [20], and has also been previously
used for the comparison of topics produced by LDA [12, 17]. While many metrics
exist specifically for measuring the similarity or divergence between two probability
distributions [9, 11, 15], small differences in low-probability outcomes may have a
relatively large impact on the overall metric. For binned topic models, this is undesirable because the topics produced by LDA are primarily characterized by high
probability words and variations in low-probability words may be noisy. By using
cosine similarity, the influence of any two corresponding probabilities on the similarity calculation is proportional to the product of those probabilities relative to the
products of other pairs, limiting the impact of lower probabilities compared to higher
probabilities.
Cosine similarity returns a value between −1 and 1, where 1 would represent
the exact same word distribution for each topic. Although cosine similarity ranges
between −1 and 1, when dealing with probability distributions it must be between
0 and 1, because there are no negative probabilities. Instead of assigning the one
5 cos(A,

B) =

A·B
AB .
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Fig. 1 TopicFlow consists of four coordinated windows: 1 the TopicFlow diagram, 2 a list of topics
with their word summaries, 3 a list of the documents (in this case, tweets) in the dataset, and 4 a
filter pane

most similar topic at time n + 1 for each topic at time n, we present links for any
topic pairs with similarity above a certain threshold to enable the visualization of
topic convergence and divergence (Fig. 1). The threshold varies with the data set and
should be set to balance the discovery of useful topic links with the total number of
links displayed.6

4 TopicFlow
The purpose of TopicFlow is to allow interactive exploration and analysis of the
evolution of topics generated from a corpus of text documents. Figure 2 provides
an overview of the TopicFlow system. The system begins by ingesting a corpus
for a given time range and splitting the documents into “bins” based on time slices
within the range. LDA is then applied independently at each of the bins, producing
the corresponding topics. These topics are aligned at neighboring time slices using
the cosine similarity metric. The resulting binned topic model is presented to users
through an interactive visualization that provides methods for filtering, searching,
and performing detailed exploration of the underlying data.

6 For

prototyping and evaluation purposes, the threshold was set between 0.15 and 0.25 depending
on the dataset.
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Fig. 2 System overview of the TopicFlow System. The system ingests a corpus for a given time
range and splits the documents into time slices, applies LDA at each time slice, and aligns the resulting topics from neighboring time slices. The results are then presented to users through an interactive
visualization that includes tools for filtering, searching, and performing detailed exploration of the
underlying data through coordinated views

4.1 Design Methodology
TopicFlow7 visualizes the evolution of topics of discussion within text corpora, and
was designed to support six primary Use Cases:
1. Easily identify the most prominent topics within each time slice. A topic is considered more prominent if there are more documents associated with it.
2. Easily identify which topics are emerging, ending, continuing, or standalone.
Here we introduce four new terms:
– Emerging: A topic that was not discussed in the previous time slice. (i.e., there
is no topic similar to it in the previous time slice).
– Ending: A topic whose discussion does not continue into the next time slice
(i.e., there is no topic similar to it in the next time slice).
– Continuing: A topic that has been discussed before and after its time slice.
– Standalone: A topic which is not related to any topics in either the previous
or next time slice.
3. Explore details about a selected topic. These details include its most probable
words, assigned documents, and the flow of a topic over time. The flow of a topic
is defined as the path between a topic and its related topics across all time slices.
4. Identify topics by the words that describe them. A user may be interested in
how one or more words appear throughout the dataset. By identifying the topics
that are related to these words, a user can understand how the context of a word
changes throughout the dataset, as well as discover other words related to it.
5. Compare the top words in two topics that are related. By comparing two topics,
a user can identify which words contributed to the topics having a high or low
similarity score.
7A

prototype of the TopicFlow tool is available for demo here: http://www.cs.umd.edu/~maliks/
topicflow/TopicFlow.html.
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6. Filter topics by size, type or similarity weight. Users may want to view only
highly similar or highly popular topics, and filtering will allow them to hide the
topics in which they are not interested.
The resulting TopicFlow visualization is composed of four coordinated windows
(Fig. 1): the flow diagram, topic list, document list, and filter panel, that support
detailed analysis of the topic trends and underlying data.

4.2 Flow Diagram
The TopicFlow visualization employs a Sankey diagram [16] implemented in the
Data-Driven Documents library [3] for displaying the topic evolution where nodes
in the graph represent the topics and the paths between nodes at neighboring time
slices represent topic similarity. The paths are weighted by the similarity of the
topics as calculated by the cosine similarity metric. This graph is ideal for visualizing
convergence and divergence of topics, represented by more than one path entering
or exiting a topic, respectively. The color of the nodes is used to distinguish topics
by their evolution state: emerging, ending, continuing, or standalone. The nodes
are sized by the number of documents attributed to the topic, and they are ordered
horizontally from the top by decreasing size. In future work, we intend to provide
a number of ordering criteria for users to choose from, such as evolution state or
user-specified importance. By ordering based on node size, the most prevalent topics
are at the top of the graph, and users can quickly see how the frequency of a topic
evolves over time. The design of this diagram was motivated by Use Cases 1 and
2 and is successful in providing insights about the prevalence and life-cycle of the
topic.

4.3 Coordinated Panels
In addition to the main data visualization, the TopicFlow tool includes three coordinated panels, a topic panel, document panel, and filter panel that support deeper
exploration and filtering of the underlying data.
The topic panel contains a visual representation of the topics discovered for the
data. The topics are grouped by their corresponding time slice. The topic in the topic
panel can be expanded to gain additional information. The expanded view includes
a histogram that represents the distribution of words in the topic.
The document panel contains the underlying documents of the corpus. The individual documents can be expanded to provide users with the full text of the document and a histogram of the five topics with the highest probability for the document,
P(topic|document). In the case of Twitter, users can also follow a link to the author’s
Twitter page or to view the original Tweet.
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Finally, the filter panel, which was designed in support of Use Case 6, includes
the following data for filtering the visualization: by node size (number of documents
attributed to the topic), node type (emerging, ending, continuing, or alone), and path
weights (based on cosine similarity values).

4.4 Interaction
Interaction with a visualization is essential to analysis, because a user must drive the
visualization to highlight areas of interest and generate insight with respect to the
underlying data. TopicFlow supports the following set of interactive elements.
Topic Search The Topic Panel includes a search functionality for locating topics
containing particular keywords. A user can search for a word of interest, and the
topic list is filtered to show only topics containing the search term. Additionally, the
remaining topics are highlighted in the flow diagram. This functionality supports
Use Case 4, by allowing a user to focus analysis on topics containing specific words.
Graph Highlighting When a topic is selected in either the topic panel or the flow
diagram, the corresponding node and topic are highlighted. Also, in the flow diagram,
the nodes that have a path to the selected topic are highlighted while unconnected
topics are greyed out, in order to display the selected node’s subgraph (Fig. 3). The
selected topic is also expanded in the topic panel. Finally, to support Use Case 3, the
document panel is filtered to show the ranked list of documents for the topic.
Topic Comparison When an edge is selected within the flow diagram, a topic comparison box is displayed that uses mirrored histograms to highlight the words the two
topics have in common and provide information about the probability of the words
for the topics. This supports Use Case 5 (Fig. 4).
Tooltips TopicFlow offers tooltips when hovering over nodes and edges. On nodes,
the tooltip displays a “word fade” of the related words, sized and ordered by the
words’ probabilities. When hovering over edges, the names of the two nodes the
edge connects are shown.
Node Filtering The filter pane includes two double-ended range sliders, where users
can limit the range of values for the topic sizes (by number of documents) and edge
weights (topic similarities). Users can also limit topics by their type—emerging,
ending, standalone, or continuing—with checkbox selectors. As nodes and edges
are filtered from the graph, the visualization hides topics that become unconnected
from the rest of the graph.
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Fig. 3 When a topic is selected, the diagram is highlighted to show the flow of that topic over time

5 Evaluation
TopicFlow was evaluated in three stages: expert reviews with five participants during
the design process, case studies performed during development, and one usability
study with 18 participants at the end of development. These evaluations primarily
used data collected from Twitter8 to demonstrate the functionality on streaming
unstructured text data.
8 Twitter’s open API and the fact that tweets are rich with metadata, specifically time stamps, makes

it an appropriate data source for prototyping and testing.
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Fig. 4 The topic comparison box shows bar charts representing the two topics connected by the
edge. The top words that the topics have in common are highlighted in purple

5.1 Expert Reviews
To drive the design process, expert reviews were conducted over two sessions with
five different participants, all of whom had previously performed analysis of text
data and had some graduate education or higher. The participants were recruited by
email and by word-of-mouth.
The first sessions were conducted with three participants. After a brief introduction and explanation of the tool, we allowed the participants to have a freeform
exploration of a data set (approximately 1,500 tweets resulting from a search for the
word “earthquake” over 2 days). They were instructed to describe everything that
they were doing and why, as well as express any other comments that they might have
(think-aloud method). Their comments and our observations (mistakes they made,
unreasonable learning curves, bugs, confusing interface actions, missing items, etc.)
were documented in handwritten and typed notes, taken by the researchers present
during the session. The feedback from these sessions were incorporated into the
design of the final tool.

6 Case Studies
During development, TopicFlow was used to analyze a variety of streaming text
datasets, including real-time current events (Presidential debates and Hurricane
Sandy), communities (University of Maryland), common interests (Modern Family
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and Big Data) and other historical data sets (CHI Conference). Each of the datasets
contained between 1,500 and 16,000 tweets. We used 7 time bins and 15 topics for
each dataset. These values were chosen to balance granularity and accuracy of the
topics for the number of tweets and timespan of the datasets. The tweets were collected over varying time spans. A more detailed study was performed for the data
gathered about the 2012 CHI (Computer Human Interaction) Conference [19].
2012 CHI Conference TopicFlow was used to analyze 12,000 tweets gathered during the week of the 2012 CHI Conference, which contained the keyword “CHI”.
The visualization shows the evolution of topics between 4/26/2012 and 5/12/2012.
Figure 5 shows the TopicFlow tool on the CHI Conference data set. A few observations stand out as particularly interesting:
1. There is an emerging topic, {airline, doodle, poll}, prior to the conference, which
is associated with a number of tweets discussing a doodle poll that the conference
organizers sent out to determine how attendees were planning to commute to the
conference.

Fig. 5 Results of various interactions with the TopicFlow tool on data gathered about the 2012
CHI Conference. Top left Highlighting an {airline, doodle, poll} topic. Top middle The filter panel
with the minimum similarity weight increased, and a comparison between two topics at consecutive
time slices which are about a CHI-related app available on the Google Play store. Top right The list
of topics resulting from a search for the keyword “research”. Bottom l eft The topics resulting after
a search for “Austin”. Bottom right Highlighting the {Austin, arriving, heat} topic and a specific
tweet associated with the topic
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2. After modifying the similarity weight to show only topics that are highly related,
a link is prevalent between two topics at consecutive time slices where both are
discussing a CHI-related app that at the time was available on the Google Play
store.
3. A topic search for “research” shows that topics containing this term are consistent
throughout the data set.
4. A topic search for “Austin”, the location of the conference, shows a strong trend
of related topics from right before up until the end of the conference. In particular, a topic of people who are discussing “coming to Austin” exists prior to the
conference and then shifts to a similar topic, {Austin, arrived, heat} where people
are discussing that they have “arrived in Austin” and, in particular, are pointing
out the heat.
For the case studies we performed, we found that the binned topic models were
most accurate and concise for real-time events which occurred over short time spans.
For example, TopicFlow on the corpus of documents related to Hurricane Sandy
showed the discussion evolve from emergency preparation to the event itself, then
to the aftermath and related recovery efforts. Alternatively, more general data sets,
such as University of Maryland, did not have clearly defined or correlated topics due
to the high number of diverse, unrelated events that occur on the campus.

6.1 Usability Study
To assess the usability of TopicFlow for exploring text corpora, we conducted a
preliminary usability study with 18 participants (8 female), aged 21–49 (M =
26.5, S D = 6.41). Five of the participants had six to ten years of experience using a
computer, and the rest had 11 or more years of experience. Participants were recruited
through on campus mailing lists and were compensated $10 for their time.
The study was performed on a dataset of 16,199 tweets that were collected on
October 7, 2012 (4 days after the first 2012 presidential debate) between 8:00 am
and 7:30 pm and which contain both the hashtag “#debate” and the word “Obama.”
As there is no widely used tool for visualizing and interacting with topics over time,
there is no baseline to which to compare TopicFlow. Instead, after a brief introduction
to the tool and five training tasks, participants were asked to complete seven tasks
that are based on the developed Use Cases.
1. Which topic appears most frequently in the second timeslice and how many tweets
are associated with it?
2. What are the top two words for the least frequent topic in the third timeslice?
3. What topic emerges in timeslice 3?
4. Which two topics have the highest similarity index?
5. What is the longest chain of topics connected with weights of 400 or more?
6. Which topic is the word “Romney” most relevant to?
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7. What is the text of the tweet responsible for the standalone topic in timeslice 3?
The participants then rated each task on a 20-point Likert scale (where a higher
score is better) on four metrics based on the NASA Task Load Index [5]: performance,
effort, frustration, and effectiveness of the tool. A score over 18.0 was considered to
be excellent performance, 15.0–17.9 was considered above average, 12.0–14.9 was
average, and a score below 12.0 was considered poor. Each session lasted approximately 30 min. At the end of the session, participants completed a feedback questionnaire and provided comments about the efficacy of TopicFlow’s features.

6.2 Results
The means and standard deviations of 18 participants on time, performance, effort,
frustration, and effectiveness (Table 1) vary widely across tasks. Time is measured
in seconds, and performance, effort, frustration, and effectiveness were measured on
a 20-point Likert scale (higher numbers indicate a more favorable rating).
The results show that the TopicFlow interface allows users to quickly and easily
perform tasks which support the initially defined Use Cases. Participants performed
the fastest for tasks involving identifying details about topics (Tasks 2, 3, and 6),
on average taking 10–20 s. Tasks that involved details about the number of tweets
in a topic (Task 1) or evaluating the edges in the graph (Tasks 4 and 5) took longer,
about 30–50 s on average. Task 7, which required analyzing the document list for
a topic, took participants the longest amount of time to accomplish (81.2 s on average). Many participants commented that they would have found it more helpful if
the tool allowed the document list to be re-sorted or if retweets were aggregated and
displayed only once.

Table 1 Mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) for time, performance, effort, frustration, and
effectiveness for each task

Time is measured in seconds, and performance, effort, frustration, and effectiveness were measured
on a 20-point Likert scale (higher numbers indicate a more favorable rating)
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Task Load Index The Task Load Index ratings reflected the results of the time taken
for each task. Tasks 2, 3, and 6 had consistently excellent (above 18.0) ratings for all
four metrics, while Tasks 1 and 4 and had consistently above average ratings (between
15.1–17.8) on all metrics. Task 5 had excellent ratings for performance (18.0), but
required much more effort to achieve this level of performance (13.7). Task 7 was
consistently the most difficult, with average ratings for each metric (13.3–14.6).
The feedback questionnaire allowed participants of the usability study to provide
qualitative comments about TopicFlow’s features. The participants’ favorite features
included the responsiveness of the main visualization to interactions (e.g., hovering
and clicking for topic information and subgraph highlighting). One participant stated
that these features are “very straightforward” and that the tool “answers questions
about dominating themes within trends very well.” Participants also appreciated the
tooltips when hovering over nodes and edges. Since standard topic modeling does
not provide descriptive names for the resulting topics, the users found it helpful that
the visualization displays the top words of a topic, so they could quickly understand
the topic’s meaning. Similarly, for the edges of the flow diagram, users appreciated
the side-by-side bar charts representing the similarity between topics. One user commented that the coloring of the topics facilitated analysis; for example, using the
emerging topic color to “find which topics ‘trigger’ other topics.”
Most of the participants noted that the document list pane was their least favorite
feature and requested methods for sorting the documents by various metrics (time,
number of retweets, etc.). Because of the lack of quantifiable feedback, participants
were often not confident in their answers for Task 7 (which was to identify the most
re-tweeted tweet in the document list). In addition, participants felt the filter pane
needed improvements—updating the graph by the sliders sometimes had a delayed
response or choosing a specific value for a filter was imprecise due to lag in the slider
feedback.

7 Future Work and Conclusion
Future work for TopicFlow includes modifying the interface to address feedback
received from usability study. Although we use time slices for the purpose of this
application, binned topic models is a general technique that can be applied to any data
source under any binning criteria, such as geographical location or author. To account
for the occasionally confusing results of topic modeling, binned topic models could
implement a technique such as Interactive Topic Modeling [7], which allows users
to refine the topics generated by the model. While TopicFlow garnered particularly
favorable reviews for its interface, there were suggestions regarding the document
list pane that can be incorporated into future work. Most notably, users requested a
way to sort documents by various metadata such as time or author.
The scalability of the TopicFlow system is dependent on the algorithm for generating binned topic models and the interface. Open-source LDA implementations
exist that are scalable to very large datasets [24]. The binning technique partitions
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the data to allow multiple LDA runs to be done in parallel, which further increases
scalability of the algorithm. The TopicFlow visualization is scalable in terms of the
number of documents displayed, as paging is used to handle overflow of data to the
interface. In the current version, the screen space provides a limit to the number of
topics and bins that can be visualized effectively; however, overview visualization
methods could be used to support visualizing thousands of topics or bins.
TopicFlow provides a novel visualization of the alignment of topics over time.
Our approach applies the statistical NLP method of topic modeling to text data,
which allows for richer analysis of “topics” within the data. When LDA is run
over an entire corpus, it produces a high-level overview of the corpus’ content.
Alternatively, TopicFlow splits the corpus into a set of time slices and applies LDA
on each time slice. This method provides for a more granular set of topics and
allows for meaningful exploration of topic emergence, convergence, and divergence.
Because topics between time slices are not directly correlated, providing our metric
for the similarity between two topics allows users to follow the evolution of the word
distributions over time. Our evaluation demonstrated that TopicFlow allows users
to easily view the frequency of documents relating to a particular topic over time.
TopicFlow further facilitates data exploration by providing details-on-demand about
automatically extracted topics through hovering and filtering interactions. The use
of colors and tooltips provides users with a quick summary of individual topics.
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Abstract In decision support systems such as those designed to predict scientific
and technical emergence based on analysis of collections of data the presentation of
provenance lineage records in the form of a human-readable explanation has been
shown to be an effective strategy for assisting users in the interpretation of results.
This work focuses on the development of a novel infrastructure for enabling the explanation of hybrid intelligence systems including probabilistic models—in the form of
Bayes nets—and the presentation of corresponding evidence. Our design leverages
Semantic Web technologies—including a family of ontologies—for representing and
explaining emergence forecasting for entity prominence. Our infrastructure design
has been driven by two goals: first, to provide technology to support transparency
into indicator-based forecasting systems; second, to provide analyst users contextaware mechanisms to drill down into evidence underlying presented indicators. The
driving use case for our explanation infrastructure has been a specific analysis system
designed to automate the forecasting of trends in science and technology based on
collections of published patents and scientific journal articles.
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1 Introduction
Decision support systems have been successfully used to make predictions about
constrained information spaces, based on available evidence [7, 13, 24]. Such systems can often be classified as hybrid intelligence systems leveraged one or more
methods from artificial intelligence, including both probabilistic and knowledge base
driven reasoning.
Users of decision support systems require mechanisms to help them correctly
interpret presented findings [7, 12, 30] as a means of enabling both transparency
[10, 29] and trust [1, 27]. The presentation of provenance lineage records in the
form of a human-readable explanation has been a common and effective strategy for
assisting users in their interpretation of results [13, 17, 18, 22].
When decision support software makes predictions, the kinds of explanation
required pose unique challenges, rooted in the difficulties inherent in explaining
probabilistic reasoning [8] and end-user interpretation of evidence [14]. Both explanation tasks are viewed as fundamentally hard problems and are considered open
research areas [25].
This work focuses on the development of a novel infrastructure for enabling the
explanation of probabilistic models—in the form of Bayes nets—and the presentation
of corresponding evidence. This design is centered on the usage of Semantic Web
technologies— including a family of ontologies—for representing and explaining
forecasting of scientific and technical emergence forecasting for specified entities—
including inventors, terms, and documents. Included are methodologies for capturing
and presenting lineage records for emergence predictions, as well as a collection of
evidence visualization strategies, tailored to individual kinds of data to be presented.
Our infrastructure design has been driven by two goals: First, to provide technology to support transparency into systems for forecasting scientific and technical
emergence based on identified indicators. Here, examples of indicators include trends
such as growth in funding agencies or researchers on a given topic. Second, we aim to
provide analyst users context-aware mechanisms to drill down into evidence underlying presented indicators. For trend-based indicators, such evidence could include
time series data on researcher participation in a topic. While supporting evidence is
related to indicators, it is not directly used to explain indicator values. Rather, this
supplemental content provides additional information to aid in evaluating relevance
of indicators, as well as their overall importance and accuracy.
Our novel approach relies upon a mixture of static and dynamically generated content. Static content, including text-based descriptions of evidence types, is encoded
prior to any system executions. Dynamic information such as indicator values are
created during runtime. To facilitate organization and retrieval of both static and
dynamic content, an ontology-driven encoding strategy implemented in OWL [19,
21] is utilized. To facilitate retrieval of content, a drilldown approach is used to present
details of prominence calculation and indicator content. Based on prior research [17,
22, 28], we anticipate utilization of multiple visualization strategies for diverse data
spaces will improve data gathering and analysis. As such, we adopted a drilldown
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methodology designed to expose evidence-specific visualization strategies selected
at runtime based on content from supporting ontologies.
The driving use case for our explanation infrastructure was an analysis system
designed to automate the forecasting of trends in science and technology based on
previously published materials. The ARBITER1 system addresses emergence forecasting in a quantifiable manner through analysis of full-text and metadata from journal article and patent collections [2–5, 20, 26]. In ARBITER, feature data extracted
from U.S. patents and scientific journal articles is used to calculate indicators of emergence, which can correspond to trends identified within the extracted data; individual
or grouped indicators—termed models—form the basis of forecasts about near-term
changes in prominence of entities (documents, people and terms) that serve as surrogate representations for broader domains of technology. In ARBITER, usage of
indicators to predict prominence requires usage of probabilistic models, designed to
make estimates based on established indicator values.
This paper describes the application of our explanation infrastructure toward the
task of explaining predictions—henceforth termed forecasts—of the future impact
of science and technology domains. Here, explanations center around predictions
of future impact—prominence—for entities representing a domain, such as publications, people and terminology.
Section 2 provides background on relevant sections of ARBITER’s system
infrastructure. Section 3 discusses ARBITER’s explanation system design—focusing
on both the trace explanation and supplemental content design goals. Section 4 provides an overview of recent evaluation work done on ARBITER’s explanation presentations. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes with a discussion of future work and potential
follow-up user studies and overall potential and impact of the work.

2 Background on the ARBITER System
To help define our explanation infrastructure, development was done in the context
of a system designed to automate the forecasting of trends in science and technology
based on previously published materials. ARBITER addresses emergence forecasting
in a quantifiable manner through analysis of full-text and metadata from journal
article and patent collections.
In this section, we describe sections of ARBITER’s infrastructure relevant to
our explanation design needs. We break this discussion into four parts: (i) a highlevel overview of ARBITER’s infrastructure, (ii) how prominence forecasts are managed through probabilistic reasoning, (iii) how evidence and hypotheses are formally
expressed through ontological modeling, and (iv) how ARBITER records reasoning
traces as lineage records to link hypotheses back to evidence.

1 ARBITER:

Abductive Reasoning Based on Indicators and Topics of EmeRgence.
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Fig. 1 ARBITER’s system architecture

2.1 ARBITER’s System Infrastructure
Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of ARBITER’s processing routines, carried
out in the following sequence:
First, documents are analyzed to obtain feature data, consisting of statistics such
as the total number of funding agencies referenced by publication year. Second,
feature data is recorded to the RDF knowledge base. Third, feature data is read by
a second set of analysis routines to calculate emergence-oriented indicators. Fourth,
indicators are recorded back to the RDF knowledge base. Fifth, provenance records
that track the indicator derivations are made accessible to the explanation system for
analysis.
Once a set of indicators and feature data has been established from the document
corpora, ARBITER may then check the prominence of a term/publication person represented within the corpora, based on a supplied query. ARBITER utilizes Bayesian
probabilistic models, discussed in Sect. 2.3, to establish prominence scorings through
observed indicator values. In turn, to express hypotheses of prominence, evidence for
prominence (indicators, features), as well as formal relationships between hypotheses and evidence, an RDF/OWL [21] based encoding strategy is used, discussed in
Sect. 2.2.

2.2 Encodings for Evidence and Hypotheses
Content structuring for ARBITER’s RDF knowledge base is established using
an OWL-based ontology. This ontology serves three purposes: First, to represent
hypotheses of prominence. Second, to express traces of reasoning steps applied to
establish hypotheses discussed in greater detail in Sect. 2.3. And third, to formally
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Fig. 2 Key elements of ARBITER’s explanation ontology, designed to express prominence forecasts for documents/people/terms, as well as corresponding evidence for these forecasts

express evidence records based on data identified in publication collections. Combined, these three forms of content are used as input to ARBITER’s explanation
component discussed in Sect. 3.
Figure 2 shows the main classes and properties in and their value types. Based on
the ARBITER’s ontology, instance data can be defined that corresponds to individual
prominence hypotheses, as shown in Fig. 3. Forecast hypotheses are expressed as
conclusions about high-level characteristics of a document space, related to estimates
of prominence for persons, publications and terms. Instances of the Evidence class
encapsulate information about the values of basic indicators or indicator patterns
that are relevant to the hypothesis. Each evidence instance corresponds to a unique
Indicator and has a generic degree of relevance to the hypothesis as well as a more
specific weight in supporting, or disconfirming, the specific hypothesis. In turn, each
indicator has a value and is associated with both a generic mode of computation as
well as a more detailed computation based on feature values.
In ARBITER, much of the identified evidence centers on publications. Therefore,
ARBITER’s ontology imports the Mapekus Publication ontology2 [11] for describing
documents and adds representations for document features, indicators, and high level
network characteristics.

2 Mapekus

Publication ontology: http://mapekus.fiit.stuba.sk/?page=ontologies.
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Fig. 3 Example instance data based on ARBITER’s explanation ontology, corresponding to a
prominence calculation for a document with ID Document20895173

Therefore, ARIBTER’s ontology imports the Mapekus Publication ontology [11]
for describing documents and adds representations for document features, indicators,
indicator patterns, and high level network characteristics.

2.3 Probabilistic Modeling
In general, explaining probabilistic reasoning is a difficult problem because the
detailed calculations leading to a probabilistic result are difficult to interpret. At the
same time, explanation of probabilistic reasoning holds the potential for illuminating
certain modes of reasoning not easily captured in pure rule-based reasoning.
One approach to overcoming the opaqueness of probability calculations is to
impose some structure on the probability model [9, 23, 31]. Bayesian networks are
a step in this direction since they encode meaningful relations of dependence or
independence between variables. Bayesian networks are directed graphs in which
the nodes represent random variables and the links capture probabilistic relations
among variables. Nodes in Bayesian networks are typically categorized as observable or unobservable. Observable nodes correspond to variables whose values can
be determined by observation or measurement and which serve as evidence. Unobservable nodes represent theoretical states or processes causally linked to observable
variables, either as effects or as causes.
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Fig. 4 Naive Bayesian network for predicting future prominence of a patent document

Figure 4 shows an example of a Bayes net model for predicting the future prominence of a patent document. Prominence1, the variable to be predicted, represents
the prominence of the document one year into the future. This variable is the root
of a tree whose children are variables representing observable indicators of future
prominence. The prior distribution for each variable is shown as a horizontal bar
graph with the probabilities given as percentages. All variables are continuous but
have been discretized for efficient computation. Bayes nets with such a two level tree
structure are called Naive Bayes nets.
Let PROM be the prominence variable that is the root of a given Naive Bayes
net model and let IND1 , IND2 ,…,INDn be the indicator variables for PROM. A
Naive Bayes net specifies the conditional probability distribution p(INDi |PROM)
for each indicator variable INDi . The structure of a Naive Bayes net implies that
the child variables are probabilistically independent of one another conditional on
the root variable. This implies that we can compute the posterior probability of the
prominence variable given values for the indicator variables by the formula:
p(PROM = x|IND1 = v1 , . . . INDn = vn )

p(PROM = x) ni=1 p(INDi − vi |PROM = x)
= 1
n
0 p(PROM = y) i=1 p(INDi − vi |PROM = y)dy
Here we have assumed that prominence values range continuously from 0 to 1, but
the Bayes net will use some discretization of a range that may include negative values.
Our Bayesian networks implement efficient computation of the posterior probability
for prominence, given indicator values in accordance with the above formula.
The indicator variables in the above model are computable from document features
and metadata. PatentNumInventorsCount is the number of inventors listed in the
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patent (which is metadata); PatentNumPriorCitationsCount is the number of citations
of the patent by other patents up to the current time. EmergingHotClusterPatentCount
determines whether the patent is in an emerging cluster. Emerging clusters are a subset
of next generation clusters that have characteristics suggesting they are particularly
likely to describe emerging technologies.
The variables in the above Bayes net were selected from a large set of patent
related variables based on an analysis of their rank correlation with the prominence
variable and on sensitivity experiments within a model. Models for other types of
entities use up to eight indicator variables. When the target entity is a term, for
example, we compute multiple time-series involving the term, e.g., the frequency of
occurrence of the term in documents or in particular sections of documents, and use
statistics on those time-series, such as average growth, as indicator variables.
Naive Bayes nets are known to perform well as classifiers, i.e. correctly predicting
the class to which an entity belongs, but do poorly when measured by the accuracy
of their probability estimates. The poor performance on probability estimation is due
to the fact that Naive Bayes nets assume the predictor variables are conditionally
independent given the target (root) variable and this assumption is typically not
correct. In the nets we use for prominence prediction, the target variable is continuous
(degree of prominence) rather than categorical as in a classification problem. This
raises the question as to why a Naive Bayes net would be appropriate for prominence
prediction.
There are two answers to this question. One is that an important sense in which we
can predict future prominence of entities is by ranking them in terms of their predicted
future prominence. How entities rank in terms of future prominence is arguably a
more important question than the precise prominence value assigned. Empirically,
Naive Bayes nets do very well at ranking entities in terms of future prominence,
despite the fact that the mean squared error between expected posterior prominence
and ground truth prominence is large. In tests conducted by an external evaluator, our
median rank correlation (Spearman correlation) for both terms and documents was
0.54 (a correlation of 0 would be expected by random guessing). A second reason
for the choice of Naive Bayes as a baseline system is that prominence prediction can
be turned into a classification problem by choosing a prominence value such that
entities with prominence at or above that threshold are deemed to be of interest.
The Naive Bayes nets serve as baselines giving competitive performance on the
prediction problems of interest in ARBITER. In more recent work, we have implemented Tree Augmented Naive Bayes models, which remove the assumption of
conditional independence among the indicator variables.

2.4 Trace Generation
Hypotheses of entity prominence are evaluated in ARBITER by choosing an appropriate Bayes net model. That is, a model whose hypothesis node corresponds to
a selected entity forecasting strategy. Following model selection, evidence—in the
form of indicator variables—is entered into that Bayes net. The prominence fore-
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casting hypothesis is whichever value of the hypothesis variables has the greater
probability after all the evidence is entered.
A record of this reasoning consists of a description of what evidence was entered,
which nodes in the Bayes net the entered evidence immediately affected, and what the
weight of evidence is for each piece of evidence entered. When a piece of evidence
is entered into the Bayes net, in the form of an assignment of a value to an indicator
variable, a record is made of the propagation of that evidence through the net. We
record the value assigned to the indicator node, the change in the probabilities for
the parent pattern variable, and the consequent effect on the probabilities for the
hypothesis variable. This information is used to generate a trace of the reasoning in
RDF, expressed using the vocabulary ARBITER’s explanation ontology.
One crucial difference between our approach to probabilistic explanation and that
of similar hierarchical approaches [23, 31] is that we do not confine the explanation
elements to information that can be derived from the Bayes net alone. Instead, we
supplement the trace of the Bayes net inferencing with English language descriptions
of indicators and patterns that provide the user with valuable background information about why they are relevant to the question being answered and why the have
the influence the model assumes they do. These description templates along with
explanation component relationships are stored in one of the ARBITER ontologies.

3 Explaining Prominence Forecasting
Science and technology analysis systems such as ARBITER have been successfully
used to make predictions about constrained information spaces based on available
evidence [24, 30]. In these systems, the presentation of lineage records in the form of
a human-readable explanation has been a common and effective strategy for assisting
users in their interpretation of results [16].
Our infrastructure design has been driven by two goals: utilize lineage records
to support transparency into emergence forecasting by exposing both indicator values and probabilistic reasoning steps applied, and develop strategies for providing
context-aware drilldowns into evidence underlying presented indicators
In this section we present an explanation strategy based on OWL-encoded data to
achieve these goals. Our objective is to expose the steps applied through probabilistic
reasoning to reach end results. Across our design, a mixture of content types is
required: static content, based on defined routines for calculating and interpreting
evidence, and dynamic content, based on individual system runs.

3.1 Trace-Based Explanation
For trace-based explanation, information is extracted directly from lineage records
and directly presented to an end-user. For the ARBITER system, a custom-tailored
user interface was utilized—designed to present information from records of the
form given in Figs. 2 and 3.
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Fig. 5 Opening screen for ARBITER’s explanation module. Here, a general example is provided,
which displays forms of content accessible for forecasts of patents, persons and terms

Figure 5 displays the interface for ARBITERs explanation module. An analyst
user will start their explanation session at a screen that provides both a prominence
scoring for a given entity (in this case, “Patent: 7111146—Method and system for
providing hardware support for memory protection and virtual memory address
translation for a virtual machine”), and evidence applied to calculate this scoring.
Specifically, the following content is made accessible:
1. Reference Period: Denotes the most recent year in which documents from
ARBITER’s corpus are considered.
2. Forecast Period: The year the prominence prediction is made for.
3. Predicted Prominence: A scoring of the prominence for a given patent, term
or organization.
4. Evidence Table: A table of all indicators considered by ARBITER in making
the prominence prediction.
5. Evidence: This column of the evidence table lists names of indicators considered.
6. Value: This column lists indicator values calculated.
7. Weight of Evidence: Weight of evidence is based on the amount the probability of the conclusion increased or decreased upon finding out the value of a
given indicator. Positive weights of evidence indicate that the evidence raises our
prior expectation of prominence while negative values indicate that the evidence
lowers our expectation of prominence.
8. Evidence Entry: These correspond to individual indicators applied as evidence.
The items listed correspond to dynamic content generated by ARBITER during
runtime.
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3.2 Drilling Down into Indicator Evidence
To facilitate retrieval of supplemental content for lineage records, a drilldown
approach is used to present details of prominence calculation and indicator content.
Based on prior research [17, 22], we anticipate utilization of multiple explanation
strategies for diverse data spaces will improve data gathering and analysis. Two drilldown strategies—both incorporating information supplementing lineage records—
were considered for presenting evidence records: In the first, the data used to calculate individual evidence values was exposed through evidence-specific visualization
strategies; in the second, evidence values and supporting data across information
spaces were compared.
Figure 6 provides an example drilldown visualization for an indicator tracking
growth in the number of organizations represented in a document corpus. Here, our
system is able to determine an appropriate visualization strategy, using a bar chart
based on the OWL class of the indicator present in ARBITER’s ontology. The data
used to generate the bar chart is retrieved from ARBITER’s dynamically generated knowledge base at runtime. In addition to providing visualization strategies,
ARBITER’s ontology provides written statements about indicators, such as general descriptions and their rationale for usage. This information can be retrieved
on-demand from an indicator’s drilldown page, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6 An indicator drilldown visualization, providing a time series for distinct organizations
working in the area of the patent from Fig. 5
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Fig. 7 Statements giving a description and rationale for the indicator from Fig. 6

4 Evaluation
Our explanation infrastructure was evaluated in the context of end-user interactions
with ARBITER. The original design for ARBITER’s explanation module assumed
that users would have minimal knowledge of the both the processing infrastructure
and scientific/technical domains under review. Under these conditions, ARBITER
would be expected to make explanations available for prominence forecasts and
corresponding evidence, as well as supplemental content to facilitate evidence interpretation.
This section presents the protocol and results for an evaluation of ARBITER’s
explanation module, centered on a user study focusing specifically on review of
prominence hypotheses and corresponding evidence. Our evaluation was based upon
a set of metrics provided by an independent contractor, listed in Fig. 8. These metrics
focused on evaluating the clarity of a set of presented prominence hypotheses, as
well as the clarity of corresponding indicators and their supporting data.
Our evaluation was conducted by participants recruited jointly by RPI and BAE
Systems across two sessions, each involving three subjects. For each session, participants were assigned a common set of four explanation records supplied by the
independent contractor; two gauging the prominence of particular terms, and two for
gauging prominence of documents.
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Fig. 8 ARBITER’s explanation evaluation metrics

Fig. 9 Metric scorings from Session 1 of evaluation

The participants were asked to review each record individually, i.e., one at a time,
and assign the explanation a scoring on a scale of 1–5 for each of the eight metrics.
Here, a score of 1 would mean the metric was not met at all, and a score of 5 would
mean the metric was completely met. To aid in interpretation of metric scorings,
participants were additionally requested to provide statements of rationale—one or
two sentences each—for each of their provided scorings.
In general, most of the assigned metrics received high scores from participants.
However, in cases where scores were lower, e.g., an average below 4.5, the statements of rationale provided by participants give additional insight. In Session 1,
some participants noted difficulty in interpreting hypothesis values (Metric 1.1) as
well as how they were calculated (Metric 1.2). Additionally, for Metric 2.2 in Session 1, some participants noted difficulty in interpreting indicator values. Likewise,
for Metric 2.3 in Session 2, other participants mentioned being unclear on how presented data was used to calculate indicator values. These statements appear to indicate
an assumption in our design of background knowledge which several participants
appeared to lack. Given the complexity of ARBITER’s infrastructure and calculation
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Fig. 10 Metric scorings from Session 2 of evaluation

routines, determining how best to address these statements is a nontrivial task. However, for individuals with higher levels of background knowledge in system-relevant
areas, i.e., probabilistic modeling, it is foreseeable that refinements could be made
to ARBITER’s explanation design to meet their needs.

5 Discussion and Conclusion
Based on the application of work conducted within the context of ARBITER, we have
produced a novel explanation infrastructure that can be generalized to other analysis
and decision support software, especially to systems for indicator-based emergence
forecasting and tracking in document collections. Our contribution includes methodologies for applying Semantic Web technologies—including a family of ontologies—
towards representing and explaining emergence forecasting for entity prominence.
Included are techniques for capturing and presenting lineage records for emergence
predictions, as well as a collection of evidence visualization strategies, tailored to
individual kinds of data to be presented.
Evidence obtained through the user centered evaluation in Sect. 4 suggests that
our interface design will be acceptable for future users of ARBITER with minimal knowledge of its processing infrastructure and with limited knowledge of the
scientific and technical domains under review. Comments collected from our test
users during evaluation highlighted additional opportunities for improvement of our
explanation presentation approach. The impact of additional supplemental content
on user comprehension of explanation requires further investigation. In particular,
an assessment is needed on how the presentation of value ranges for indicators can
impact user understanding of how indicators compare across related topics and years.
Additionally, the impact of multiple visualization strategies on user comprehension
of individual indicators, i.e., variation in content presentation modalities and data
exposed, should be investigated.
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In future work, as a means of facilitating interpretation of indicator values, we
would like to allow for users to compare both indicator values and supporting data for
these indicators across ARBITER’s information spaces. We expect to accomplish this
by using technologies based on existing OLAP approaches [6], including pivot-based
interaction [15].
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Combining Social, Audiovisual
and Experiment Content for Enhanced
Cultural Experiences
Kleopatra Konstanteli, Athanasios Voulodimos, Georgios Palaiokrassas,
Konstantinos Psychas, Simon Crowle, David Salama Osborne,
Efstathia Chatzi and Theodora Varvarigou

Abstract The rapid penetration of social media in many aspects of today’s personal
and professional life has created an environment where users within this emerging
social cyberspace expect the kind of media experiences they are accustomed to in their
daily lives with the community type of communications being at the central stage.
In that context social networks and multimedia can be combined and instrumented
by monitoring mechanisms to offer new experiences in many areas, among which
the cultural and educational sector has a special position. This paper presents an
innovative experimental system that enhances the experience of visitors in cultural
centers. Apart from offering a modern, immersive, richer experience to the visitors,
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the proposed system involves significant benefits for the organizers as well, supplying
them with valuable feedback extracted from the monitoring and analysis mechanisms.
The experimental system has been successfully deployed and used in the Foundation
of the Hellenic World cultural center.
Keywords Social media · Multimedia content production and delivery · Quality of
experience, QoE

1 Introduction
It is a fact that social media have become a part of our lives. They consist of interactive
forms of media allowing users to express and share their creativity, gather and share
information and experiences concerning every aspect of our everyday lives. Mobile
and online users extensively use them in work, education and even leisure. Mobile
devices enable them to log into social networks (SNs) during leisure activities such
as attending concerts and sports events or watching TV.
Therefore the users’ role is more proactive and interactive. They can discover and
access additional information, related to the content they are watching in their “first
screen” (e.g. TV), using their second screen devices such as smartphones, tablets or
laptops. This recent phenomenon, as Google reports in a recent study [5], is known as
“second screen” and offers a more personalized and enhanced experience since users
can express their likes or dislikes, ask any related questions that might come up, draw
their friends’ attention to a snapshot they missed, etc. It is implied that users seem to
enjoy undertaking leisure activities and simultaneously interact through SNs as this
apparently contributes to a richer and more fun experience. In this way content is
published once but could be reused several times by different applications, channels
and in different formats providing the ability to capture and analyze information,
extract metadata and even track people’s emotions in their comments.
Furthermore, social-media marketing is an excellent way for businesses to implement their marketing strategies [6]. Its effective usage offers businesses great opportunities to broaden their exposure to the public, form a bond of trust with customers and
reach a global audience. Businesses through SNs have the ability to target advertising
to precise groups of users applying demographic criteria, or criteria concerning users’
interests, allowing users to get to know the business more intimately and increasing the chances for a more favorably response. Besides the possibility to broaden
their exposure to the public and market their products and services, businesses are
able to find contacts via professional groups and improve their customer service by
establishing more intimate conversations with customers based on the knowledge
acquired from the SNs.
The ability to receive feedback is one of the most important features of SNs. Stakeholders (producers, performers, event organizers, etc.) gain valuable information and
come to conclusions using the feedback circulating in the social media as response
to a show, an exhibition or an event, as it is spontaneous, candid and abundant. As
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corroborating evidence, Bluefin Labs, a social TV analytics company that specializes
in mining and analyzing of SNs conversations, has been recently acquired by Twitter
for nearly $100 million [10]. Therefore, the integration of social media in leisure or
even educational activities can produce significant additional value not only for the
end-user but for the producer/organizer as well. Although there is much information
to be gained by analyzing this feedback, this procedure is very complex as it requires
advanced mining and social network analysis tools as well as large-scale data analysis. However these technologies have not yet reached the desired level of progress in
order to be effectively used.
In addition the audience’s experience could be revamped in several aspects, by
the use of SNs. Throughout this paper we will focus on educational cultural centers,
such as museums, galleries, special exhibitions. Museums offer a great cultural and
learning experience to their visitors. However, taking into consideration that people
tend to visit museums in groups and have shared experiences, there is a social aspect
in a museum visit that should not be underestimated. This visit could become even
more interesting among young people who use SNs as a main mean of socializing
and are very familiar with high-end technology and applications.
Another direction in which social networks could modernize and enhance cultural
experience, besides peer interaction, is that of dynamic information. When only
static exhibitions are available, the derived information regardless of the rarity and
importance of the exhibits cannot always be considered as exciting for the general
public. The use of museum guides, who have some sort of expertise on the exhibits
seemed as a good solution to overcome this issue. In spite of their ability to provide
information in a more lively and intuitive manner to visitors, typically they are not
true experts but rather individuals who have studied a predefined presentation script
and have little ability to operate outside of it. The optimal museum visit would require
various true experts as tour guides because a truly intuitive and free navigation, which
would allow the visitor to wonder and receive information of any type and on any
topic conceivable, would require the involvement of multiple experts in the guidance
of each individual group. However, even if they are available, hiring true experts as
museum guides is not an option and even more having multiple experts for each group
is simply unrealistic. Their knowledge and expertise is too valuable and expensive
for them to be on standby at the museum in case they are needed.
Another effective approach is the use of streaming technology which would provide multiple benefits both for the venue and its visitors. It is an ideal tool when there
is a need to synchronously transmit heavy streams of information to multiple remote
locations. It would also enable the monitoring of the on-going visits and when it is
required, the various experts employed by the cultural and educational center could
step in to provide specialized information. As a result visitors would have a more
enhanced and personalized experience as they would be given more control over the
direction of their visit and the venue would be able to provide less structured and
therefore considerably more engaging and stimulating experiences.
To this direction, a distributed multimedia social-aware system is introduced in this
paper. This system brings together the museum educator with a panel of experts that
may be geographically dispersed. This way the audience members interact with each
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other as well as with the panel of experts and are engaged in a social media experience.
During the experiment, data are exchanged among the panel of experts and the
visitors via the SNs. These data are being collected and automatically processed in
the background giving valuable information and used to calculate metrics of interest.
In this context, the work presented in this paper has a threefold contribution:
(1) the design and real-world deployment of a system that combines heterogeneous
technologies, such as video streaming, virtual reality and social networking, to offer a
unique enhanced interactive cultural and educational experience to the visitor, (2) the
leveraging of social networking on the side of the producers/organizers to collect and
process live valuable, comprehensive and accurate feedback which can significantly
help them improve the offered experience, and (3) a first attempt on conducting
large-scale experimentation on a unique technological facility in an endeavour to
(re-)define and progress the concept of the Future Media Internet.
This paper is organized as follows. A description of the system’s building blocks
is given in Sect. 2, whereas Sect. 3 presents in detail the experimental setup that was
deployed in the real-world cultural center settings of the Foundation of the Hellenic
World. In Sect. 4 we discuss the results obtained, and, finally, conclusions are drawn
in Sect. 5

2 System Components
2.1 Social Network Integration
In order for an application to interact with SNs it has to use the interface that they
expose. For this purpose we developed the SocialIntegrator, which provides an easy
mechanism to build social applications. Basically, it offers an API that enables user
authentication and sharing updates through different SNs while hiding all the intricacies of generating signatures and tokens, doing security handshakes, etc. It extends
the functionality of the SocialAuth Core and Android Java Libraries,1 by customizing them to support the needs of SN related experiments, i.e. by enabling users to
join social events, post messages on custom group walls, and send direct messages.
The extended functionality is implemented for Facebook and Twitter. This functionality is used by two different applications in the experiment: the visitors’ mobile
application and the expert’s web-application, as explained in detail in Sect. 3.4.
In addition, the SocialIntegrator includes a sub-part responsible for retrieving
data of interest from the SNs during the experiment and using them to calculate
Quality of Experience (QoE) metrics of interest to the experimenter. This part of
the SocialIntegrator is a stand-alone Java application that uses credentials of SNs’
accounts with sufficient permissions and access to targeted social activity.

1 http://code.google.com/p/socialauth.
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2.2 Audio-Visual Content Production and Delivery
Audio Visual Content Component (AVCC) has as main objective to provide high
quality support to every part of the experimental application that requires multimedia content handling. In order to achieve this goal, the AVCC consists of several
components, which work in a collaborative way to provide a set of services. These
services include content acquisition from a media producer, adaptation and distribution of the content to different platforms, live edition and realisation, etc. Another
significant feature of AVCC, is its ability to synchronize data and metadata before
distribution, which is scalable, since the connection to content delivery networks
(CDNs) is permitted (Fig. 1).
Furthermore, AVCC similarly to the SocialIntegrator records several quality of
service (QoS) metrics from the experts’ interfaces and its streaming server. These
multimedia related quality of service metrics include fps, video res. and I/O Bytes
Rate per Stream.
AVC component architecture consists of the following components:
• Input Manager: This module manages the reception of all live content including
audio, video and metadata from the live metadata acquisition management. This
module can receive as input video and audio from multiple formats, providing as
output a decapsulated stream.
• Device Adaptation Manager: Adapts the media content to different platforms
without changing the audio or video codecs. The content is fragmented and encapsulated for different devices and platforms.
• Multiquality manager: The main objective of this module is to perform transcoding in order to provide multi-quality support, proving the same feed at different
bitrates but aligning the GoPs (groups of pictures) in such a way that the player
is able to continuously adapt to network capabilities. Besides, it coordinates the
multi-quality content generation.
• Media Distribution: This module is in charge of the actual content delivery, which
includes the continuous generation of the manifest, final packaging of the content
and transport protocols. It also produces all multiplexes media output of the main
distribution.
• Timeshift Manager: Continuously records live streams for immediate playback
on deferred. It allows the user to have DVR experiences such as rewind, pause
or fast forward. The content is received from Device Adaptation Manager and it
flows both to the AV repository and the Media Distribution Module.
• VoD Manager: This module delivers pre-recorded video and audio streams to the
Input Manager from a single set of source files. It also can record a live stream
to a file available for later playing it on-demand, allowing to record an entire live
stream into a single file, segment it into multiple files for chapter replay, or start
and stop recording at predetermined points for partial archiving. The content is
temporally stored in MP4 container including video, audio and metadata.
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Fig. 1 Simple usage scenario for the audiovisual content component

2.3 Experiment Content Monitoring
The Experiment Content Component (ECC) manages the monitoring of the QoE
and QoS metrics generated by the SocialIntegrator and the AVCC. The ECC queries
the SocialIntegrator and the AVCC for metrics at the start of the experiment and
gathers that data at run-time periodically. It is designed in a generic way, to allow the
collection of monitoring data from different sources without needing in advance the
details of these sources’ design and operation. Within the ECC, the collected data is
stored according to a metric data model into a PostgreSQL2 database. The ECC also
includes a web-based GUI that the experimenters use to get a graphical view on the
collected data.
The ECC consists of five interacting sub-components:
•
•
•
•
•

Experiment Specification (ES)
Experiment Security Correctness (ESC)
Experiment Deployment and Configuration (EDC)
Experiment Monitoring (EM)
Experiment Data Management (EDM)

An overview of the composition of these sub-components, along with their
(routed) external exposure to clients of the ECC is presented in Fig. 2. The roles
of each sub-component are summarized in Table 1.
Inter and intra-component communications (AMQP bus)
The primary channel for experiment data delivery to the ECC is based on the
Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP)3 since it offers a relatively low technical dependency level and at the same time provides a well-defined, accessible
2 http://www.postgresql.org/.
3 http://www.amqp.org/specification/0-9-1/amqp-org-download.
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Fig. 2 The ECC architecture

and robust communication method. The ECC component will use the RabbitMQ4
AMQP implementation which offers developers a wide range of server and client
implementations.
An overview of the interactions between each of these ECC sub-components is
provided below.
EDC/ES interactions
The interactions between the EDC and ES are predominantly for the purpose of
‘boot-strapping’ the technical resources required for an experiment to take place. The
experimenter will use the ES specification files to describe the location of resources
(software installation locations) and their intended targets (cloud based compute and
storage/networked hardware), as well as specifying the configuration elements for
each of these. The EDC will then handle the execution of deployment, configuration,
and tear-down procedures based on this specification and report the results.
EDC/ESC interactions
The deployment and specification process will interact with the security subcomponent; the EDC will provide the security models that are associated with experiment technology resources it manages to the ESC. Subsequently, these security

4 http://www.rabbitmq.com/.
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Table 1 Roles of ECC sub-components
Sub-component
Role
ES

EDC

ESC

EM

EDM

This component encapsulates the specification of resources
required for the deployment of the ECC on a target platform (by
the EDC) and any additional resources required by integrating
components (such as the connection end-point to the EM)
The principal role of this component is the automatic (or
semi-automatic) deployment and configuration of experimental
resources specified by the ES. The EDC manages the
boot-strapping process of resource installation and subsequent
configuration in collaboration with the experimenter
Components connected to the ECC have associated security
models that the ESC is able to check and evaluate security threats
for a particular experimental specification. Experimenters are able
to explore a variety of attack scenarios using these models
Monitoring of both the experimental resource status and the
experimental metrics generated by those resources is managed by
the EM. It queries components deployed by the EDC for metric
generating capabilities and gathers that data at run-time
The EDM manages the access and persistence of metric data
collected by the EM. Storage of this data is allocated on a
per-experiment basis and metrics can be accessed within a
time-frame for subsequent analysis

models can be viewed by the experimenter using the ESC component and evaluated
for potential threats (see below).
ESC/ES interactions
The ES component encapsulates a collection of security models generated during the
experiment deployment and configuration process; these models can be checked by
the experimenter using the security correctness tool. Additionally, the experimenter
will be able to explore various ‘attack scenarios’ based on the experimental set-up
he has specified using the ESC component.
ES/EDM interactions
Internally, the ES component supports the deployment and configuration process
associated with the EDM by specifying the data persistence resources (such as a
Postgres database service) that can be used to store experimental data (the installation
source/target information of which must be provided by the experimenter).
EM/EDC interactions
The EM component deploys a number of monitoring views for the experimenter to
review during the course of an experiment. Some of these views (for example, the
experiment resource view) may be implemented using a third party system (such as
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NAGIOS5 ). To this end, the EDC is used to deploy and configure these monitoring
systems such that the EM can direct monitoring data traffic to them.
EDC/EDM interactions
As described above (see ES/EDM interactions), the EDC plays an important role in
the deployment and configuration of data management systems that will allow the
EDM to store and provide access to experimental (metric) data. During experiment
initialization, the EDM is configured by the EDC to use the database resources
specified by the experimenter.
ES/EM interactions
The relationship between the ES and EM is principally concerned with the specification of the technical systems that will be used during the monitoring run-time
of the experiment. In a similar pattern to that described above, the ES specifies the
EM installation source/target information required for its deployment, including the
provision of the AMQP bus service.

3 The Experiment
An experimental setup of the system was deployed at Hellenic Cosmos,6 a cultural
and educational center in Athens privately owned by the Foundation of the Hellenic World (FHW). A series of exhibitions, both traditional and technological, are
presented at the premises of Hellenic Cosmos. The most prominent among those
is “Tholos”, the real-time virtual reality (VR) dome theater of FHW. Tholos utilizes a fully digital projection system, configurable in a monoscopic, stereoscopic
or a mixed mode of operation. Six pairs of seamlessly blended SXGA+ projectors
project the synthesized imagery on a tilted hemispherical reflective surface of 13 m in
diameter. The auditorium is designed to host up to 128 visitors at the same time [4].
The in-house developed engine used for creating the VR applications is described in
detail in [9].
The Tholos VR system is operated by a single user, namely the educator, via a
joystick and manipulator tracker combination. The typical operation of Tholos, as
demonstrated in Fig. 3, may be modeled mainly as a one-way communication system,
as the educator controls the system, thus determining what the Tholos system will
render and project to the visitors, while at the same time commenting on it. As a sole
exception to this, visitors can participate in specific electronic polls (through buttons
embedded on the seats), which determine the path that the educator will follow,
altering in this way the flow of the presentation in real time. The main reason for this
extremely structured and predefined approach is that the educator is working with
predefined scripts prepared by specialized experts (mainly archaeologists, historians
and architects), since the cost of hiring real experts as museum guides is forbidding.
5 http://www.nagios.org/.
6 http://www.hellenic-cosmos.gr.
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Fig. 3 Tholos operation model before the deployment of the proposed system

These scripts provide information in a specific order and therefore the tour in the
VR world has to follow the same order, as the educators have little ability to operate
outside it. During the movie, the visitors are not allowed to exchange comments with
one another or communicate any questions to the educator since it would disrupt
the movie flow and interfere with the experience of the other visitors. Even if they
were though, the educator may as well not be in the position to provide sufficiently
insightful answers due to lack of in-depth expertise.

3.1 Improving the Quality of Experience
The aim of this experimental system is to enhance the experience of the Tholos visitors by cross-fertilizing the traditional VR Tholos installations with social media
and multimedia streaming, so as to provide a shared cultural and educational experience that brings visitors in touch with each other, the educator, as well as other
remote individuals with expertise on the field and motivate them to become actively
involved and dive deeper into the subject. This is achieved by deploying the distributed application that builds on top of the technologies offered by the toolkit described
in Sect. 2
In contrast to the conventional Tholos experience, the deployment of the described
application over the FHW facility, as shown in Fig. 4, enables the collaborative pre-
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Fig. 4 Tholos operation model after the deployment of the proposed experimental system

sentation of the VR content by allowing a panel of remote experts, who may be
geographically dispersed, to “join” the educator, monitor and assist in the presentation by providing specialized information and elaborating on the displayed content.
The remote experts use a dedicated web-application, namely the Expert Application
(EA). The EA gives them the ability to virtually attend the presented show by utilizing the technology of video streaming. The real-time rendered content of Tholos is
captured, multiplexed with the audio from the educator’s microphone and streamed
through external streaming servers to the web application. In this way experts have
an exact view of the real-time presentation at Tholos. Furthermore the EA allows the
experts to publish video and audio from their side.
While their video is only available to the educator’s control pc, their audio is
directly passed to the Tholos installation, enabling immediate communication with
the educator and the visitors.
In addition to the educator, visitors are also given the ability to interact with
the experts through the use of social media by using the Visitor Application (VA).
Their experience thus becomes shared and interactive. Visitors can comment and
pose questions during the show at specific points. The experts can respond in their
turn through the EA, which collects and presents in a structured way the feed from
the audience. The Tholos operational model is thus extended through the proposed
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experimental system. The following subsections elaborate on the key aspects behind
the design and the implementation of this system.

3.2 Extending the Operation of the Tholos Theatre
In order to relay the Tholos view to several remote experts, an extra slave node was
added that rendered a slightly bigger frame of the central channel of projection to
the experts. Given that the main activity is always at the center of the projection,
while the experts do not see the exact same image as the audience, it is sufficient for
perceiving the content. The video from the extra node was fed to another computer
(STREAM-PC) with a video capture card (AverMedia HD). The STREAM-PC also
received the audio from the educators’ microphone from the line-in interface of the
sound card. From that point on, the rendered view was encoded in H.264 format and
multiplexed with the ambient Tholos audio, encoded in AAC and encapsulated in a
RTMP stream, which was streamed into the AVCC streaming server (see Sect. 2.2).
A visualization of the extended Tholos operation model with the proposed system is
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Proposed system overview
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3.3 Leveraging Social Networks in the Tholos Experience
In order to integrate social networking with the visitors’ real experience inside Tholos,
we envisioned a concept of creating a virtual “event” on Facebook and Twitter for
every Tholos show. In the case of Facebook, which supports the concept of events,
this was straightforward and involved the creation of a Facebook event under the
official Facebook page of FHW. As regards Twitter, which does not support events,
we used “hashtags” for simulating an event and managing its content. Once the
visitors login to their Facebook or Twitter account using their dedicated VA, they are
automatically prompted to attend the specific Facebook or Twitter event respectively,
and thus have access to their feed, which includes the comments and questions of
the audience, and the answers provided by experts. Likewise, the experts attend this
social activity using their own dedicated EA.
There are two issues regarding producing and displaying feed on the SNs in a
user-friendly manner. First, the questions of the visitors should be correlated with the
appropriate part of the movie that the question pertains to. Second, the experts should
be able to view questions grouped under common referenced context and, to avoid
confusion, only those that relate to their specific expertise (e.g. an architect might
prefer to only view questions on historic buildings). However, as already described,
the VR content projected on Tholos is rendered in real time and is dependent on the
navigation of the educator, i.e. it depends on the selected course and the speed with
which the educator performs the navigation. Moreover, the fact that the visitors may
type a question at their own convenience regardless of the content displayed at that
moment, as well as the latency introduced when posting/retrieving content to/from
the SNs via the Internet, makes timestamp-based solutions inefficient in this case.
To this direction, with each new Tholos show, a list of photos of representative
parts of the movie (e.g. historical sights) is added to the corresponding Facebook
and Twitter events before the actual show begins. The VA retrieves dynamically
these photos during the presentation, thus permitting the visitors to automatically
associate questions or comments they have with the particular content of the movie
without typing extra text for specifying the context. Meanwhile, the experts attend
this social activity and answer to questions of their expertise. It should be noted that
the definition of the content of photos and their creation was performed by FHW
experts manually. However, this could be achieved in an automated way using video
summarization techniques as in [8].
Achieving social network transparency: One of the primary design attributes of
SocialIntegrator is SN transparency, i.e. providing the same functionality and user
interface regardless of whether visitors log in to their Facebook or Twitter accounts.
At the same time, the SN source of the feed should be transparent to the experts. This
called for certain design and implementation decisions. In the case of Facebook,
each photo has a unique message description. The implementation of audience’s
comments is connected to Facebook comments posted under the photo. On the other
hand, questions, which are not inherently supported per se, are implemented as
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separate posts on the feed by concatenating the photo’s description with ‘:’, and
Facebook comments on those posts are the answers.
With respect to Twitter, the event is identified by a short uncommon hashtag,
such as #fhw_ev01, which should be present in every subsequent post related to the
event. The photos uploaded by the FHW account should have, similar to Facebook, a
unique hashtag, in addition to the event hashtag. Questions or comments on a photo
are treated as tweets that have both photo’s hashtags and an additional #q or #c
hashtag respectively. A reply to a question in this case is simply a reply tweet to a
question starting with event hashtag.

3.4 Social Network Activity
The experimental system required the development of applications to facilitate the
interactions of the participants, namely the visitors, the experts and the educator.
1. Visitors of the Tholos: While watching the 3D movie, the visitors can interact
with the panel of experts using the Visitor Application (VA) on their Android
smartphones or tablets (Fig. 7). Built on top of the SocialIntegrator software
(see Sect. 2.1), this Android application offers the visitors a user-friendly way
of interacting with the experts and with each other via the SNs. The initial flow
prompts the visitor to ‘Sign In’ via the supported SN of their choice. As with any
application accessing social media, the appropriate permissions will be prompted
and validated, passing on the ability to the application to take over permitted
actions. The flow of the application is guided to the gallery. The gallery contains
the snapshots of the 3D movie, through which the visitors can swipe right or
left (Fig. 6 left-hand, top). For each snapshot, the visitor can click ‘like’, ask a
question and view all questions and answers on that photo (see Fig. 6 left-hand,
bottom).
2. Panel of experts and educator: As already mentioned experts participate in the
event remotely. This is made possible by using the Expert Application (EA), a
web-based application that was developed using the AVCC and SocialIntegrator
software components (see Sects. 2.1 and 2.2) to allow the experts to view the
Tholos movie remotely and to access related SN content, respectively.
Figure 8 shows a snapshot of the EA. The left-hand panel shows the 2D stream of
the Tholos movie, as well as the expert’s own camera feed on the bottom left corner.
The content of SNs appears on the right panel of the application. The experts are
expected to login to both Facebook and Twitter so that they can provide answers to
every audience member. Through this interface, the experts can see the photos of
the event and their related comments, questions and answers. The experts can then
choose to answer questions on which they have expertise. Furthermore the number
of ‘likes’ of each question is shown, so that the experts may choose the most popular
questions to answer if they need to prioritize.
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Fig. 6 Top left Login menu. Top middle Main gallery view. Top right Swipping through gallery
pictures. Bottom left List of questions pertaining to a particular image in the gallery. Bottom middle
When a prolenged click is performed on a question, if comments exist they appear under the question,
in red. Bottom right Keyboard that appears when “ask a question” field is clicked

The repertoire of applications is completed with the educator application, which
includes the video feeds of the remote experts, as shown in Fig. 9. The EA is also
equipped with a Flash object that sends their webcam and audio outputs to educator
console in the Tholos. The content is streamed from the EA web interface to a media
server, which relays the content to the educator console back in the Tholos, avoiding
the need for the museum to have a complex firewall setting. Using this application,
the educator can also invite the experts to talk to the audience, over the Tholos audio
system.
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Fig. 7 A visitor using the mobile application inside Tholos

Fig. 8 Expert web-based application
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Fig. 9 Top row Two
museum educators guide the
audience through a virtual
representation of the ancient
City of Miletus inside
Tholos. One educator
controls the navigation with
the joystick, while the other
one narrates historical
information. The educator
app can be seen on the PC on
the right. Bottom row
Close-up view of the
educator app with the video
feed from the experts. At the
particular demonstration, one
“expert” was physically
located in Madrid, whereas
the other one in Brussels

3.5 Monitoring the Experiment
During the experiment and in the background, data that has been exchanged among
the participants, i.e. the panel of experts and the visitors, are being collected from
the SNs and used to calculate metrics of interest. A sub-part of the SocialIntegrator
is responsible for retrieving these data of interest. This sub-part is a stand-alone Java
application that uses credentials of SNs’ accounts with sufficient permissions and
access to the targeted social activity.
Contrary to other monitoring sources, such as the AVCC, in which the monitoring
interval may obtain very low values (<5 s), when it comes to the SocialIntegrator
monitoring which monitors the activity of the participants in the social network, such
low values are not realistic and simply create unnecessary network traffic. Also, given
that the SocialIntegrator Monitoring performs several requests to the social networks
via the Internet to retrieve experiment-related data each time it is queried by the ECC
EM, in practice we experienced situations whereby the query interval was lower
than the time needed to collect the data for the previous query. To this direction, the
part of SocialIntegrator Monitoring that is responsible for collecting data from the
SNs, has now become a daemon thread that collects data using its own time interval.
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Note that this interval is configurable and can be adjusted to the needs of the specific
experiment and the speed of the network that is used.
For the specific deployment of experimental system, the hosting venue, FHW,
was mostly interested in the following two aspects:
1. Generic information about the SN activity. This information helps the FHW
understand whether the audience (and what part of the audience i.e. their age
group) liked the new experimental system that is offered in the Tholos theatre.
To this direction, information about the visitors attending the SN event is being
retrieved, and then used to calculate metrics about the overall participants engagement in the social activity, such as the number of attendees, their average age, and
the average number of comments/questions per attendee.
2. Collecting feedback from the visitors on the different parts of the movie.
In order to collect information about the way the audience perceived the movie,
each photo hosted in the SN event, which as already described, represents a
different part of the movie, becomes a monitoring entity on its own and several
attributes are then attached to it, such as number of likes, comments, questions and
answers per photo, as well as the top comment, question and answer per photo.
The SocialIntegrator subpart that is responsible for retrieving information from
the supported SNs, is calculating the above monitoring metrics and is communicating them to the EM in order to present them to the FHW representative during
the experiment. Figures 10, 11 and 12 show snapshots of the EM GUI during the
experiment.

4 Collected Results—Discussion
Regarding the details of the experiment, there were three main experiment runs
(excluding test runs) over a 2-week period with a total of approximately 70 users,
the majority being high-school and university students. Given the users’ age and
the simplicity of the visitor app, understanding how the system works was rather
straightforward. During the 45-min long educational movie the visitors used the
android app to comment on the content they were watching and ask questions to
remote experts. Although they enjoyed this aspect of the experience, it did not seem
distracting. Overall more than 30 questions were asked and even more comments
were posted.
After the show has ended, the collected metrics on QoE and QoS are reported
and evaluated. Comparing the number of ‘likes’ among the snapshots can lead to
interesting conclusions. For instance, the “Agora of Miletus” collected the most
‘likes’, which means it was a rather popular part, so the organizers should possibly
consider devoting more time to it. On the other hand, a photo with zero or very
few ‘likes’ should motivate the organizers to revise the narrative on that part or
even remove it from the show. Moving on, the collected metrics indicate what the
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Fig. 10 ECC dashboard
screenshot showing multiple
clients connected

question with the greater number of ‘likes’ is (i.e. the “top question”), as well as
the “top answer” for that question. This means that the audience really wanted to
know about that particular topic and was especially satisfied by a specific answer
(since multiple answers can be given by experts). An instance that occurred during
the experiment run is characteristic: at the point where the film shows an altar in
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Fig. 11 Snapshot of the EM GUI displaying all available photos and their related metrics

the Agora of Miletus, the narration omits to explain its function and the reason why
this is considered significant. A member of the audience posted a related question
and the expert’s answer proved to be the most popular post of the experiment run,
being both informative and humorous. The producers therefore decided to include
this answer in the narrative.
Of course, a more thorough statistical analysis of the collected measurements
could help extract more sophisticated conclusions by applying methods as in
[1–3, 7]. For instance, the popularity of specific movie parts or particular types
of experts’ answers (humorous, elaborate, scholar) could be associated to certain
age groups, e.g. younger visitors tend to prefer short, witty answers by experts,
rather than heavy-on-historic-information ones. Another more specific interesting
conclusion had to do with the attention span of younger visitors: they tended to
lose interest when the narrative went into great detail, whereas brief, to-the-point
and potentially humorous descriptions and answers keep them engaged. As can be
corroborated by the organizing venue (FHW), this can be a valuable source of information that could supersede conventional feedback collection methods, such as postperformance questionnaires. Furthermore, QoS metrics regarding the performance
of audiovisual streaming provide interesting feedback on the technical performance
of the audiovisual streaming, such as frames per second, playback rate, dropped
frames, etc.
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Fig. 12 Snapshot of the EM GUI displaying measurements about the number of likes on photo
“Temple of Apollo”

The above results pertain to the added value for the venue/producers. The value
for the visitor is more straightforward but equally important: an enhanced, richer,
shared experience. A relatively conventional, and sometimes even mundane cultural/educational experience can thus be transformed into an exciting opportunity to
discuss one’s questions with field experts, while having fun and communicating with
one’s peers. The experts were also very positive about the concept, which enabled
them to communicate from their own personal space with students and use their
expertise to trigger younger people’s interest on history.

5 Conclusions
We presented an experimental system that provides visitors in cultural and educational events an enhanced, immersive, entertaining, “fresher” experience. We also
demonstrated how social networking activity can be leveraged to extract valuable
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instant, spontaneous and comprehensive feedback for organizers of such events, thus
actually providing a basis for revamping past methods of data collection. The presented framework constitutes a large-scale experiment on a state-of-the-art unique
technological facility aiming at investigating the potential of the Future Media Internet.
As future work we will support additional social networks via the SocialIntegrator
(e.g. Instagram, Flickr), and we consider extending the current framework to include
supplementary functionality (e.g. 3D reconstruction of the expert and superimposition on the live movie) as well as investigating its scalability. The presented system
has been successfully deployed and used in the Foundation of the Hellenic World
cultural center and is a work in progress to be continued in the years to come. The
system can be adapted to fit the scope and needs of other cultural or educational
centers, but can also be applied in different contexts, such as pilot screenings or film
festivals, which usually involve discussions with the creators. Although the necessary adjustments depend on the particularities of the use case, the application of such
a system would presuppose the possibility to locate separate thematic or semantic
units in the film or, more generally, the experience offered. This permits “anchoring”
the social network activity (comments, questions, answers) exchanged between users
and experts to specific key parts of the experience, so that this activity can be easily
accessible and exploitable.
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Social Network Analysis for Biometric
Template Protection
Padma Polash Paul, Marina Gavrilova and Reda Alhajj

Abstract In this book chapter, novel cancelable biometric template generation
algorithm using Social Network Analysis is presented. Two sets of features are fused
using Social Network. Fusion technique is cancelable. Eigenvector centrality is used
to generate final sets of features from the Virtual Social Network (VSN). From the
features, Virtual Social Network generation and analysis is one of the important tasks.
Main difficulty of this process is to find the validity of social network feature. Two
sets of feature keep the relation among them for the classification. Finding the relation
among the features could be done by using social network analysis. A new algorithm
to generate VSN from the features is also presented in this chapter. Generated virtual network keeps the discriminability among the features. Once the features are
different, the generated networks are different from the previous one. Social network
based feature analysis confirms the domain transformation. It is computationally
very hard to regenerate the original features from the social network matric value.
This domain transformation confirms the cancelability in biometric template generation. To ensure the multi-level cancelability random projection is used to project
social network based feature. Performance analysis for biometric domain data is also
presented in this chapter.
Keywords Social network analysis · Virtual social network
biometrics · Biometric security · Template protection

·

Cancelable

1 Introduction
The recent study conducted by McMaster University, found at the Government of
Canada Public Safety Web site (http://www.publicsafety.gc.ca/), reports over five
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million cases a year related to stolen identity, phishing, and direct attacks against
individuals in Canada alone. The same study points out those three quarters of large
Canadian organizations have been victims of cyber-attacks. Over last few years,
numbers of terrorist attacks have increased despite the increased boarder control
and biometric verification. An illegal access to a security system is possible using
stolen identity or hacking. Therefore, secure authentication for logical and physical
access control is crucial to protect the system and information. Unauthorized access
to the system may cause valuable data and information leakage. Typically, authentication systems are based on passwords, pins, smart ID cards or tokens. Unfortunately,
hackers can easily break in and get access to password-protected systems through
brute-force dictionary attacks [1]. Unauthorized access can also be obtained by stealing a smart card. Biometric systems are more secure than traditional systems [2, 3].
Topology-based methods have been very popular approaches for single biometrics
[4, 5]. On the other hand, social interactions are also under investigation for secure
biometric system [6]. That is why biometric based system is an established solution for various security applications such as border access control, immigration,
national registration, online applications (e-commerce). Nowadays, biometric systems are also suffering from vulnerability because of communication facilities and
availability of technologies to hackers. Therefore, protection of a biometric security
system is vital. This motivated me to conduct research on template protection in
biometric security system.
The concept of cancelable biometric (cancelability) has emerged very recently [7–
9] as a powerful tool for template protection [10–12]. Cancelable biometric system is
a type of system that can protect the database from template level attack. Biometric
system with cancelability, also called the template protection scheme, can defend the
biometric database from security threats. This trend focuses on how to transform a
biometric data or feature into a new one so that users can easily change their single
biometric template in a biometric security system. This newly emerged direction
also supports template changes across the application domain, which means a user
can use different biometric template for different biometric application. Cancelable
biometric is a new field for securing biometric system. Different methods for better
performance are still under investigation.
In recent years, SNA was applied for different types of data mining tasks for intelligent applications [13]. There are several method for facial biometric extraction and
recognition [14]. The constructed network signifies relative knowledge about the
node of the network (facial features). Feature extraction is possible using social network analysis. For cancelable biometric system, random weight can be used when
generating social network. This weight can be found based on the correlation values
for the folds after cross folding. To regenerate the network, another random weight
can be used. This randomness of network allows cancelable fusion. Construction
of the network should keep the relationship among the features, i.e., keep the discriminability. Social network analysis can be used for both multimodal approach
on single and multiple biometric traits. In this chapter, we have explored the use of
social network analysis for single biometric trait.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, background research on
cancelable biometrics is presented. Brief discussion about properties of cancelable
biometric system is also presented. In Sect. 3, proposed methodology is presented.
The use of social network based cancelable fusion is discussed and validated in
Sect. 4. Section 4 also demonstrates secondary template protection scheme using
random projections. Finally, in Sect. 5 experimental result is presented.

2 Background Research
Individuals biometric traits are stored in a template database for both the training and
the matching processes. The most important part of the biometric system from the
point of view of security and privacy is the template database. Previous studies [15]
have shown that the raw image or text can be recovered from the template stored in the
database. A first approach was to store the transformed version of original template to
deal with biometric security and privacy [15]. Ross et al., 2007, reconstructed fingerprint image from stored minutiae points. In previous research on biometric template
protection, authors suggested the dependency of cancelable biometric algorithm on
security, discriminability, recoverability, performance and diversity of the system
[11, 16, 17]. They noted that it should be computationally hard to reconstruct the
original template from the transformed template. The discriminability of the original
biometric template should not be lost after the cancelable transformation, as well as
performance should not degrade. On the other hand, the revocability and diversity are
the two most important characteristics of Cancelability. Authors of the book Handbook of Fingerprint Recognition in chapter nine [16] emphasized that a biometric
template protection algorithm should satisfy the following four requirements:
Security: Reconstruction of the original biometric template from the transformed
biometric template should be computationally hard [16].
Discriminability or Performance: Cancelable transformation should keep the discriminability consistent before and after the transformation. The performance of
original and cancelable biometric should not be degraded [16].
Diversity: Cancelable template should not match across the application, i.e., Cancelable template of an individual from one application must not be compatible to
another application [16].
Recoverability: An individual can easily revoke compromised biometric template
and reissue another cancelable template for the application using the same biometrics. This process should be similar as changing a password as many times as user
wishes [16].
Biometric templates are stored in a database in different ways; they can be stored
as raw biometric data or as extracted feature vectors. Some researchers suggested to
store the encrypted template so that keys are needed to extract the template [18–20].
However, storing the feature vectors in a database is not secure because the original template can be obtained through reverse engineering [15]. In 2003, Adler [15]
showed that it is possible to reconstruct the original face from the face-recognition
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template stored in the database. Ross and his colleagues presented fingerprint template reconstruction from minutiae points [21]. Scheirer and Boult presented a system
that can crack fuzzy vaults and encrypted biometric [22].
In 2005, Adler described vulnerabilities of biometric encryption [23]. He presented the case that even if biometric templates are protected using encryption, it
is still possible to break the system [23]. From the research on template protection,
it is found that templates are not secure even after encryption. Leaking of biometric template violates the privacy and security of an individual and biometric system
becomes powerless. On the other hand, if the template is compromised, the access to
a particular security application becomes impossible for the victim, as his biometric
traits are unique and impossible to change or replace.

3 Methodology
In the first stage of the transformation is the 2-Fold random cross folding. The outcome of the process is two sets of a feature that are cancelable. Random indexes are
used to generate two folds. Distance based features are calculated from Fold 1 and
Fold 2. Distance features are then projected using random projection that transforms
the original m-dimensional data to n-dimensional. Random indexes are transformed
using Gram-Schmidt transformation [24] to an orthogonal random matrix. This random matrix is used for first random projection. In the second random projection,
a random matrix is transformed using Gram-Schmidt transformation. The GramSchmidt transformation is used to orthonormalize the random matrix so that it keeps
the distance of the projected features similar in the Euclidean space. Transformed
matrix is used as a random projection matrix. Figure 1 shows the proposed system
architecture of social network based cancelable biometric system Fig. 2.
To enhance the discriminability of the feature, Linear Discrimination Analysis
(LDA) is used next to find discriminant feature from randomly projected features.
Finally, LDA features are classified using k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) classifier.
Features projected using LDA are cancelable, because they come from two levels of
random projection and initial cross folding between face and ear template.
If the indexes of a cross-folding and random projection matrix are changed, the
cancelable template can be built for multiple biometrics. Furthermore, by changing
the random projection matrix, new cancelable template can be generated for different
application. Multiorder of cancelability is achieved using both random cross folding
and two levels of random projection.
In the proposed method, we cannot take the feature vector because features can be
reverse engineered to get the original template. One the original template is reconstructed it is compromised based on the system setup and from the main idea of
cancelable biometrics. The threshold is required to take the relation among the features that are closely related. If we do not use the threshold, it keeps all the feature
relation that is generalization of the feature vector. Therefore, the chance of reconstruction of original feature vector is possible from the constructed network.
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Fig. 1 Proposed system architecture using 2 Fold Random cross folding for single biometric trait.
Modules with underlined text are proposed method
Fig. 2 n-Fold Random
selection of biometric trait
for multimodal approach
using single biometric trait

3.1 2-Fold Random Cross Folding
In this step of the proposed system, biometric raw data are randomly split into n
blocks. These blocks are then processed. Figure 3 shows the general block diagram for
random splitting. Raw face or ear biometric features are divided into two equal parts.
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Fig. 3 Pictorial representation 2- Fold cross folding for single biometric trait. An example block
of 8 × 8 pixels form the template is shown in this figure

A pseudorandom number generation algorithm is used to split the raw features into
two parts. In the Fig. 3, we have presented the method of random selection. From NxN
face template, m random features are selected and named as Fold 1. Other m features
are Fold 2, where m=NxN/2. We have applied the same cancelable transformation on
both folds (Fold 1 and Fold 2). Instead of selecting local features of face like lips, eye
etc., we have selected random features. Randomness of the features ensures some
properties of cancelability. If we do not select exact indies, it is almost impossible to
authenticate an individual. These two folds are then processed separately to obtain
different domain feature using another set of cancelable transformation. Finally,
transformed features from two folds are projected using random projection matrix.
Discrimination analysis is conducted on the randomly projected feature.
An example of 2-Fold Cross-Folding is shown in Fig. 3. This example takes 8 × 8
blocks of pixels. The partition of the block is based on the random indexes. Each cell
of the block represents a pixel.

3.2 Feature Extraction Using Fisherface
In 1991, Pentland and Turk introduced Eigenface method to address two-dimensional
recognition problems in their fundamental paper Eigenface for Recognition [25].
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They have used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to the extract features for face
detection and recognition system. From that work, PCA becomes a standard tool
for modern data analysis in different fields such as bio-metrics, image processing,
machine learning, etc. For the complex dataset, PCA is a simple, non-parametric
method to extract features [26].
In 1936, R. A. Fisher introduced a statistical method to discriminant the features
to classify four flowers using a linear system [27]. In his article “The Use of Multiple
Measures in Taxonomic Problems”, he tried to maximize the difference between the
classes of flowers. From the idea of R. A. Fisher, Belhumeur et al., 1997 inspired
to establish Fisherface (FLDA) method for face recognition in different illumination
condition where Eigenface method can fail. They have designed a class specific
linear projection method for face recognition to maximize the interclass variation
and minimize the intra class similarity [28].
Eigenface method finds total variation of data regardless of the class specification
[25]. Using Fisherface method allows us to identify the discriminative class specific
feature extraction. Because of the class specification and discriminability of feature
extraction, we have used Fisherface method instead of Eigenface as a tool to find the
features from cross-folded cancelable biometric data.

3.3 Social Network Analysis
Generating the social network for cross-folded biometric feature is an important task.
Euclidian distances among the randomly selected features of each biometric trait are
calculated. Distance values are then converted into similarity values and normalize
in the range of zero to one. Correlation coefficients are calculated from the similarity
values. If the correlation coefficient values are greater than the threshold, a link is
assigned among the person. Proposed steps of virtual social network construction for
biometric data are given bellow. There are number of metrics that keep the network
characteristics. Centrality measures [29, 30] are very common and important ones.
Betweenness [31–33] is one of the important centrality measure techniques. Another
very important centrality value is eigenvector centrality [34, 35]. In this chapter, we
have studied the eigenvector centrality of the nodes of the network for final feature.

3.4 Social Network Analysis
Performance of the biometric feature depends on constructed network. Therefore,
construction of social network from the feature is very important task. Mechanism
for virtual social network construction should keep the discriminability of the features. Social Network is constructed from the Fold 1 and Fold 2 features. In the first
step correlation among the features are computed. Correlation coefficients are taken
because it is the relation between the two features sets. A threshold is applied on
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the coefficients to find the social network. Correlation coefficients are computed for
all features, and it gives an adjacency matrix of relation. L1 or L2 distances are not
taken because of the feature extensive information loss. Using correlation instead
can keep the spatial relation among the feature, which can be the shape of the human
face or ear. We have taken two different networks from the adjacency matrix. It can
be done by using upper and lower triangulation.
We named two networks as Social Network-1 and Social Network-2 (Fig. 4). A
weight is calculated from features of Fold 1 and Fold 2. Distance based features are
used to generate weights. Eigenvalue centrality is measured for both networks. The
cross products of both features are taken to fuse them together. Figure 4 is the block
diagram of the proposed social network based cancelable fusion.
This process is cancelable because it satisfies the property of cancelable features. First, it is computationally hard to reconstruct the original feature from the
calculated features. Second, once the cross fold indexes are changed, therefore, the
feature relations as well as the constructed network changed. Finally, features from
social network are non-invertible which increases the template security.

Fig. 4 Pictorial representation 2- Fold cross folding for single biometric trait. An example block
of 8 × 8 pixels form the template is shown in this figure
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Fig. 5 Social Network-1 from Fold 1 and Fold 2 features of face biometrics

Selecting the threshold is one of the important tasks to generate virtual social
network. In the following section, we will validate the network construction and use
of threshold. Figures 5 and 6 show the social network constructed from the cross
folded feature of two folds of face biometrics. Both figures are generated using
NetDriller [36].

3.5 Validation of Virtual Social Network
Validation of the constructed social network can be done based on several values
such as betweenness centrality, clustering coefficient, degree centrality, eigenvector
centrality etc. From the analysis of the metric values we found that different metric gives better distribution of values for different threshold values. We found the
best betweenness for 65 % of correlation values. For clustering coefficient, degree
centrality and eigenvector centrality 60 % of the correlation values gives the best distribution of social network metric values. In the following sections, we have presented
the computation for each of the centrality measures.
In 1972, Bonacich suggested that the eigenvector could be a good network centrality measure [35]. It can be computed form the largest eigenvalue of an adjacency
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Fig. 6 Social Network-2 from Fold 1 and Fold 2 features of face biometrics

matrix [35]. It assigns relative scores to all nodes in the network. Assigning the score
depends on the high-scoring and low-scoring nodes [34].
For a social network G (V, E), if |V| is the number of vertices and A is the adjacency
matrix the eigenvector centrality of node v can be computed using Eqs. (1) and (2).
xv =

1 
1
xt =
xv,t xt
λ
λ
t∈M(v)

(1)

t∈G

where M (v) is a set of neighbor node v and is constant can be computed form Eq. (2).
Ax = λx

(2)

In eigenvector centrality measure, eigenvector for highest eigenvalues are taken.
Figure 7 shows the eigenvector centrality distribution for different correlation coefficient threshold. Network construction using 60 % of the correlation coefficient gives
better convergence for the centrality of the node (person). Uniqueness of the centrality
measure is an important to provide feedback to the classifier.
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Fig. 7 Distribution of Eigen vector centrality for face training data. Values are normalize in the
range 0–1

3.6 Random Projection and Classification
Johnson and Lindenstrauss [37] first develop the idea of random projection. Number
of researchers used random projection for cancelable biometric system [11, 38,
39]. Random projection technique is used as an alternative of PCA for dimension
reduction of data [40]. The main goal of random projection is to project vector on to
a reduced dimensional space called Euclidian space [37]. The main property of the
random projection is to keep the Euclidean distance similar in some extent before and
after the projection of vector. Random projection changes the vector and transforms
into new vector, but it keeps the statistical property of the original [39]. In the proposed
method, random projection matrix is calculated in two steps. In the first step, a random
matrix is generated based on the random seed. In the second step, random matrix is
transformed into orthogonal matrix using Gram-Schmidt orthogonal transformation.
The Gram-Schmidt transformation is used to orthonormalize a set of vectors (2D
matrix) in Euclidean space Rn [24]. This transformation allows the projection to
keep the distance of the projected features same in Euclidean space.
The k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) is one of the simplest and powerful classifier for
pattern recognition. k-NN uses topological similarity in the feature space for object
recognition [41]. It uses a majority vote of the neighbors to establish the out-put. k
is a small positive integer. If k = 1, it uses similarity distance between two objects. It
is better to use odd numbers of k to address the voting tie. There is different distance
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functions used in k-NN classifier. The similarity value of k-NN algorithm can be
calculated using Euclidean distance, cosine distance, city block distance etc. [41]. In
k-NN classifier, value of k is very important. For all types of system, optimization of
k is an important factor. Finding k can be brute force search or k means clustering.
In brute force search, systems are modeled for different values of k. The model that
gives the best performance is selected for k. Another way of optimization of k is
using k means clustering. If a cluster is optimal, it is possible to get best k from the
distribution of classes in a cluster. After understanding the feature characteristics
optimal k is selected.

4 Experiment
4.1 Experimental Setup
The proposed cancelable system is preliminary study for cancelable biometric and
researchers are still trying to find reliable method to protect the template. This book
chapter focuses on the main idea and feasibility of the system but not the experimental result or performance comprehensively. The experiment is conducted both for
face and ear database. For face, FERET [42], VidTIMIT [43] and Olivetti Research
Lab Database [44] were chosen. The Facial Recognition Technology (FERET) database is widely used database to evaluate a face-recognition system. The database
was collected at George Mason University and the US Army Research Laboratory
facilities [42]. The images of the FERET database were collected using the 35 mm
film camera with Kodak-ultra color film. Images are transferred onto a CD-ROM
through multiresolution technique of Kodak. Color images are then converted into
a gray-scale image of resolution 256 × 384 and publicly available for testing face
recognition system [42]. The FERET database has 1199 subjects, and each subject
has multiple facial images.
The VidTIMIT database consists of 43 subjects. This is a video database. Each
subject has images of different view. To generate the virtual database, we have taken
images that include different partial views of a subject. The videos are stored in a
sequence of JPEG images of 512 × 384 resolutions. The quality of the JPEG images
is 90 % [43].
The Olivetti Research Lab Database, also known as AT&T database of faces,
contains a set of face images of 40 subjects. The database was used in the context
of a face-recognition project carried out in collaboration with the Speech; there are
ten unalike images of each of 40 subjects. The images were taken at different times,
varying the lighting, facial expressions (open/closed eyes, smiling/not smiling) and
facial details (glasses/no glasses). The size of each image is 92 × 112 pixels, with
256 gray levels per pixel [44].
Two databases called University of Science and Technology Beijing (USTB)
Image Database-I & II [45] for ear were selected to generate virtual multimodal Face-
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Ear database. Database-I contains 66 subjects, and each subject has three images of
gray-scale. Database II contains 77 subjects, and each subject has three 300 × 400
images of gray scale [45].

4.2 Experimental Result
To validate the proposed method, first we have tested the cancelability of the system.
The main goal for this test is to check the performance of the cancelable features
and their characteristics such as interclass variability, improvement of performance
etc. We have applied FLDA and double random projection on single biometric trait
to get the cancelable template. We also applied LDA and k-NN on face and ear
biometric data to test the original template performance. We have applied general
fusion method instead of SNA. The general fusion indicates concatenation of the
features. It also implies taking all the features or taking the distance of the features.
Similarly, same experiment is conducted for ear biometric template. From the analysis
of results, it is found that using cancelable ear feature is better than using original
feature. Classification accuracy is improved by approximately 4 % for cancelable
transformation. Figure 9 shows the ROC curve for cancelable and the original ear
biometric template.
We have proposed the new methodology using Social Network Analysis (SNA)
to establish the hypothesis that SNA is feasible for cancelability. The main goal is
to establish that social network analysis can be applied in biometric feature transformation and domain conversion, it keeps the feature relation, and transformed
features can be used for biometric identification. We can accept social network as
a new tool of biometric template protection even if it gives us similar performance
as original biometric traits. However, in our experiment we have found that the
performance is better than the original biometric traits.
Another experiment is conducted for single biometric trait. Instead of using the
entire feature from a trait, the raw features are divided randomly in two parts to
generate feature sets. Two raw sets are then processed using Fisherface to generate
the discriminative feature. Instead of Fisherface, it is possible to use Social Network
Analysis (SNA). In this experiment, instead of using distance feature between tow
folds SNA is used. SNA extract the relationships among the features of two folds.
These relationships are then randomly projected to ensure the cancelability. Feature
fusion using SNA is very effective and improved. Cancelable templates are achieved
by fusing tow feature sets to generate final cancelable template.
This system is tested for both face and ear biometric database. From the result of
the experiment, it is found that social network based fusion approach can improve the
performance of cancelable biometric system. The graphs shown in Figs. 8 and 9 are
the results for cancelable fusion approach for single biometric trait. The performance
of SNA based cancelable biometric system using only face improved by 2 % over
general cancelable biometric system. The ROC curve for cancelable biometric system
using only face template is presented. Applying the same system architecture for ear
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Fig. 8 ROC for original face versus cancelable face template using Social Network Analysis

Fig. 9 ROC for original ear versus cancelable ear template using Social Network Analysis
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biometric template similar result is found. SNA based cancelable biometric template
performance improved over 2 % compared with unimodal cancelable template of ear.
For face, the overall performance improved over the original template is more than
10 %. Similar scenario is found for ear as well. For ear, the overall performance is
improved by more than 8 % compared to the original template. Finally, it is clear
that applying social network analysis improves biometric system protection and
performance.

4.3 Cancelability Analysis
Template protection can be achieved by using social network based fusion. This
fusion is cancelable. Once the template is compromised it is computationally hard
to reconstruct the Fold 1 and Fold 2 features. If the features are non-invertible
re-construction of original template is impossible. Furthermore, if the random indexes of the 2-Fold cross folding are compromised still template is secure. The Cancelability of the proposed system is self-explanatory because when we combine randomly
selected features and converted the features in to a new domain without keeping any
information of the original domain then it is hard to reconstruct the feature from
the converted domain. Random projection is also cancelable because of the domain
transformation. Now in case of social network analysis since networks are generated
form random features it extends another level of domain transformation keeping the
original relation but not the original feature.
To improve the confidence of the system, random projections are used. Without
the random projection templates are secure using social network analysis. Even of
the projection matrix are disclose to the attacker, it is hard to reverse engineer the
original template.

5 Conclusion
In this chapter, multilevel cancelability is presented. New method is proposed to
generate cancelable template. Cancelable fusion is presented for the first time in
this paper. The performance is improved over original and general fusion methods. Specifically, in this chapter, new cancelable template protection architecture
is presented. A novel biometric cancelable fusion is applied to achieve first level
cancelability. Three levels of cancelability is incorporated in a single system to ensure
security of the template. Random cross-folding approach for face or ear biometric
traits is introduced to obtain the cancelability. Random indexes are generated using
pseudo random number generator. These indexes are then used to split the biometric
traits into folds. Cancelability is ensured by random fold generation and fusion.
Experimental results reported in this chapter satisfy the properties of cancelable
biometric systems.
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Glossary

AN Affiliation Network—a social network of authors and links that represent
undirected co-authorship relationships
BA model Barabási-Albert algorithm for generating random scale-free social
networks
Bag of words A simplified representation where a text is represented as a set of its
words, disregarding grammar and word order.
Biometric system A system that enables identification or authentication based on
biometric individual characteristic like face image or fingerprint
Biometric template A pattern extracted from biometric data used at comparison
between a given and reference template
BNB Bernoulli Naive Bayes
Categorization Presenting the search results in categories rather than as an undifferentiated mass
Commuter flow centrality Refers to a network centrality quantifying node structural position—the importance using commuter volume
Cosine similarity Cosine value between two vectors that is used to quantify
similarity level between them both
Cross-validation A classification model validation technique; the dataset is
randomly split into n sets; typically n = 10; every set is used once for testing—
validation, while the other n−1 sets are utilized for training; the process is repeated
n times so it is also called n-fold cross-validation, e.g. 10-fold cross-validation
Data leakage The creation of unexpected additional information in the training
data, allowing a machine learning algorithm to make unrealistically good predictions
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Degree The number of links incident to the node in the undirected social network;
equivalent to the number of nearest neighbors; one of network centrality measures
for nodes
Delay flow centrality Refers to a network centrality that measures structural node
position—the importance using the delay incurred to commuters when a node
fails
Eigenvector centrality One of the network centrality/influence measures for
nodes; connections to nodes with high eigenvector value contribute more to this
measure than connections to nodes with its low value; iteratively computed
Extrinsic Time Refers to time related to dynamics; it increments if the social network has changed
FN False Negative
FP False Positive
Global network analysis Studies the connectivity among individuals in the whole
community
GUI Graphical User Interface
Indegree The number of neighboring nodes having connections to a given node;
one of network centrality measures for nodes
Intrinsic time Refers to absolute time; in opposite to extrinsic Time
k-NN The k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm used for classification
LDA Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Local network analysis Studies the connectivity among members in a team working on a particular project; a team is a subset of a community
MNB Multinomial Naive Bayes
Natural-language processing Determining the meaning of written text taking into
account its context, grammar, colloquialisms, etc.
NC The Nearest Centroid
Naïve Bayes Net a.k.a. Bayesian Network, Bayes Network—a statistical model
that represents variables and their conditional dependencies by means of directed
acyclic graph
Network centrality Refers to a structural measure describing the structural
position of a node in the social network; often used as an indicator of the node
importance in a network
Network sampling Selection of a subset of nodes from the social network together
with all links between them
N-gram A sequence of n contiguous items—typically terms from a given text
OLAP OnLine Analytical Processing
One versus all A binary classification scheme which distinguishes between one
class of labels and the rest
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Opinion mining A process for extracting, generally from a text, of the judgment
or the mood of a person about a certain topic, product, etc.
OSS Open Source Software—a computer program with source code available to
the general public for use and modification
Outdegree The number of neighboring nodes linked from a given node; one of the
network centrality measures for nodes
OWL Web Ontology Language
PA Preferential Attachment process
PCA Principal Component Analysis
Polarity of words Refers to the strength in the classification of a word in a range
of feeling going from positive to negative.
Polarity-Length A linguistic processing method that uses the natural relation
between the polarity of a text and its length.
Random social network A social network with a given number of nodes and links
randomly generated
QoE Quality of Experience
RDF Resource Description Framework
REST Representational State Transfer
RPC Remote Procedure Call
SGD Stochastic Gradient Descent
SI Susceptible—Infected; an epidemic model
SIR Susceptible—Infected—Removed; an epidemic model
SIS Susceptible—Infected—Susceptible; an epidemic model
SN Social Network is a network of (1) nodes (a.k.a. actors, vertex, members, users)
that represent to social entities. i.e. individuals, groups of people, organizations
or organizational units as well as (2) social relations (a.k.a. edges, binds, connections, links) that correspond to directed or undirected, weighted or unweighted
relationships existing between nodes in the network; typically a link binds a pair
of nodes; SN is commonly represented by a graph or adjacency matrix; in some
applications, the nodes may correspond to other objects like biometric features or
terms
SNA Social Network Analysis; a diverse bunch of methods, techniques, approaches
and also measures that are used to analyze social network data
Stemming A process of reducing the words to their stem, base or root form
SVM Support Vector Machine
TF-IDF Term Frequency—Inverse Document Frequency; a measure quantifying
importance of the term in the collection of documents
TN True Negative
TP True Positive
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VR Virtual Reality
Visual analytics A visualization technique used to present the results of data
analytics or to support interactive exploration of data and/or results
VSN Virtual Social Network
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Cancelable template, 219, 229, 231
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Emergence, 178, 185, 190
Emotion recognition, 126, 127, 129–131,
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H
Heuristic, 146, 157

I
Indifferent attachment, 52
Intelligence, 177, 191
Intrinsic time, 105–108, 111, 114, 117, 118,
120, 121, 123

L
Language, 143, 145, 146, 148
Learning, 149, 151, 153–156
Lexicon, 144–146, 149, 150, 153, 154
Local network, 59, 71

M
Machine learning, 132, 134, 144
Micro-blog, 78, 91
Multimedia, 195, 202
MySpace, 43, 44
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N
Natural language, 160
Network centrality, 24, 26, 38

O
Open source, 178
Opinion, 143–148
OSS, 58–61, 63, 65, 67, 71, 74
Outbreak threshold, 79, 81–83

P
Pattern, 181, 185
Polarity, 144–147, 150, 151, 155, 156
Polarity-length, 148, 149, 153, 156, 157
Preferential attachment, 43, 54
Propagation, 2, 14, 21
Provenance, 180
Psycho-linguistic, 144, 148, 156

Q
Quality of Experience (QoE), 196, 202
Quality of Service (QoS), 197

R
Random cross folding, 220, 221
Random projection, 217, 219, 220, 222, 227,
229, 231
Raw biometrics, 219
Relative rank, 48, 49
Reputation, 2–4, 7–10, 12
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RSS, 78
Rumor, 78–83, 85, 91–93, 95, 98, 100

S
Scale-free network, 79, 82, 83, 85, 93
Sina Weibo, 79, 85, 91, 95, 100
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SIS, 81
Social media, 194, 195, 202
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Social network analysis (SNA), 126
Social network integration, 196
Software, 58
SPNR, 78, 79, 82, 85, 86, 89, 95, 98, 100

T
Template protection, 218–220, 231
Temporal network, 106
Ties, 58, 70, 72, 73
Top Friends, 43, 46, 52
Topic, 159–167, 170–174
TopicFlow, 159–162, 164–174
Transparency, 178, 185
Transportation network, 24, 25, 28, 38
Trust, 6
Twitter, 78, 95, 97

V
Visual analytics, 25, 35, 38

